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SEDIMENTOLOGY OF PLEISTOCENE CARBONATES FROM BIG PINE KEY, FLORIDA

MARIO CONIGLIO

ABSTRACT

Cores and outcrop samples of Late Pleistocene carbonates from Big

Pine Key were studied in detail in order to descrÍbe and interpret their

stratÍgraphy, primary depositional facíes, and submarine and subaerial

diagenesis. The boreholes penetrated three stratÍgraphic units separated

by dístinct paleoexposure surface zones. From youngest to oldest these

are the Q5, Q4, and Q3 units of Perkins, L977.

Lithologically, the Q3 and Q4 units consÍst of a peloid-bioclast

packstone to grainstone facies. The Q5 unit can be subdivided into three

intergradational facies. From northwest to southeast across Big Pine

Key, an ooÍd graínstone facies grades into a transitÍona'l facies, whÍch,

in turn, grades into a peloid-bioclast packstone to grainstone facies.

This ìatter facies, which also constitutes much of the Q4 and Q3 unÍts,

is considered to be Key Largo Limestone. The grainstone and transitional

facies of the Q5 unit are commonly referred to as the Miami Limestone.

The ooid grainstone represents deposition in a high energy environment

whereas the other facies Índicate low energy. The presence of ooids in

the Q4 unit suggests that prevÍously undocumented shoals were developing

at that time.

Submarine cementatíon in the Q5 unit of Big Pine Key is ubiquitous



and dominantly occurs in intraparticle spaces. Grain micritization,

especíal'ly of ooids, is common and ís prÍmarily the result of two types

of algaì endoliths: a spherical to irregular form and a filamentous form.

Two types of surficial features related to subaerial exposure are

recognized: a laminated crust and a micrite cement zone. Important com-

ponents of the subaerial exposure surface zone include micrÍte cement,

calcified filaments, random needle fibres, pêloids, and funga'l microbor'-

ings. The calcified filaments are thought to origÍnate from root hair's,

and occur mainly as chasmolíths. Significant primary textur'al featur'es

are obliterated where endolÍthic forms ar'e abundant.

Freshwater al terat,i on of bi ocl asts and ooi ds i s vari ab'l e, but i s

typicaìly less pronounced in the Q5 unÍt than in the older'units. This

is a reflection of the greater'length of time that the older units have

been subaerialìy exposed. The dÍstríbution of spar' cement is patchy.

The development of vug and channel porosity is closely associated wíth

areas of minor cementation in grainstones. Meniscus por'e-rounded cements

also occur. Cross-bedding or' burrowÍng controls the development of some

of the vug and channel porosÍty, but the origin for the maiority of these

pores appears to be random dissolution. In mud-rich sedÍments, simiìar

vug and channel pores deve'lop in areas of intensive leachíng of aragon-

itic mud. The nature of the diagenetic fabr'ics suggests that the vadose

zone was the principle environment of diagenesis for the Big Pine Key

carbonates. Effects attributable to the relatively recent incur'sion of

the freshwater phreatic lenses ar'e minor and localized.

The aragonitic Q5 and the ca'lcitic Q4 and Q3 unit sedíments have

attained díagenetic Arades IV and V of Land et al. (1967) and clearly



demonstrate the path of mÍneralogical stabilization" The total porosity

of the Q units is similar. However, porosity in the Q4 and Q3 units ís

mainly secondary Ín nature, whereas both primary and secondary porosity

are common within the Q5 unit. The relatively higher secondary porosity

of mud-rich sediments ín the Q5 unit compared with grainstones suggests

that the nature of the sediment ítself is an important control on the

evolution of porosity in early díagenesis. Accompanying this tendency

toward rapid attainment of secondary pore fabrics in mud-rich sediments

is a higher degree of mineralogical stabilizatÍon'



CHAPTER 1 . INTRODUCTION

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The eastern part of the Gulf of Mexico Sedímentary Basin, including

Florida, southern Georgia, southeastern Alabama, Cuba, and the Bahama

Islands, can be subdivided into two sedimentary provínces: the domin-

antly clastic North Gulf Coast sedimentary province and the dominantly

non-cl astíc ( carbonate and evaporÍ te) Fl orida Peninsul a sedimentary

province (Pressler, L947, p. 1851; Perkins, 1977, p. 134; Fígure 1-1).

The latter approximates what is genera'lly known as the Florida Plateau

and is bounded on the east, south, and southwest by steep slopes and on

the west by more gradual slopes which lead into the depths of the Gulf of

Mexico (Figure 1-1). The Plateau includes most of the Florida Peninsu'la,

a'11 of FlorÍda Bay, and a portion of the Gul f of MexÍco.

The Florida Plateau, Bahama Banks, and Cay Sal Bank comprise the

major positive features of a 'large carbonate province commonly referred

to as the FlorÍda-Bahama Province. The Atlantic Ocean basÍn, Cuba and

other islands of the Antillean orogeníc belt, and the Gulf of Mexico form

the northeastern, southern, and western boundaries of the province. Deep

(600 - 4000 m), broad-floored troughs such as the Florida StraÍts dissect

the province (Figure 1-1).

The basement of the Florida Plateau comprises Paleozoic sedimentary

and ígneous rocks simil ar to those of the eastern United States
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piedmont Region and ís thus interpreted as the southern buried extension

of that region wh'ich continues under the coastal p1aín (Sheridan et al.,

1966, p. 1976). The cover of sedímentary rock varies from approximate'ìy

IZZO n (4000 ft) in north-central FlorÍda to greater than 4570 m (15,000

ft) in southern Florida (Parker et â1., 1955, p. 61). Accordíng to

Applin (1951; cited ín Perkins, 1977, p. 135), the oldest sedimentary

rocks are at least Earìy Cretaceous in age and possíbìy Jurassic'

The origin of the steep marine sìopes which bound the Florida Plat-

eau and the other positive relief areas of the Florida-Bahama Province

(Figure 1-1) is uncertain. Parker et a'|. (1955, p. 61) and Parker and

Cooke (1S4+, p.18) considered them to be the expression of fault scarps

or monoclinal folds in the original basement complex, modified by subse-

quent sedimentation and erosion. Based on work in Northwest Providence

channel and Tongue of the Ocean, Andrews et al. (1s70, p. 1076) supported

the view (proposed by earlier workers) that these troughs originated as

river valleys cut into the basement and that erosÍonal processes have

acted to preserve the relief differentíal. Ball (1967a, p. 2.66) attri-

buted the positíve and negative features of thís province to post-Early

Cretaceous downfolding and downfaulting which produced horst and graben

structures. The relief differential was subsequently accentuated via

accretion on the híghs as sedimentation kept pace with regional subsi-

dence whi'le the deep areas were subiect to very little sedimentation.

Based on seismÍc refraction evidence, Sheridan et al. (1S66, p. i976)

reasoned that the Paleocene and older seismic horizons which underlie the

FlorÍda Straits and Cay Saì Bank are without maior vertical offsets and



suggested that the relief of the banks and shelf edge is largely due to

variations in post-Paleocene sediment thickness, especialìy those of the

Eocene EPoch.

The emergence of the eastern part of the F'lorida Plateau led ear'ly

workers (Parker and cooke,1944, p.19; Parker et al., 1955, p'61) to

suggest that the plateau has been tilted westward. However, the possi-

bilities of enhanced erosion of the western portion during stands of

lower sea'level or the preferential deposition of sediments in the east

was acknowledged. These authors suggested that the time of tilting was

Late Pliocene and possibly Earìy Pleistocene'

The youngest stratigraphic horizons of the Fl orida Pl ateau are

largely undeformed (Parker anrl cooke, 1944, p. 19; Perkins, 1977, p'

136). According to Perkins (tS7Z, p. 137), the Pleistocene geologic

record can be exp'lained as a result of eustatic sea level shifts which

produced the observed ísopach thicknesses, she'lf gradients' and facies

patterns. Pre-Pleistocene relief is suspected to have greatly influenced

the above, although the trend has been to progressively mask the relief

differences via subsequent deposition'

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Sanford(1909)originallydescribedandnamedtheP]eistoceneoolite

o f the southern Fl ori da mai n'l and and Keys as the 'Mi ami 0o'l i te' and 'Key

Ì,lest 0ol ite' , respectively. Cooke (1945) noted the cross-bedding in the

Miami 0o]íte and descrÍbed its distribution. He attributed the prominent

oomoldic porosity in these limestones and calcite repìacement of coral



aragonite in Key Largo Limestones as the result of percolating ground-

waters. Parker et al " (1955) discussed the exístence of extensive solu-

tÍon cavities in the oolite of the Miami area'

HoffmeÍster et al. (1967) divided the Miami 0olite into a'bryozoan

facies,and an'oolitic facies.' They a'lso compared the pa]eoenviron-

mental setting of the Atlantic coastal Ridge oolite to the recent oolite

p'tatformward of cat cays in the Great Bahama Bank. They concluded that

the ecologica'l conditions which presently prevail over the Great Bahama

Bank are similar to those when the l4iami Limestone was deposited. In

addition, the present shape and orientation of the'lower Keys was thought

to be due to the action of tídal currents on an unstable ool ite'

Ginsburg (1g57) suggested that consolidation of the Miami 0olite occurred

after removal from the marine environment' However, hê apparently

noticed a difference in the nature of the oolite above and below the

water table. where the oolite is still in the marine environment or

above the water table, it is so friable that it can be easily disaggre-

gated into indÍvidual ooids. Ginsburg also conducted a petrographic com-

parison of the Miami 0olite with the Mississippian Fredonia 0olite, where

cementation was thought to have occurred only after removal from the

marine environment. Friedman (1964) studíed mineralogical and textural

relatíonships in the oolite of Big Pine Key. He described the development

of moldic porosity and the leaching of ooid cortex aragonite and rep'lace-

ment by calcite. Robinson (1967), in a study based on ooids from the

Miami area (p'leistocene) and Bahamas (Holocene), descríbed ear'ly diagene-

sis and its effects on pore size and dÍstribution. Harris et al. (1979)
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described microborings in ooids from the Atl antÍc Coastal Rídge and out-

1Íned the process whereby aragonite microboring molds are preserved'

The coral I ine I imestone which consti tutes the middl e and upper

Florida Keys was described and named by Sanford (1909). Stanley (1966)

described the composítion and diagenesis of the Key Largo Limestone from

the 14i ndì ey Key quarry and Key Largo lilaterway and concl uded that the reef

had a deep water origin and was similar to living Montastrea-dominated

assemblages of the windward lower levels of p'latform edge reefs that con-

taÍn Acropora palmata. DiagenesiS was attributed to the effects of

meteoric waters. Hoffmeister and Mu]ter (1968) discussed the origin of

the Florida Keys and concluded that they were formed as a line of patch

reefs in a back reef area.

Multer and Hoffmeister (1968) described the caliche crusts of the

lower Keys and attributed their formatíon to subaerial exposure. They

desígnaterl three types of crusts: a microcrystal I ine rind, a dense

laminated crust, and a porous lamÍnated crust' Kahle Í977 ) studied

laminated crusts of the lower Keys and described and interpreted their

biologic constituents. He concluded that the maiority of near-surface

micrite was derived from rep'lacement of sediment as a result of micriti-

zation and sparmÍcritizatíon processes' Perki ns (t977) , based on

numerous cores and exposures from south Florída, described the criteria

used to recognize the subaerial exposure surfaces which separate the five

pleistocene stratigraphic Q units he recognized. A detailed discussion

of the depositiona'l features of each Q unit was presented.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY

The Florida Keys, Florida Bay, and the associated reef tract are the

dominant features of one of the most common'ly visÍted carbonate provinces

in the world. Whereas the Holocene sediments of the area have receíved a

great deal of attention, detail ed sedimento'l ogic studies of the

Pleistocene sediments are few in number (see prevíous sectjon).

The purpose of this studY is to:

1 . Del i neate , descri be, and i nterpret the strati graphy and primary

depositional facies of the Late Pleistocene deposits at Big Pine Key.

2. DescrÍbe and interpret the diagenetíc history of these deposits.

3. Evaluate the relatÍonship between stratigraphy, depositional facies,

and diagenetíc history and porosity evolution.
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OHAPTER 2 - PLTISTOCENE HISTOR@

STRATIGRAPHIC SUBDIVISI

The Pleìstocene strata of south Florida were divided by Perkjns

(L977, p.137) into five units, from the Ql (oldest) to the Q5 (youngest;

Figure 2-t). The terrigenous and carbonate sediments which comprise

these units are largely marine in origin and were deposited during inter-

g'l acial stages. The gl aciaì stages are represented by freshwater

deposits and alteration products. Details concernÍng depositional condi-

tions, sediments, and relationships are discussed in a later section of

thi s chaPter.

The stratigraphic units are separated from one another by subaerial

exposure surfaces formed during the glacial stages. Perkins (1977' p'

137) labelled these as discontinuity surfaces' These surfaces represent

a re]atively short span of geoìogical time. Previously designated forrn-

ations (e.g. Key Largo Limestone) transcend the discontínuity surfaces'

making them, in places, intraformational. The Q unit terminology is time

stratigraphic. However, each unit surface is diachronous because it pro-

gressively demarcates the lowering of the strand 'line accompanying the

onset of glaciation.

The Q5 unit forms the bedrock over much of south Florida, incìuding

the Florida reys (Figure 2-ü. From approximately 60 kilometres north of

MiamÍ southward and including the lower Florida Keys, the bedrock is

Miami Limestone (Hoffmeister et â.l., !967, p. 178; 'Miami 0olite' of
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Figure 2-1. stratigraphic terminology for south Florída (modified
from Perkins, 1977).
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Figure 2-2. Geologic map of south Florida (modified from perkÍns,
te77\.
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Sanford, 1909)" The Key Largo Limestone comprises the middle and upper

Keys (Hoffmeister and Multer, 1968, p" 1490).

The Miami Limestone is subdivided into an oolitic and a bryozoan

facies (Hoffmeister et â1., L967" p. 178; Figure 2'3). The oolitic

facies occurs as the bedrock of the 'lower Florida Keys and a'l so comprises

the Agantic Coastal Ridge whích extends from Miami to Homestead, a dis-

tance of approximately 60 km (Halley et al., L977, fig. 1). The bryozoan

facies underlies the oolitic facies of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge and

extends to the west and southwest to fonn the bedrock Ín much of the

Everglades. The facies name was based on the occurrence of a large num-

ber of massÍve tubular cheilostome bryozoan co]onies (Schizoporella

floridana Osburn).

The Key Largo Limestone of the Q5 unÍt is composed of highly coraì-

line sediments and can be observed to pass laterally into the Miami Lime-

stone at only one location - the southeast point of Big Pine Key (Figure

?-Zj. Drill holes in the Florida Keys and adiacent mainland (e.g.

perkins, 1977; this work) demonstrate that the Key Largo Limestone con-

stítutes not only the surface bedrock for the middle and upper Keys, but

also extends southwestward along the Florida Keys where it underlies the

oolitic facies of the Miami Limestone (Hoffmeister and Mu]ter,1968, p.

1490). Key Largo Limestone 'litho'logy al so constitutes much, if not a'll,

of the Q3 and Q4 units underlying the present-day Fìorida Keys.

CHR0N0LOGY 0F THE Q UNITS

The Key Largo and Miamí Limestones of the Q5 unit have been dated by

0smond et al" (1965) and Broecker and Thurber (1965) using uranium series
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Figure 2-3. Location of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge anq distribu-" tion of the oolitic and bryozoan facies of the Miami

Limestone (modifed from Hoffmeister et al., 1967).
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dati ng methods 123q¡7234t; 1 . Cora'l s and ooi ds from these forma-

tions have yie'lded ages of 120,000-140,000 years BP, suggesting contemp-

oraneous deposition of the Mjami and Key Largo Ljmestones of the Q5 unit'

More recent'ly, Mitterer (1975) used an amino acid dating technique to

establish the pleistocene chronology and average diagenetic temperatures

experienced by fossils, particularly the bivalve Mercenaria' Application

of the technique to Pleistocene deposits in Florida delineated 5 post-

Miocene, probably Pleistocene, marine units deposited during interg'lacial

times. The ages, from youngest to oldest' are 134,000 years BP, 180'000

years BP, ?36,000 years BP, 324,000 years BP, and an undetermÍned age for

the oldest unit. Perkins (1977, p' 140) proposed that these ages are

applicable to the units Q5 through Ql, respectively, which he desjgnated

i n south Fl ori da (Fi gtrre 2-4 ) '

PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITION IN SOUTH TUORION

INTRODUCTION

Most of the fol'lowing discussion is based on the work of Perkins

(tg77), who described the pre-Q unit paìeotopography and the unit thjck-

ness, lithology, and ecologic and environmental facies of each of his

five Q units in detail. Perkins (1977) based his study on 52 cores and 4

surface exposures dist,ríbuted in the portion of south F'lorida extending

from Lake okeechobee southward to the reef tract of the southern Florida

Keys. Two of hiS cores are from the Keys, and one core each from Florida

Bay and offshore on the reef tract. The remaÍnder are scattered about

the mainl and.

InPerkins,llgTT)work,ecologicsuítesandrelatedenvironmenta]
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Figure 2-4, Comparison of Q unit ages and g'lobal ice voìume during
the last 700,000 years. The Q unit ages are those of
MÍtterer, 1975 (modified from United States Committee
for Global and Atmospheric Research Program, 1975)"
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i nterpretati ons were based 1 arge'ly on simi I ar 'l i vi ng assembl ages i n south

Florida (Table 2-1). Many e'lements of the Pleistocene biota have living

counterparts which can be observed Ín their natural envíronment. The

Pleistocene sediments closely reflect the environments which prevailed,

because compìete skeletons and dísaggregated debris comprise a large

proportion of the sediment. A typicaì Q unit depositional sequence

begins with a shallow water phase which progressive'ly deepens and then

regresses back to shallow water as the sequence nears termination. The

ecologÍc designation of the various marine uníts r.ras deterrnined by the

most open (and deep) marÍne fauna (Perkins, 1977, p. 151).

The pre-Pleístocene basement comprises several positive and negative

features which have greatly influenced the type and distributíon of

Pleistocene sediments. A paleotopographic map (Figure 2-5) shows the

following major features: Brighton high, Alìapatah lobe, Immokalee high,

Cape Sable high, 0keechobee depressÍon, and the Caloosahatchee depres-

si on.

In general, Pleistocene deposition can be viewed as a constant bat-

tle between the detrita'l influx from the topographÍc highs and essen-

tia'lly in situ carbonate production which a'l so varied, in many cases,

according to the prevaí1ing organíc communitÍes. Initially, Pleistocene

deposition was largely influenced by the pre-P'leistocene paleotopographÍc

features (Figure 2-5), but preferential infillíng of depressions ulti-
mately led to successively sma'ller amounts of pre-unit relief.

During the entire tÍme of Pleistocene deposition, the northeastern

part of Perkíns' (t977 ) study area (Figure 2-2) was characterized by a

beach-dune-lagoon-del ta compìex wíth Íts associated (most]y terrigenous)
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Table 2-1. Present-day ecoìogic suites of south Florida (modjfied
from Perki ns, 1977 I "
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Fi gure 2-5. Pre-Pl ei stocene pal eotopographi c features of south
Florida. Contour values relative to mean sea level
(modified from PerkÍns, 1977).
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sediments which 'largely comprise the Anastasia Formation. The Allapatah

lobe and Immokalee high provided a continuous clastic influx which formed

extensive shoals. However, the latter terminated its contribution at the

end of Q4 sedimentatíon. The Okeechobee depression persísted throughout

pleistocene time and the mollusc fragment wackestones, packstones, grain-

stones, and quartz sandstones which accumulated are largely those of the

Fort Thompson Formation (Fígure 2-2).

Ql AND Q2 DEP0SITIoN

The conditions of Ql and Q2 deposition were similar. In the area of

the Keys, sediments consi sted of arenaceous mol I usc fragment packstones

and fossiliferous quartz sandstones deposited in open marine condjtions'

Based on the shallow water sediments of the Q1 and QZ units ín the

Caloosahatchee depression, maximum water depths at the site of Big Pine

Key were 56 m (18S ft) and 46 m (150 ft) for Ql and Q2 times, respective-

1y. However, faunaì evidence of such depths is lacking and only the

shallow water ecologic suites that were deposited in water of 9 m (30 ft)

or less are represented.

Q3 DEPOSITIoN

The Q3 unit marks the transition where the proportion of carbonate

to clastic sedÍmentation was dramatically increased, possib'ly due to

favourable c'limatic conditions or a reduction in the clastic influx which

domÍnated Ql and Q2 deposition. The approximate arc of the Florida Keys

was characterized by a coral reef tract consÍsting of highly coralline

grainstones and packstones (Figure 2-6). The fauna included Montastrea,
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Figure 2-6. Q3 unit depositional facies. Ruled area indicates
I and (modified from Perkins, 1977).
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Dip'loria, Porites astreoides, Porites porítes, and coral I ine al gae

( ecol ogic sui te I , Tabl e z-LJ " Matrix consti tuents i ncl uded Ha] imeda and

peneroplid and miliolid foraminifera. Adiacent to the reef tract and

occupying much of the Florida Bay area and beyond, foraminiferal and

mollusc fragment packstones and grainstones were deposited 'in an open

marine environment (ecologic suite II, Tab'le 2-1)'

The construction of bioherms in the area of the Keys led to a very

thíck Q3 unit at this location. This unit reached a maximum thickness of

approximately 30 m ß7 ft) in a core from Big Pine Key (Perkins, 1977,

core no. 56).

At the peak of the Q3 transgression, the maxímum water depth at the

site of Big Pine Key was estimated to be 17 m (55 ft).

Q4 DEPOSITION

In the area occupied by much of the Everglades, Florida Bay, and

extending to the lower Keys, a highly burrowed (callianassa) pe]oidal

grainstone and packstone facies which included miliolid and peneropìid

foraminifera, 'local Manicina, Porites, and Schizoporella existed in an

open marine environment with conditions very similar to those of Great

Bahama Bank (ecologic suite II, Table 2-1; Figure ?-7)' These sediments

( 'bryozoan facies, of Hoffmei ster et âl ., 1967) grade southward into

highly coralline and red algaì packstones and grainstones characterízed

by Montastrea, Dip'lol^ia, Halimeda, and coralline algae' The most seaward

control point of Perkins' og77) study was a core drilled from Little

Molasses Island where the sediments were composed of high]y coralline and

red aìga] packstones and grainstones with Halimeda and Spondylus. These
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Figure 2-7. Q4 unit depositiona] facies. Ruled area indicates

I and (modi fied from Perki ns, 1977 ) '
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sediments, however, represent a deeper water environment than the similar

sediments to the west.

Sedimentation during Q4 tíme ís thought to have taken p'lace in water

depths of approximately 9 m (30 ft).

Q5 DEPOSTTTON

Q5 unit sediments (Figures 2-8,9) were deposÍted on a relatively

featureless, gently seaward dippÍng platform. The coralline facies of Q4

deposition produced a linear arcuate high (present site of the Florida

Keys). Seaward of this hÍgh the slope gradient to the outer shelf margin

was approximateìy 3 m/km (17 ftlmÍ).

In the northeastern part of Perkíns' (L977 ) study area the beach-

dune-l agoon-de] ta comp'l ex persi sted as Í t had duri ng a'l ì of the Pl ei sto-

cene. Lateralìy along depositional strike it graded Ínto northeast-

southwest trending oo'litic sediments which consisted of ooid and peì1et

grai nstones and packstones wi th mi'l i ol i ds, peneropl i ds , Hal imeda, and

I ocal ìy Schizopore'll a ( 'oo] Ític facÍes' of Hof fmei ster et ôl ., 1967) .

Open marÍne condítions existed here with water depths of approximate'ly 9

m (30 ft). The sediments are cross-bedded in places, but locally intense

bioturbatíon may have destroyed all traces of bedding. Callianassa and

annelid burrows are common.

Another ool itic facies (approximately east-west trending) containing

less mud deve'loped at the site of the present lower Florida Keys (Figure

2-8).

The central portíon of the arcuate high produced by the Q4 coralline

facies existed as a subaeríal high during early Q5 transgressÍon. Plat-
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Figure 2-8. Q5 unit depositional facies. Ru'led area indicates- 
I and (modified from Perkins, 1977) '
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Figure 2-9. Approximate shoreli¡e position- transgression. This Position
previouslY designated bY Cooke
shoreline (modífied from Cooke,

at the height of Q5

corresponds wi th that
(1945) as the Pamìico
1e45 ) .
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formward, the high was flanked by ooid shoals" The high decreased in

elevation northward and southward away from the central portion" l^lÍth

risíng sea level the high became a substrate for renewed coral growth,

and highìy coralline sediments similar to that of Q4 time were deposited.

They consisted of various corals, red a'lgae, and foraminifera in grain-

stones and packstones.

The origin of the Key Largo Limestone and its reìationshÍp to the

ooid shoa'ls of the Q5 unit have yet to be satisfactorily explained.

Based rnainly on a 'literature survey, the origín enigma is díscussed in

AppendÍx A. A'lthough this discussion deals mainly wÍth the Q5 unit Key

Largo reef, the Key Largo reefs of the Q3 and Q4 units presumably share a

common origin with the Q5 unÍt reef.

MIAMI LIMESTONE: DEPOSITION AND POSITION IN THE Q5 FRAMEWORK

During Q5 deposition, ooid shoals accumulated slightìy platformward

at the extremeties of the Key Largo reef and the peloidal graínstones and

packstones of Q4 deposition persisted, framed on the.south by ooid shoals

(lower Florida Keys), oñ the east by the Key Largo reef, on the north by

ooid shoals (Atìantic Coastal ridge), and on the west by the lrnrnokalee

high.

The ooid shoals forming the Atlantic Coasta'l Ridge grade along depo-

sitiona'l strÍke into the grainstones and sandstones of the beach-dune-

lagoon-de'lta comp'lex (Anastasia Formation). The ridge consÍsts of broad

areas approximately 4.8 km (3 mi) across and more than 2.7 m (9 ft) above

sea level, separated by 0"8 km (0.5 mi) wide depressions which extend for
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severa1 ki I ometres and are general 'ly I ess than 2 "l m (l f t) above sea

level. The ridge decreases in elevatíon from 4.6 m (15 ft) near Miami to

3 m (10 ft) near its southern end (Halley et a'I., 1977, p. 519; Figure

2-3). In some areas, low sea cliffs are cut Ínto the ridge, the most

famous occurring at Silver Bluff (Parker and Cooke,1944, p.53-54). The

ridge is well cross-bedded in its upper portions and the oolite has a

maxímum thickness of approximately 10 m (34 ft). Its base reaches appro-

ximately 3 m (tO ft) below sea'level, where it overlies the bryozoan

fac i es.

According to Hoffmeister et al. (1967, p. 178) this oolitic deposit

is largely confÍned to the ridge, although oolitic sheets do overlie the

bryozoan facies as a thin cover which extends several kilometres to the

west (Figure 2-3). The cross-beds may dip up to 30o and strike in any

direction. Cross-bedding becomes 'less distinct in a westward direction

across the ridge. The dominant grains of the oolitíc facies are ooids

wÍth subordinate peloids and bioc'lasts. The sediments gradually become

less oolitic away from the ridge until, at its margin, ooids may consti-

tute approxÍmatel y IO/" of the sediment wi th the bu'l k consi sti ng of

peloids and bioclasts.

The lower Florida Keys comprise an approximately east-west oriented

oolitic mound (Q5) with many of the same characteristics as the Atlantic

Coastal Ridge (Figure 2-10). Geometricaì'ly, the lower Keys form a bar

whÍch decreases Ín width from Big Pine Key to Key West. The channels

whích dissect the bar and connect the Atlantic Ocean with the Gulf of

MexÍco do so at approximately right ang'les. The ìower Keys resemble a

tidal bar bel t (see Ba'l'l , 1967b) and are interpreted as having such an
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Figure 2-t0. The lower Florida Keys.
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origin (Hoffmeister et aì., 1.967, p" 189). Big Pine Key is the largest

of the southern Keys and is approximate'ly L4 km long and 2-3 km wide.

Present day tidaì passes occupy the positions of the P'leistocene relicts.

The extent of the lower Keys oolite ís approximated by the area of

the present Keys. The oolite grades to the north and northeast into

pe'loida'l grainstones and packstones ('bryozoan facies' of Hoffmeister et

a1,, 1967; Figure 2-81.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Q5 OOLiTE AND KEY LARGO REEF

Geographically, the oolÍtic deposits of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge

and the lower Florida Keys are part of the same arcuate trend as the Key

Largo reefal sediments. However, the ool i ti c deposi ts 1 i e sì i ghtl y

farther back on the platform. The factor(s) which caused the Key Largo

'reef'to nucleate where it dÍd (paleotopography of the Q3 and Q4 unit

surfaces and subsequent exaggeration from bioherma'l construction) also

exerted an influence that determined approximate'ly where the ooid shoals

coul d form.

Big Pine Key marks the surface transition between the Miami and Key

Largo Limestones of the Q5 unit. Westward of Big Pine Key, no emergent

Key Largo Limestone lies seaward of the Keys. The oolite overlaps reefal

material in the area of Big Pine Key with a transitional northward dip-

ping contact (see Hoffmeíster and Multer,1964, p.60; this work, Chapter

3). This is the onìy surface contact Ín the lower Keys. The oolite

thickens northward at a right angìe to regional strike in the lower Keys.

Hoffmeister and Multer (1964, p" 60) reported a thickness of 6 m (20 ft)
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from a borehole in the centre of Key West.

It is this oolite and its transition to the coralline Key Largo

Limestone of the Q5 unit and the nature of the Q3 and Q4 units of Big

Pine Key to which attention will now be drawn.
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CHAPTER 3. PRIMARY DEPOSITIONAL FACIES AND STRATIGRAPHY OF BIG PINE KEY

I NTRODUCTI ON

This study Ís based on core Ínfor'mation from 9 bor'eholes and fron ZZ

outcrop sampì es f rom Bi g Pi ne Key (Fi gur.es 3-1 , Z) . Bor'ehol es Bp-1

through BP-7 were made available by the United States Geological Sur.vey

Energy Resour'ces Divisíon (miami). Bor'eholes M0-2 and M0-6 were made

available by the USGS Water Resources Division (Miami). All cor'es ar.e

4.8 cm diameter'except BP-l which ís 3.5 cm. Average bor'ehole depth ís

8.2 m. Core recover.y was varÍable (Figure 3-3). Interva'ls of high

secondary porosity (large dissolutÍon vugs and channels; discussed Ín

Chapter 6) typicalìy led to poorer recovery than those intervals with

I ess intensive deve'lopment of secondary por.osi ty.

I n or'der to provi de conti nui ty to i nformati on obtai ned fr.om dr.i I I

cores, surface exposures ín Big Pine Key !úere sampled. Aver.age hand

specimen si ze Í s approximate'ly 1 kÍ 1 ogram. Typi cal 1y, a hard ca'l i che

surface crust overlies the 'fresh' rock. Because of low r'elief and

essentially fìat-'lying strata, outcrops on Big Pine Key are a'lmost

totally confined to small exposures approximately 1 m or less above sea

level exposed in varÍous boat slÍps, draínage ditches, and more rarely ín

freshwater ponds"

Discontinuity sur'faces in the core permitted the recognition of

three stratigraphic unÍts in the study ar'ea. These are the Q5, Q4, and

Q3 unÍts of PerkÍns ¡9771" Three major facies are recognized within
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Figure 3-1. Boreho'le and highway'locations on Big Pine Key.
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Figure 3-2. Approximate contact of the Miami Limestone and the Key
Largo Limestone at the southeast point of Big Pine
Key. Map al so shows borehol e and hand specimen
I ocatí ons.
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Figure 3-3. Core recovery.
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these units.

DEPOSITIONAL FACIES

I NTRODUCTiON

FacÍes names are based on Dunham's (1962; Figure 3-4) classifícation

of carbonate rocks because:

1. PredomÍnant grain types are noted.

2. The classificatÍon reflects depositional texture by denoting

graín and mud volume-fabric relationships.

3. It permits naming of rock type using a minimal amount of

component volume data.

The last poínt mentioned is an important factor because the weight

of the effects of diagenesÍs on the rock name ís subdued. This is

especialìy significant because, as will be seen in chapter 6, the obser-

ved mud content is probabìy ìess than that which was present initial'ly.
Evidence for dissolution and/or neomorphism of micrite to microspar is

abundant, especÍaìly in those rocks which are nud-rich. The combination

textura'l desi gnation ' grai nstone to packstone' refl ects the sediment

varíabi1ity, typica'lly present even on a thin sectÍon scale, and also

allows for some díagenetic effects. The first part of the combination

tenn reflects the rock type that appears to be predornÍnant. Grain síze

classifications are based on Folk (1974) using the Wentworth size class

termÍnol ogy (Tabl e 3-1 ) .

OOID GRAINSTONE FACIES

Components: Included as ooids in thís facies are superficia'l ooids and
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Table 3-1. Grain size classes (modified from Folk, 1974).

Fi gure 3-4 . Cl assi fi cati on of carbonate sediments accordí ng to
depositional texture (modified from Dunham, 1962).
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multipìe ooíds. Subordinate amounts of uncoated pelìets, pe1oÍds, and

fossil debris also occur (Figure 3-5). The term'pellets' is used to

designate e'llipsoídal to sphericaì cryptocrystalline grains of fine to

medium sand size which are thought to be fecal pel'lets from mud-Íngesting

organí sms. The term 'pe'loÍds' designates cryptocrysta'll Íne graíns whose

origin cannot be ascertained. Such peloids may be high'ly altered grains

such as ooids, pel'lets, and bioclasts, or they may be diagenetic in

origin. Shape ís usual'ly spherical to subspherical, although it may be

highly irregular. Size typically ranges from sÍlt to fine sand.

Average grain sîze'lies within the medium sand range (Plate 1-3),

although areas of coarse to very coarse sand size occur, ancl have corre-

spondingìy larger ooÍd nuclei (Plate 1-5). The predominant ooid nuclei

are mÍcritic el'lipsoidal grains in the same size range as the ooids and

are interpreted as fecal pelìets. Less common ooid nuclei are fossil

debris (notably mollusc fragments), ooids (to form multìp'le ooids), and

rarely subangular quartz grains. Departure from ooid sphericity is

notable in the larger ooid size fractions, and results from nucleation

about larger, more irregu'larly shaped fossÍl nuclei. Moderately well

sorted fossil-rich horizons containÍng mollusc and Ha'limeda fragments are

present (Plate 1-4).

Sedimentary Structures: Horizontal to sub-horizontal laminae of medium

and coarse grained ooid grainstone are observable ín several cores.

Lamina thickness varÍes from a few millimetres up to approximateìy a

centimetre. Boundaries between lamÍnae of different grain size are typi-

cal1y gradational. Some 'laminae appear notably disturbed, possibly the
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Figure 3-5. Average facies compositions of the Q5 unit at Big Pine
Key. See Appendix C for details.
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result of sediment mixing by burrowing organÍsms"

Cross-beddÍng is detected throughout most of the grainstone in bore-

hole BP-7 and is observed in 3 related ways (Plates L-l,2):
1 . A'l ternating cross-l ami nae of varyi ng grai n si ze are at ang'l es up

to 2Q-25" from horizonta'l .

2" Channel and vug porosity frequentìy follows the above.

3. Fracturing of the core is paraìlel to the cross-'laminae and

porosi ty.

Interpretatíon: 0oids require agitation for their fonnatíon and growth

(see Bathurst, 1976, p. 302). However, it is uncertain whether the site

of deposÍtion represents the actual site of ooid formation. Harris'

(1977 ) work on the Joulters Cays ooid sand shoal c]early shows the

re] ationship between the site of ooid fonnation and the sÍte of

deposition. Ooids are fonned in mobile, linear belts whereas

accumulations are much more laterally extensive.

The high degree of sorting, lack of mud, relatÍve absence of effects

from burrowers, and cross-bedding suggest that this facies represents

deposition in a hígh energy environment.

OOID GRAINSTONE TO PACKSTONT FACIES

Components: ThÍs facies is characterized by a high degree of vertical

and 'lateral variability. Generally, the sediments consist of fine to
medium sand size ooids with varying quantities of pelìets, peloids, and

fossil debris (Figure 3-5; Plates 2-1; 3-1). Local graÍn síze variations

occur wíth average grain size being coarse silt. In thin section the
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sediment is rarely either complete'ly graÍnstone or packstone, aìthough

the portion of this facies within borehole BP-7 is mud-free. Common'ly,

areas of grainstone grade ínto packstone with no change other than mud

content.

SortÍng is generally moderate, becomíng increasÍngìy poorer with

increasing mud content. Based on point count data, mud content typica'l'ly

faì I s i n the L0-?51" vol ume range.

Bioclast content of thís facies is variable. Bioclast-rich inter-

vals (boreholes BP-7 and M0-6) from several centÍmetres to several tens

of centimetres occur (Plates 2-4; 3-2). These intervals are usually

poorly sorted with a bimodal grain size distribution of very coarse sand

to granule size Halimeda plates and mollusc fragments, and fine to medium

sand si ze ooi ds , pe'l I ets , and pe'l oi ds .

Very coarse sand to granule size Halimeda pìates and mollusc shell

fragments, both of which may be coated, occur ubiquitously. Large

biva1ve shells, echinoderm fragments (both up to 5 cm in size), and more

rarely encrusting bryozoans (schizoporella floridana) occur randomly

(Plates 2-?, 3, 4).

SedÍmentary Structures: Evidence of burrowing is common. Burrow infills
tend to be coarser, somewhat better sorted, and less cemented than the

surrounding sediment (Plate 2-5). Irregular areas of varying graÍn size

or mud content also suggest burrowing. Mud-líned burrows are common

(Pl ate 3-5).

Interpretation: Although ooids constitute up to 40% of the rock by
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voìume (Figure 3'5, borehole BP-S), the moderate sorting, abundance of

mud, and obvious effects of burrowìng suggest that the facies represents

deposition in a less energetÍc environment than the we'ìl sorted ooid

grainstone (below wave base or sheltered behind some barríer).

PTLOID-BIOCLAST PACKSTONE TO GRAINSTONE FACITS

Components: Generally, the facíes is a poor'ly sorted, sí1t to medium

sand size pe'loid-bioclast packstone to grainstone (Figure 3-5; Plates

4-1; 5-L,2; 6-1; 8-1, 2, 3). Grains vary from coarse silt to very fine

sand si ze pel oi ds , to fi ne to medÍ um sand si ze pe'l 1 ets, to granul e s'i ze

to several centÍmetre biocl asts ( typical ìy Hal imeda or mol I uscs) .

Branchíng cora'ls (Porites sp.) and head corals (Montastrea annularis) are

also common, some several centímetres or more in size (Plates 4-5; 6-2,

4; 7-t,2).
Much of the packstone so identified may in fact be an aggìomeration

of silt and very fine sand size peloids whích, in the extreme, merge to

give the appearance of a feature'less muddy matrix (Plates 5-3, 4). In

less extreme cases, a clotted'structure grumuleuse' texture may be seen.

This fabric is discussed in Chapter 6.

Sedimentary Structures: Burrows, wi th or wi thout

common. Burrowing is also inferred to account for

packstone and grainstone areas"

mud

some

linÍngs, are

of the mixed

Interpretation: 0f the three facíes recognized, the peì oid-biocl ast

packstone to graÍnstone represents the lowest energy deposit. This
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deduction ís based on the poor overall sorting, the large amounts of mud,

and a wide assorünent of reìatívely intact bÍoclasts, all suggesting

depositÍon in a relativeìy quiet environment (below normal wave base or

in shel tered locations).

SÏRATIGRAPHY OF BIG PINE KTY

I NTRODUCTiON

Nine boreholes on Big Pine Key, defining a section perpendicular to

depositional strike, permit the recognition of the 3 major facíes discus-

sed in the prevÍous section and of 3 stratÍgraphic units which correspond

to the Q5, Q4, and Q3 unÍts of Perkins (1977, Figure 3-6). The strati-
graphic units are separated by distinct subaeria'l exposure surface zones

(caliche profiles; discussed Ín Chapter 5).

0n Big Pine Key, the Q3 and Q4 units consist of only 1 major facies

- a peloid-bioclast packstone to grainstone facies, considered to be Key

Largo Limestone (Figure 3-6). WithÍn the Q5 unit, 3 major facies are

recognized. From northwest to southeast, these are an ooíd grainstone

facies, a transitional facÍes, and a peloid-bÍoclast packstone to grain-

stone facíes. The grainstone and transitiona'l facies constitute the

MÍami Limestone, whereas the pe'loid-biocl ast packstone to grainstone

facies is Key Largo Limestone. Pre-QS unít topographic relief (Q4 unit

surface) apparently varÍes randomly wÍth no indication of seaward dip.

Q3 UNiT

Facies Variations: The main litho'logy of the Q3 unit on Big Pine Key is

packstone to graínstone. The lithologic and diagenetica peìoÍd-biocl ast
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Figure 3-6. Facies distribution and stratigraphy of Big Pine Key.
The uni ts are separated by dÍ sti nct di sconti nui ty
surfaces. Refer to Figure 3-1 for borehole 'locations.
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sÍmilarÍty between the Q3 unit and the overlying Q4 unit renders the

dÍscontinuity surface which separates them 'less distinct than that whích

separates the lithologically and diagenetically dissimilar Q5 and Q4

units. This unit is observed in on'ly two boreholes (M0-6 and M0-2) and,

based on available control, has a minimum thickness of 2"7 n (borehole

M0-2, Figure 3-6). The lower boundary of thÍs unit is not penetrated.

From northwest to southeast, a noticable increase Ín abundance of

large mollusc shell fragments (severa'l centimetres) occurs (Plate 7-3).

Halimeda-rich intervals are promÍnent in the northwest (borehole M0-6).

Porítes sp. fragments of severa'l centimetres up to 15 cm are common

throughout the facíes (Plates 7-1, 2), however, evidence of Montastrea

annularis is present only in boreho'le M0-6. Unídentified comminuted

fossil debris of coarse silt to fine sand síze is abundant. The nature

of many bioc'lasts up to medium sand size Ís not known due to lack of

microstructure (Plate 8-4). TypÍcal1y, only the micrite envelope remaíns

to identify a former bioclast precursor as being distinct from a sparry

matrix. Encrusting cora'll ine algae occur loca'lly and fragments up to a

coupìe of centimetres are common.

Interpretation: The limited control for this facies shows that coral

debrís is common under most of Big PÍne Key. Most of the coral debris ís

Porites sp., and only one pÍece of Montastrea annularis was found. The

abundance of the branching corals and mud suggests low energy conditíons,

possibly those of the ímmediate back-reef. This Ís supported by Perkins'

(L977, plate 3) borehole at the southeast point of Big Pine Key which

demonstrates that head corals are abundant in the Q3 unÍt at this
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locatÍon. Perhaps, the maín reef existed here.

Q4 UNIT

Facies Variations: 0n Big Pine Key, this unÍt is capped by a distinct

subaerial surface zone whÍch allows straightforward separation from the

overlyÍng Q5 unit. A minimum Q4 unit thickness of 0.7 m is observed in

borehole M0-6 (Figure 3-6). Maximum thickness of the unit is greater

than 3 m based on evidence from boreho'le BP-3. The lower boundary of

this unit is observed ín only two boreholes (NO-6 and M0-2) and is

demarcated by the Q3 unit subaerial surface zone.

The lithology of the Q4 unit is primarily a peloid-bioclast pack-

stone to grainstone. However, because of its relative thinness, a sub-

aerial overprint (pervasive micrÍtizatÍon) exists withín much of the

available rock and de'lineatÍon of origÍnal sedimentary characteristics is

di fficul t. Al so, because of the thinness, establ i shment of I ateral

continuÍty of the variations present within this facies Ís not certain.

These two factors result in the recognítion of only one major facies with

two I ateral 'ly I imi ted vari ati on s .

From northwest to southeast there is a general reduction in mud and

pe'loid content. UnidentÍfiable bioclastic debrís of silt to very fine

sand sÍze occurs in some areas. l,lithÍn this facies, bioclast-rich areas

consist of Halimeda plates and/or peneroplid and milíolid foraminifera

(Plate 6-3). These occur without recognizable pattern or trend. To the

southeast there is an increase in the coarse sand to granu'le size

fraction (or larger) of coral, coraì'line a1gae, encrusting foraminifera,

echÍnoderm, and mollusc debris (Plates 6-1, 2, 4). At the southeast
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poínt, fossil fragments up to several centimetres ín size are cornmon. In

the northwestern part of the island, Porites sp. fragments are rare but

they increase in number and in size progressing to the southeast. In the

southeast, cored head corals (Montastrea annularÍs and Diploria sp.) up

to several tens of centimetres occur. Based on evidence in borehole BP-3

cora'l abundance increases with depth"

The most notable variations of the facies on Big Pine Key are as

follows. In borehole BP-7, most of the available Q4 unit conprises a

poor'ly sorted pe'loid-pellet-ooid packstone to grainstone (plate 6-5).

Pellets range Ín size from fine to medium sand whereas ooids range from

medium to coarse sand síze. As wíth thÍs facies in general, coarse silt

to very fine sand size peloids are abundant. Local wackestone with very

fine sand sÍze bioclastíc debris also occurs.

The other facies variatíon occurs in borehole BP-l and is at least 2

m in thickness. The'lÍthology consists of a moderately sorted to poor'ly

sorted peloid-bioclast grainstone with subordÍnate packstone. In the

uppermost portion of the unit, bioclastic debrís comprises most of the

grains but peloids (and pellets) become more abundant with depth. Grain

size ranges widely from coarse silt size peloids to granule size bioclas-

tic debris, but average grain size is fine to medium sand. The maiority

of identifiable bioclastic debris consists of intact and fragmented for-

aminifera (peneroplids and miliolids largely; Plate 6-6). Articu'lated

coralline a'lgae and moìlusc debris ís scarce in the uppermost unit, but

increases in abundance with depth. Local packstone occurs where peloids

appear to merge, but the majority of interpartícle space is filled wíth a

relatively clear spar suggestÍng rock fabric is domÍnantly grainstone.
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Interpretation: According to Perkins (1977 ) the site of the present-day

lower Keys during Q4 time did not see the development of the ooid tidal

bar belt as was the case during Q5 time. The lithology of the Q4 unit of

Big Pine Key supports this. Perkins Q977, p'late 1, figure 18) shows

that the pe1 oida'l grainstones and packstones ('bryozoan facies' of

Hoffmeister et â1., 1967, p. 178) occupies most of the area under the

lower Keys. The high content of bioclasts within the Q4 unit of Big Pine

Key resembles the Key Largo Limestone litho'logy of the Q5 unit of this

study. Based on this, the entire Q4 unit at Big Pine Key is considered

to be Key Largo Limestone, rather than Miami Limestone (Figure 3-6). The

sediments of the Q4 unit suggest a low energy depositional envÍronment.

Interestíngly, ooids in the Q4 unit sediments of borehole BP-7

suggest that they were forming during Q4 time. However, the mud-rich

matrix wÍthin which the ooids occur suggest that the site of formation

was not nearby (possibly further north in the Gulf of Mexico). Th'is may

also be due to the effects of sediment mixing by burrowing organisms.

The dominantly peloíd-bioclast graínstone ínterval found in borehole

BP-1 is interesting because to the northwest and southeast, mud content

íncreases and the rocks are typically packstones. This occurence of

grainstone suggests a tidal channe'l deposit. The channel may have con-

nected the fore-reef waters wíth those of the back-reef. The character-

istically strong currents in such channe'ls may expìa'in the apparent lack

of mud.

Q5 UNIT

0oid Grainstone Facies Variations: In cross-section, the ooid graÍnstone
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facies is thickest ín the northwestern parts of the ísland and evidence

from borehole BP-7 suggests a maximum thickness of 5 m (F'igure 3-5).

Southeastward, the facies quickly dÍminishes to 0.5 m in borehole lv10-6

wÍth a s'light increase in borehole M0-2. The facies pinches out in the

southwestern part of Big Pine Key. l{ithin the facies, sorting progres-

sive'ly decreases ín a southeastern direction and distinction from the

under'lying facies becomes more difficult. This is partly the resu'lt of

the transitiona'l nature of the facies boundary, and partìy due to the

near-surface diagenetic effects which obscure prímary deposi tional

detail.

Ooid Grainstone to Packstone Facíes Variations: Volumetrically, thís

facies ís the most important of the Q5 unÍt of Big Pine Key" A maximum

thickness of 7 m is present in borehole M0-6 (Figure 3-6). Whereas

sorti ng i s genera'l 1y moderate, there i s a tendency toward decreased

sorting with depth and to the southeast. The latter trend typÍcal'ly

coincides with an increase in mud content. Boreholes in the northwestern

part of Big Pine Key show an increase in bioclast content with depth

( Pl ate 2-4) .

Coatecl, ooid-like coral grains are extreme'ly rare in the north-

western portíon of the island, but coral grains up to a few millimetres

in size occur to the southeast" Coarse sand size grains of serpuìid worm

tubes and encrusting foraminifera (Homotrema rubrum) also become more

abundant.

A true packstone

-3 m depth, but lateral

exÍ sts i n boreho'l e

conti nui ty i s not

M0-6 from approximately -1 to

observed elsewhere (Plates 3-3,
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4). hlithin this packstone Ínterval $naller areas of wackestone occur.

The lowermost few centímetres of this facies directly overlying the

Q4 unit subaerial surface may contain clasts up to a few centimetres in

size. These clasts are thought to have been derived from the Q4 unit

surface. They are considerably darker in colour than the sediment in

which they are found, and are usually well cemented and'non-porous.

The facies grades vertically and to the northwest into the ooid

grainstone facies, and southeast into the peloid-bioclast packstone to

grainstone facies (Figure 3-6).

Peloid-Bioclast Packstone to Grainstone Facies Variations: I,lithin the Q5

unit, this facies is limited to the southeast point of Big Pine Key

(Figure 3-6). The facies grades into the southwesternmost Q5 Key Largo

Limestone. The facies is thickest in borehole BP-3 where it comprises

the total Q5 un'it and is approximate'ly 6.5 m thick.

Two general trends can be delineated in this facies. The most

obvious is the transitiona'l change from the Miami Limestone of the main

portion of Big Pine Key to the Key Largo Limestone in the southeast.

From borehole BP-l to borehole BP-3 (Figure 3-6), a decrease in sorting

accompanied by an increase in mud content occurs" The lithology at bore-

hole BP-3 is a very poor'ly sorted peloid-bioclast packstone, in which

indívidual peìoids are rare'ly discernable (figure 3-5, borehole BP-3).

Fossil debris size may be aS large as several centimetres, and an

increase in the amount of coral (Porites sp. and Montastrea annularis),

encrusting forams (Homotrema rubrum), mollusc, encrusting coralline

a'lgae, echínoderm, and serpu'lid worm tube debrís occurs to the southeast
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(Pìates 4-2, 4,5; 5-5). Cora'ls and large mollusc she'll fragments may

show signs of boring. In thÍs trend, the appearance of large (up to 1

cm) tubul ar-shel l ed mol I usc (?) debri s occurs. Granu'le size Ha'limeda

p'lates are common and may be quíte abundant locally (plates 5-3,4).

A less obvious trend involves a slight sorting improvement with

depth from poor sorting to moderate sorting with a concomíttant decrease

in coarse bioclast and mud content (Plate 4-3). The trend is readiìy

observed in the two southeasternmost wells.

Interpretation: Generalìy, the Q5 unit lithoìogy of Big Pine Key ís

characterized by a southeastward decrease in sorting and ooid content and

concomittant increases in mud and bioclasts (especially corals and coral-

line algae). The surface contact of the Miami and Key Largo Limestones

as defined by Hoffmeíster and Multer (1964, p.60) is approximately coin-

cident wÍth the transition from the moderately sorted ooid grainstone to

packstone to the peloid-bioclast packstone to grainstone facies (Figures

3-2, 6). As was seen in previous discussions, the transitional contact

occurs on the surface between boreholes BP-3 and BP-4 (Figure 3-?). The

northward dipping contact is in accord with observations of previous

workers (see Hoffmeister and Mu]ter, 1964, p.60).

By the facies designation used in thís study, the very well sorted

ooid grainstone is restricted to the northern part of Big Pine Key and is

onìy present in any sígnificant amount in borehole BP-7. Most of the

Miami Limestone whích comprises Big Pine Key consÍsts of the moderately

sorted ooid grainstone to packstone which is typíca1ìy highly burrowed

and varíes greatly in degree of sortÍng. The southeastern trend of
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increasing bioclast content, especially cora'ls, approaches, but is still
short of the 30% coral content cited by Stanley (1966, p. 1930) for the

Key Largo Limestone of the Key Largo Waterway and the l^Iindley Key quarry.

There ís, however, a drarnatic increase in cora'l content with each succes-

sive borehole southward at the southeast point of Big Pine Key.

The facies patterns observed on Big Pine Key provide implicatíons

for wave energy and water depth (Figure 3-7). The ooid grainstones

represent deposÍtion ín a high energy, above wave base setting. Seaward,

oo1itic sands are deposíted together with mud. Further seaward, the

pel oid-biocl ast packstone to grainstone may represent a 'l ow energy

setting at the same depth or slightly deeper than the ooid grainstone to

packstone , oF it may represent deposÍ ts which resul ted from the

shelterÍng effects of a reef framework, which itself may be close to or

above wave base.

Although the situation at Big Pine Key ís not straightforward with

regard to its depositíonal setting, it would be interestÍng to see if the

other lower Keys show a growth history and stratigraphy similar to that

of the Joulters Cays sand shoal (Harris, L977\. In thís shoal, ooid

grainstone (actua'lly a ìoose sediment) occurs as a thin mobile fringe on

the seaward síde of the shoa'|. Earlier in the Holocene transgression,

ooid grainstone was much more extensive. Hov,lever, syndepositional rel Íef

due to the growing shoal gradua'l'ly restricted circulation and consider-

ably reduced wave energy over most of the shoal. Consequently, bioturba-

tion by various organisms led to the mixing of the ooid grainstone with

the underlying muddier sediments. These muddy sediments were deposited
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Figure 3-7. Possible paleoenvironmental settings for the deposi-
tion of Big Pine Key Q5 unít sediments.

a: Ooid grainstone deposited in a high energy settÍng
whereas ooid grainstone to packstone and peloid-
bioclast packstone to graínstone deposited in a low
energy setting.

b:Ooid grainstone deposited in a high energy setting
but the ooid grainstone to packstone and the
pe'loíd-biocl ast packstone to grainstone accumu'lated
in a sheltered environment.
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earlier during the Holocene transgression when sea level uras very shallow

over the Pleistocene bedrock floor of the area and wave energy did not

travel far. As a resu'lt, most of the upper portions of the shoal com-

prise an ooid packstone with ooid grainstone being significantly less

abundant. Stratigraphíca1ly, the shoa'l cl ear'ly shows the increase in

grain size and ooid content and decrease ín mud content with increasing

elevation in the shoal.
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CHAPTER 4 - SUBMARINE DIAGENESIS

SUBMARINE CEMENTATION

INTRODUCTION: SUBMARINE AND BEACHROCK CEMENTATION

The literature of the last decade abounds with descriptions and

ínterpretatÍons of submarine and beachrock cementation of ancient and

modern sediments (e.g. see Bricker, !97I; numerous references in

Bathurst, 1976, and Milliman, L974). Submarine cements are those which

have been precipitated from seawater in a subtidal environment, whereas

beachrock cements have been precípitated from seawater in a beach or

i ntertidal envi ronment.

The supersaturation of the ocean with respect to various calcium

carbonate phases and the inorganic precipitation of high Mg-calcite and

aragonÍte as cements have been studied intensely and in detail from phy-

siochemical and biochemical viewpoints (refer to Bathurst, 1976, Chapter

6 , for a comprehensive di scussíon of the subiect) . Mg-cal ci te has

greater than 4 mole % MgC03 in solid so1ution (Chave et ô1., L962, p.

33). The term'calcite'is used in this work to designate calcite that

has 0-4 mole % MgC03 in solid solution.

I,lith respect to morphology and minera'logy, submarine and beachrock

cementation is very similar microscopicalìy, and the two environments

cannot be discerned soìely on the basis of this evidence (Bricker, 1971,

p. 47\. Cement morphology is variable and includes fibrous (acicular)

and biaded crystals (e"g. Tay'lor and Illing, 1.969, p. 941' James et aì.,
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1976, p.536) and microcrystalline crusts

Mil I iman (I974, p. 2741 al so described a

Ha'ìimeda utricl es and grapestones.

(e.g. Moore, L971, p. 9).

dÍ sk-l i ke aggregate wi thi n

The nature of cementation and, indeed, whether it occurs at all is

controlled by many physical and chemical factors (e.g. Bathurst, 1976).

For examp'le, cementation may be highly fabrÍc selective and related to

grain síze (e.g. Shinn, L969, p. t22l or pore size and type (e"g. James

et al., L976, p. 542).

The time required for submaríne or beachrock cementation depends on

many factors, and perhaps by inference it may be quite variable. In the

Persian Gu1f, Shinn (1969, p.112) reported artifacts be'lieved to have

been cemented during the 20 years prior to his observation. Dravis

(1979, p. 204\ reported that cementation of the oolitic sands he studied

in the Bahamas can take place within a few months or less.

SUBMARINE CEMENTATiON OF BIG PINE KEY SEDIMENTS

Introduction: Submarine cement is present in the sediments of Big Pine

Key, a'lthough it ís only common in the Q5 unít sediments. Cement occurs

both as interparticìe and, much more commonly as intraparticle (intra-

skeletal) primary pore fillings. It is therefore volumetrical'ly insigni-

ficant as a binding agent.

Submarine cement crysta'ls vary from a few micrometres long by less

than 1 pm wide to as large as 100-150 pm long by 5-10 Um wide. The

majoríty of interparticle cement crystals are approximate'ly 5 pm long,

whereas most intraparticìe (intraskeletal) crystals are 30-50 pm ìong.

The largest submarine cement crystals observed occur in the intrapartic'le
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pores of coral s.

Submarine cement occurs as Ísopachous fringes of fibrous crysta'l s

oriented perpendicular to the substrate (Plates 9-1, 2). The fringes

vary from a few micrometres to 150 pm wide and sing'le crysta'ls occasion-

ally constitute the entire fringe.

Intraparticle Cement: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of

Q5 unit cements shows that the submarine cements are tabular in nature,

and crysta'l terminations vary from needle-like to scalenohedral to square

(blunt or sharp corners; Plates 9-4 to 7). Commonìy, crystals with

different terminations occur w'ithin the same pore, but one type is

usually predominant. Taylor and Illing (1971, fig. 18D) observed simi-

lar co-occurrences of differing terminatíons in Persian Gulf beachrock

cements.

The nature of submarine cements occurring in intraparticle pores was

observed withjn a coral specimen of the Q5 unit. In some pores, cement

consists of aggregates of 3 to 5 acicular to tabular crystals (composìte

needles of Schroeder, 1973, p. 184) 40-70 ¡rm ìong by L-4 pm wide with

scalenohedral terminations (Plates 9-5, 6). In other pores the cement

occurs as i ndi vi dua'l crystal s wi th ei ther square or scal enohedral

terminations (Pl ate 9-4). Petrographic examination shows syntaxia'l

overgrowth of cora'l aragonite in some cases (Plate 9-3), and hence an

aragonite minera'logy for these cements is inferred. This is further

substantíated by staining with Feigì's solution and SEM energy dispersive

ana'lysis which shows above-background strontium content.

Substrate control is thought to resu'lt in the paral'le'l and radiating
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fibrous aggregates observed in coral and other intraskel etal pores

(Plates 9-2, 3, 4). Further suggestion of substrate control (i.e. syn-

taxial overgrowth) is provided by a marked orientation of some of the

cement crystal s (cf . Schroeder, 1.973, fig. 3a). 0ccasional'ly, submarÍne

cements grow from various interna'l sediments withÍn intraparticle pores.

Schroeder ( 1973 , p. 184 ) observed sími I ar aragoni te submari ne

cements in PleÍstocene reef rocks from Bermuda and suggested that com-

posite needles were the result of intergrowth or twinning or both.

Besides coraìs, submarine cement occurs in the íntraskeletal pore

spaces of forami ni fera , pel ecypods , gastropods , Hal imeda ( wi thi n

utricles), and within microborings (discussed later).

Pore space may be partialìy or completeìy occluded by submarine

cement. When partial, remaining pore space may be empty, or a sparry

mosaic occludes the remaínder of the pore (Plate 9-2). When completely

occluded, the fringes having grovln into each other define an irregular

suture along their contact.

Intraparticle (intraskeletal) cements are common throughout the sed-

iments and tend to increase in abundance as bioclast content increases.

Many of the smaller pe]ecypods (ostracodes?) tnat contain intraparticle

cement also have oolitíc coats. The common occurrence of intraparticle

submaríne cement and scarcíty of interparticle cement suggests that the

protected micro-environment in which precipitation occurs can exist even

within an apparently large'ly uncemented carbonate sand shoal " Taylor and

Iììing (1969, p.80) made a simÍlar conclusion concerning Persian Gulf

sands. Staining of several sampìes of Íntraparticìe cements suggests

aragoni tic mineraì ogy.
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Interparticle Cement: Interpartícle cement occurs as reìatively iso-

pachous fringes which may be very uneven'ly distributed on a macroscopic

to microscopic scale. The small size of the fibrous crystals imparts a

brown color to the fringe" The small crysta'l size precluded the use of

Feigl's solution in order to determine mineralogy. An aragonitic miner-

aìogy is inferred by analogy with intraparticle cements of Big Pine Key.

The cement is most clear'ly seen in grainstones (Plate 9-1). The

nuclei of muìtipìe ooids are commonly bound with such cement. Pre-

sumab'ly, this interparticle cement allowed the grains to act as a sing'le

nucleus for the multipìe oolitic coat. It is not known to what extent

the mud-rich lithologies have been cemented in the submarine environment

( i.e. within Ínterparticl e pores) .

ENDOLITH MICROBORINGS AND MICRITIZATION IN THE SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT

I NTRODUCTION

Micritizat'ion due to boring endoliths is extremeìy common in ancient

and modern shallow water carbonate sediments. Bathurst (1976, p. 388)

described micritization as a three step process:

1 . BorÍ ng and col on'i zati on by al gae .

2. Death of the aìgae and vacation of the borings"

3. Precipitation (by processes unknown) of aragonite or Mg-ca'lcite

within the borings. Margo'lis and Rex (1971, p. 850) suggested

that algal metabolism, boring activities, or bacterial action on

decomposi ng a'l gae produces a microchemical envi ronment

favourabl e

producti on

to

of

cement precipitation by raisíng the pH via the

ammoni a.
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A dense array of such borings generates the micrite envelope whích

gradually centripetally replaces the grain. Complete micritization leads

to the development of a micrÍtíc graÍn (peloid) with no recognizable

features except perhaps its original geometry (Bathurst, L976, p. 389).

Because the enve'lope is generally resistant to dissolution (organic

and/or mineralogic interaction), it commonly survíves destruction by dis-

solutíon whereas the grain may be tota'l1y dissolved (Winland,1.968, p.

1324\. According to Bathurst (1976, p. 387), the micrite minera'logy is

variable, but why thís is so is uncertain. Substrate control is sugges-

ted by some studies (e.g. Kobluk and Risk, L977" p. 1070) whereas others

noted no rel ationship (e.9. 
'¡línl and, 1968, p. 1323) .

ENDOLITH MICROBORINGS AND MICRITIZATION OF OOIDS FROM BIG PiNE KEY

The ooids of Big Pine Key appear to have undergone sÍgnificant

micritization in the marine environment. Evidence of microborings of

various sizes and shapes are abundant within the ooid cortex. The evi-

dence occurs either as aragonite molds of the microborings where surroun-

ding cortex has been leached away (Plates 10-1 to 6), or as empty to

parti aì ly submari ne cement-fi I 'l ed spherica'l bores (pl ate 10-2 ) . These

microborings range in size from 4-22 yn and are visible with SEM on ooid

surfaces.

The aragonite mol ds typical ìy consist of radiating to randomly

oríented rods approximately 2-5 pm ìong by 0.1-0.2 pm ín diameter (Plate

10-4). The aragonitÍc mineralogy of the molds was verified by Harris et

a'l. (1979, p.220) in a study of Pleistocene ooids from the Atlantic

Coastal Ridge in south Florida" It was suggested that the radiating
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orientation of the rods is due to radiating crystals apparently growing

outward i nto the bori ng from a col 'l apsed aì ga'l sheath (Harri s et ôl . ,

1979, p.2L7). Some molds are partially composed of 2-7 ¡tn rhombohedral

spar thought to be a neomorphic replacement of the aragonitic mold (Plate

10-6).

The preferentiaì solutíon of ooid cortex aragonite over the micro-

borÍng infills (submarine precipitates) may reflect the effects of

organic mucilagenous coatings associated with the borings (Margolis and

Rex,197L, p.848), or it may reflect the preferential dissolution of

finer grained cortex aragonite crysta'ls (Harris et ê1 ., L979, p. 220\.

The differential dissolution clearly demonstrates that most of the micro-

borings follow the concentricíty of the cortex layering. The micro-

borings are also typically discontinuous and irreguìarly deve'loped withjn

a given ìayer (Plate 10-1). Occasionally, ca'lcite spar cement may envel-

op the microborings with'in the altered ooíd cortex (Plates L0-1,15-7).

The microborings increase in abundance towards the periphery of the

cortex. According to Margolis and Rex (1971, p.8471 the borings occur

paralleì to, but just below the grain surface. Harris et al. (1979, p.

2L7l also observed borings extending a few tens of micrometres into the

grain. Margo'l is and Rex (1S71, p. 850) suggested that preferentiaì

occupation by algae of certain laminae withín the ooÍd cortex reflects a

f'luctuating environment. The tangentially orÍented ooid cortex laminae

are physiochemica'l precÍpitates deposited duríng periods unfavourable for

a'lga'l growth. In contrast, the discontinuous non-oriented laminae

reflect conditions where microboring was intensive.

Four categories or forms of microboring molds were encountered in
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the ooÍds from Big PÍne Key:

1. 2 pm diameter spherical mo'lds (rare).

2" 2-3 ¡lm diameter filaments up to 35 pm 1ong. Randonly oriented

rods and sub-micrometre size equant crystal s were observed ín

these mol ds ( rare; Pì ate 10-3 ).

3. Spherical to irreguìar 10-65 ¡rm molds. It is uncertain whether

these are aggregates composed of smaller units or whether these

are si ngl e uni ts ( abundant; Pl ates 10-5,6 ) .

4. 7-10 Fm diameter random'ly oriented fil aments up to 40 Fm 
'long

(abundant; P'late 10-3).

The latter two types commonìy occur in clusters where they may be

overwhelmingly predoninant over any other forms present. Although forms

3 and 4 suggest an a'lgaì origin based on information from cited

literature, the origin of forms 1 and 2 is uncertain.

A discussion on the process which leads to the preservation of the

ooid microborings is deferred to Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5 - SUBAERIAL EXPOSURE SURFACE ZONE: PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

INTRODUCTION

D i sconti nuÍ ty sur.f aces , a1 so refer'red to as subaer'i al exposur'e sur'-

f aces, r.esul t when a car'bonate r'ock or' sediment i s exposed subaeri a'l 1y.

I n the case of south Fl or'i da , subaer'i al exposur'e dur'i ng P I ei stocene time

has been the result of eustatic sea level changes (Per'kins, 1977, p.

137 ) . The r'ock or sediment bel ow the sur'face i s typical ly al ter'ed and

the exposur'e sur'face is common'ly accompanied by a sur'ficial calcar'eous

crust or' caliche pr'ofì'le. The term'ca'liche' designates the secondary

ca]car.eous mater.ial that has accumulated as a Cca soil hor'izon or'as beds

beneath the soil (Har'rison, 1977, p. 128).

The delineation of the str'atígr'aphic units on Big Pine Key is based

lar.gely on the recognition of these subaer'ial exposur'e surface zones.

Macr'oscopica'|1y, the exposure sur'face zone or' cal iche pr'of i1e í s

r.ecognized by colour or' textur'al cr'iter'ía. The exposur'e sur'face zone may

be a dense, har.d crust, which is typica'lly laminated, or'the sur'face zone

may exist as ar.eas of gr'ay to red-brown colour'ation wher'e individua'ì

gr'ains may or may not be dÍstínguishable (díscussed later').

COMPONENTS AND MTCROBORINGS OF THE SUBAERIAL EXPOSURE SURFACE ZONE

CEMENTS

Introduction: The upper vadose zone is most rapidly affected by pre-

vailing meteoric conditions by virtue of íts position; as depth increases
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the effects are progressively dampened (Jameso L972, p" 830). This is

the environment of the most chemically undersaturated fluids (rainwater)

and also of the most hígh1y supersaturated fluids (due to solution that

is followed by rapid evaporation). There are extremes in temperature and

humidity. The main effects of floral and faunal stabilization occur

here; life and post-mortem processes act ín modifyíng to various degrees

the water chemistry. The high degrees of supersaturation attaínable ín

this environment resul ts in the precipítation of CaC03 in various

morphoìogies which, in some cases, are very distinct from those precipi-

tated in other díagenetic environments.

For a more compìete discussion of possibìe chemical-kinetic and

organic controls as they pertain to the subaerial surface environment,

consul t works by James ft972) and Harrison (19771.

Fíbrous Calcite Cement: This cement occurs as fÍbrous crysta'l aggregates

which range in ìength from 20-100 pm and are sub-micrometre in width.

The aggregates occur as isopachous fringes (partial or complete), or as

fan-l ike (radiating) botryoids which, in extreme cases, occ'l ude pore

space and leave irregular dark suture lines where the botryoids meet

(Plate 12-1). The larger botryoídal aggregates show growth (cementation)

episodes demarcated by concentric 'dust' lines.

Fibrous calcite cement occurs in the uppermost L-2 cm of the surface

zone and may line or occlude irregular vuggy or interparticle porosity.

The cement may a'l so co-occur i n pores wi th a parti a'l fri nge of spar

cement. Occurrence is sporadic. This cement was observed onìy within

the Q5 surface zone.
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Harrison (L9ll, p" 137) described 'bladed spar' from Barbados and

inc'luded the 'flower spar' of James (L972" p.826) as a variant. The

fibrous spar of Big Pine Key is thought to be a further variant of

'bl aded spar' .

The reasons for the morphology of such cements are uncertain. Con-

ditions of extreme supersaturation and a high concentration of impurities

in the solute ca'lcium carbonate have been suggested as possible causes

( see HarrÍ son, L977 , p. 137 ) .

Random Needle Fibres: These acicular crystals are commonly L-2 Fm wide

by 20-40 pm 1ong, but size varies from 0.3 ¡rm by 10 pm to 20 pm by 40 ¡m

(Plates L2-2;16-7). The needles occur as a loosely packed random aggre-

gate - "the arrangement is like that expected of a handful of toothpicks

dropped into a contaíner" (Supko,1971, p. 143). In order to distinguish

these crysta'ls from those which occur in a tangential arrangement as a

coating, James ft972, p.825) coined the term'random needle fibres'.

The aggregate may consi st of a few crystal s or thousands of crys-

tals. There Ís a tendency for ìarger aggregates to be composed of

smal'ler crystal s. Optica'lly, the crystal s are predominantly length-slow

in character, and, by analogy with sÍmi'lar crystals described by James

1,1972, p. 825 ) , they con si st of cal ci te .

Random needle fibres occur in primary Ínterparticle pore space, but

development in intraparticle, mo'ldic, and vuggy pores is also common. In

large vugs, the crystals are best developed at points of constriction or

in sheltered embayments. In sma'ller pores, the aggregates may span the

pore and, more rareìy, individual crystals may span the pore. Common'ly,
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the development of microspar at various points within the aggregate

cements the delicate latticework.

The crystals are most common within 1-2 m of the subaeria'l surface,

but crystals as far as 5 m below the surface have been observed (borehole

M0-2). hlithin the Q5 unít, there is a marked tendency for the south-

eastern wells to have a more widespread and profuse development of the

crystals, whereas the northwestern wells usually have insÍgnificant quan-

títies. Random needle fibres are rare Ín the Q4 unit and have not been

observed in the Q3 unÍt.

Supko (1971, p" 144) original'ly forwarded a freshwater phreatic

origin for the'whisker crystals'he observed in a Bahamian calcareníte,

based on the occurrence of the crystals within the present-day freshwater

phreatic zone. James ß972, p. 830) suggested that intense evaporation

and extreme supersaturation Ín the upper vadose zone, possibly a'long wíth

water chemistry changes due to salt spray or soil processes, ffiôy be

responsible for the extraordinary crysta'l morphoìogy. Harrison (t977, p.

138), based on the very common confinement of the needle fibres to root

voids in Barbados crusts, suggested that organic controls may be impor-

tant. The high degree of supersaturation demanded for needle growth

could be attained in the microenvironment adiacent to pìant roots where

the rate of removal of COe from the pore waters may be enhanced over

the rate of removal in other vadose pores. Ward (1970; cited in James,

1.972, p.831, and Harrison, 1977, p. 138) suggested that the crystals may

have been precipitated along fungal hyphae. This was based on the

similarity between the morphology of the crystals and hyphae.

In Chapter 7 it will be seen that most of the boreholes on the main
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portion of Big Pine Key are located in the present-day freshwater phre-

atic'lenses. In contrast, borehoìes of the southeast point of Big Pìne

Key are presently in the maríne phreatic zone. That these crystals are

not stable in the freshwater phreatic zone was suggested by Steinen

(1974, p.1015) in working with Pleistocene carbonates from Barbados.

The observed distributÍon of randon needle fibres suggests that the crys-

tals are more stable ín the marine environment than in the freshwater

phreatic environment, even though they are precipitated in the vadose

environment. The reasons for this are uncertain.

Micrite: Vol umetricaì 1y, micrite ís the most important component of

caliche. A micrite cement and a mÍcrite of uncertain origin are recog-

nized. The cement occurs as L-2 Fm rhombohedra'l to irregular calcite

crysta'ls. More rareìy developed are tangentially oriented, ìength-sìow,

needle-like crystals less than 1 pm wide by up to 3-4 Um 1ong. These

occur i ntimate'ly wí th the more equant crysta'l s. Thei r el ongate nature

can be observed ín the ultra-thin feathered edges of thin sections.

In thin section, cement colour varies from medium grey (predominant)

to red-brown to dark brown. The cement coats grains, intraskeletal

pores, and organic filaments, and may define short stringers (Plates 12-

6; 13-8; 14-1,6). The cement is most easily distinguishabìe macroscopi-

cal ly or microscopica'l'ly in grainstones, and becomes progressive'ly less

obvious with increasing mud content.

Whereas the micrite cement shows evidence of having been deposited

as a coating, micrite of an uncertaÍn origin also exísts within the sur-

face zone" Essential'ly ídentical to the micrite cement in most respects,
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the colouration of this enigmatic mÍcríte is typically a medium grey-

brown to red-brown. Gradation into microspar is common.

Areas of less intensive mÍcritízation may contain ghosts of former

grains, Ínferring a neomorphic a'lteration process (see Chapter 6 intro-

ductíon) such as that described by Kahle ft977, p. 42t\. In surface

aggraded zones (i.e. an actual accumulation of micrite versus cannibali-

zation of pre-existing rock or sediment) where no ghost evidence exísts,

the mÍcrite may be a true cement precÍpitated in layers (plate 12-3).

Harrison (L577, p.137) suggested that the micrite in the caliche

profile is a resu'lt of rapid precipítatÍon from supersaturated solutions.

Sequential episodes of this process causes the observed'layering of the

I aminated surface crusts, oF, ilì the case of coated grains, faínt

laminae. Rapid precipitation may be the resu'lt of intense evaporation in

the upper vadose zone (Harrison,1977, p.137). The origin of the colour

variatíons is deferred to later discussion.

In situ micritization, as distinct from cementation, may also be a

major contributor to the mÍcrite observed within the caliche profile.

Harrison ltI977, p.134) and Kahle (1977, p. 424) described grains and

calcite cement which have been micritized from Barbados and the'lower

Florida Keys, respectively. Kahle's ft977, p" 426) observations sugges-

ted that vadose micrite is'largely the result of micritization and 'spar-

micritization', the process whereby sparry caìcite crystals are gradualìy

a'ltered to micrite by a concommitant dissolution-precipitation mechanism.

The intimate relatíonship of sparmicritized rock wíth fungal and algal

endoliths suggests that the processes of micritization and sparmicriti-

zatÍon may be re'lated to changes in water chemistry induced by the above.
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AUTHIGENIC NON-CARBONATE MINERALS

l,'lithin the caliche of the Q5 unito aggregates of a ye1'low micro-

crysta'll ine minera'l (up to 10 ¡rm in size) occur as irregul ar patches of

varyíng size and shape. At 'low magnification under crossed nicols, the

aggregates go to extinction although this is apparent'ly the result of

small crystal size. Under high power there is a pinpoint extinction,

similar to that observed in chert. The areas in which the aggregates

occur are micrite-rich and typically within centimetres of the subaerial

surface. l,lhen abundant, the aggregates impart a yellow-orange colour to

the rock. l.Iithin the Q4 unit surface, a red-brown amorphous mineral

common'l y occurs as secondary pore 1 i ni ngs aì ong wi th sparry cal ci te

usually occluding the remaining porosity. The above minerals were not

analysed, but are thought to be ferrÍc oxides or hydroxides.

PELOIDS AND CLOTTTD TEXTURE

Peloids of dark brown to grey micrite commonly ranging in size from

30-60 Fm are extremely common in the subaerial surface zone (Plate I2-4).

The peloids vary in shape from circujar to subangìar, and commonly merge

with one another to form indistinct massive micrite areas. Commonly,

these are identifiable if either pore space or a thin mÍcrospar rind is

present in order to delÍneate them. These form what James 0972, p. 825)

calls'clotted' fabric.

The peloids are typicaììy found in the interparticle (original sedi-

mentary particle) spaces cìoseìy associated with micrite-coated organic

filaments, coated grains, and subsurface micrític stringers. Based on

the above, and because they gradual'ly disappear as the rock progressively
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shows less micrÍte cement, these peloids are inferred to be d'iagenetíc in

orígin" l{ith depth below the surface there is a decrease in the number

of peloids, although some have been observed to occur where no other

surface related features are found. In such cases it is not possible to

di fferenti ate those pel oi ds whi ch are primary deposi ti onal ( e. g.

submarine micritized coral grains) from those which are rel ated to

subaerial diagenesi s.

Harrison (Is77, p" 133), James 1972, p. 823), and Harrison and

Steinen (1S78, p" 391-392) proposed that the pe'loids may be partial'ly or

totalìy micritízed grains and the clotted texture is an integral part of

the upper vadose (subaerial surface) zone. Although evidence for parti-

c'les transitÍonal between unaltered and completely micritized (peloid)

was not observed in the sampìes from Big Pine Key, this may reflect the

tendency for smal l er grains to be preferentia'l'ly micrit'ized. Thi s may be

a function of grain type or some related phenomena. Just as significant-

ly, the peloids may result from mícrite precipitation around some unknown

nucleus, and their irregular size, shape, and distribution may be a

function of different types of nuclei.

In terms of neomorphism, some of the pe'loids may in fact be the

remaining vestiges of a more micritic area much of which has recrystaì-

lized to microspar 'isìanding' the micrite and thus producing 'peìoids'"

The opposite may occur where spar is local'ly altered to micrite by

Kahl e' s ( 1977 ) sparmícri ti zati on process.

In summary, the origín of the peloids may be:

1. Primary depositional graÍns which have been al tered post-

depositionally. This is unlikely for the reasons stated above.
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MÍcrite cement precipitated around tiny nuclei of unknown orÍgin

NeomorphÍsm (degrading) producing an 'is'land' effect (sparmi-

critÍzation).

Neomorphism (aggrading) progressively converting micrite to
microspar or spar, also producing an 'island' effect.

CALCIFIED FILAMENTS AND RELATED MICROBORINGS

Micrite-coated filaments (hereinafter tenned calcified filaments)

typically range from 10-20 ¡rm in diameter and attain'lengths up to 150 ¡rm

(Plates 13-3, 4,5). They are straight to sìightly arcuate, pinch and

swell slightly in diameter aìong their length, and may branch. The cal-

cified fÍlaments consist of micrometre-size (l-Z Fm) scalenohedral

ca]cÍte, and the thickness of coating is approximately z-3 Fm (plate

13-6). l,lithin the surface zones of the units,'large (40-80 ym dÍameter)

ca'lcified fÍlaments occur which have numerous smalter (10-20 
¡rm diameter)

calcified filaments extending radial'ly outward (Plates 13-1 , Zl.

Calcified filaments are found Ín the uppermost metre of the uníts

and become progressÍvely less numerous below the subaerial surface. They

occur predominantly as chasmoliths, but evidence of grain borÍng exists

(Plate 13-4). Micrite-rÍch areas with no relict texture may have abun-

dant circular to elongate pores approximately the same size as the

smaller calcified filaments (Plate 13-7). In areas of less severe alter-

ation, ca'lcified filaments may be observed within grain ghosts. The

above suggests that at least minor grain cannibalization has occured.

Calcified filaments commonìy span interpartÍcle and secondary void

?"

3"

4"
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spaces, and minor amounts of micrite precipitatÍon produces what Harrison

(L977, pl . 9-1) described as'wÍsps' which subdivide'larger pores (plate

14-3).

Previous workers have observed similar (10-20 Fm) calcified fíla-
ments in various carbonate rocks. James ,1972, p" 826) noted them in

Barbados crusts and suggested they were the calcified sheaths of blue-

green a'lgae. Harrison (L977, pl. 8-6) observed irregular networks of

similar filaments in a skeletal sand-rich caliche horizon of Barbados and

suggested the network was the result of algae. Kahle Í977, p.419) des-

cribed various types of endolithic and chasmolithic filaments from the

crusts of the lower Florida Keys and aìthough taxonomic description was

greatìy ímpeded by ínsufficíent morphologica'l detail, some of those he

described as being due to algae are simÍlar to the caìcified filaments

observed in this study. Their development in a non-photic zone cannot be

used to preclude an algal origin since some algae are adapted for low

light environments (Kobluk and Kahle, 1978, p. 366).

Although the above studies strongly suggest an a'lgaì orígin for the

calcified filaments, work by Klappa (1979a) suggests that root hairs may

aìso provide an exp'lanation for these ca'lcified filaments. He noted that

green algal fiìaments are commonìy 6-20 pm in diameter, vary Ín diameter

along a single filanent, branch ('false ramificatis¡'), and may be irreg-

ularly shaped. In contrast, root hairs are typÍcally 5-17 pm in dÍame-

ter, have a constant single filament dÍameter, rare'ly branch, and may be

straight or curved (Kìappa,1979a, table 1). Ward (1970; cited in James,

1972, p. 826) made similar observatíons in Pieistocene calcarenites from

Mexico and suggested they were derived from root hairs of angiospenn dune
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p'lants" At Big Pine Key the occurrence of the large 40-80 pm caìcified

filaments from which some of the smaller 10-20 pm calcified filaments

branch strongly suggests a root hair orígin. Their occurrence within

tiny soil pockets ('soi'l' comprising a mat of calcified filaments,

unídentífied opaque and transl ucent material , and micrite) further

supports a root hair origin for these particular calcified fÍlaments.

The diagenetic effects of the organic activity now represented by

calcified filaments are significant and are discussed in "Evolution of

the Caliche Profiles at Big Pine Key" (tnis chapter).

Recent works (e.g.Kobluk and Risk,19771' Dravis,1979) have

described synsedímentary binding of grains by chasmolithic algae. Kobluk

and Risk 11977, p. t077) observed such calcified a'lgal filaments (some

were extensions of endoliths, others were true chasmolitns) within the

Miami Limestone and in the 83,000 year BP Pleistocene reef terrace of

Barbados. Dravis (1S79, p. 199) observed similar features in Recent

ool itic hardgrounds in the Bahamas. The resul t is a constructive type of

micrite envelope in lieu of the more common destructive type (discussed

in Chapter 4). Calcified filaments in the intergranular spaces of con-

structíve mfcrite envelopes may be infilled and cemented. Consequently,

the grains are bound by the resulting mesh of filaments and cenent

(Kobluk and Risk, !977, p. 1,077l'" The above type of constructÍve micrite

envelope was not observed in this study. Rather, the calcified filaments

observed from Big Pine Key are related to many post-depositional or syn-

díagenetic effects such as occupation of oomoldic porosíty and other

secondary pores, assocÍation wíth irregular discoloured areas, and

micrÍte cement coatings on grains.
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FUNGAL MICROBORINGS

Straight, singular or branching microborings are abundant in the

upper few centÍmetres of the subaerial surface zone of the Q5 unít
(Plates r2-5,6). Bore lengths are variable from rs-70 Fffi, and are

typically L-Z ym in diameter. They occur in a randomly oriented fashion

and are most easily observed in ìarge, relative'ly clear grains (e.g.

mollusc shells) or coarse spar, although they can be discerned with some

dÍfficu'lty in darker grains (e.g. ooids) and heavi'ly micritÍzed portions

of the crust. According to Kìappa (1979a, table 1) in his study of

calcified fÍlaments in I'lediterranean Quaternary ca'lcretes, the borings of

fungÍ and actinomycetes (filamentous or rod-shaped bacteria) fit the

above description. Klappa (1979b) assigned signÍficance to fungaì hyphae

as a component of subaerial laminated crusts interpreted as lichen strom-

atolites. As with the microborÍngs in the subaerial surface zone of Big

Pine Key, Klappa (1979b, p. 393) observed a rapid density decrease away

from the surface until only isolated hyphae were recorded at a maximum

depth of 12 r¡n. However, care should be exercísed in assignÍng aì'l such

borings to the subaerial surface zone. For example, Perkins and Halsey

(1S71, p.845) found funga'l borings in grains from the intertidal zone

down to water depths of several hundred metres. Furthennore, the borers

were quite partÍcle selective, possibly a function of organic content

(Perkins and Ha]sey, 1971, p. 852). Thus, abundant mÍcroborings of this

nature in a grain may not be indicative of environment of deposÍtion or

diagenesis. However, microborÍngs within the dense micritized portions

of the crust provide incontestable evidence for a subaerial environment

for the microboring process.
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AccordÍng to Kahle Ã977, p" 419) structures from endolithic and

chasmolithÍc fungi are the most abundant biogenic structures in crusts of

the lower FlorÍda Keys. No certain chasmolithic fungaì evfdence was

observed by the present author in the Big Píne Key subaerial surface

zone.

SUBDIVISION OF THE SUBAERIAL EXPOSURE SURFACE ZONE

I NTRODUCTION

As mentioned at the beginnÍng of thÍs chapter,'ca'liche' refers to

secondary calcareous material that has accumulated as a Cca soil horizon

or as hard beds beneath the soÍl (Harrison, !977, p. 128). In order to

integrate the various caliche components and features of Big Pine Key, it
is useful to divide the caliche profiles Ínto a laminated crust and a

micrite cement zone (Figure 5-1; Plates 11-1 to 6). The former is always

visible macroscopÍcaì'ly. The latter is not. C'losely related to the

laminated crust are what Harrison (L977, p. 130) called 'subsurface'

micritic stringers'.

LAMINATED CRUST

Petrography: The laminated crusts consist of irregular, pinching and

swellÍng laminae whích vary from 0.5 to 1.0 mm in thÍckness (Plates 11-1,

2,3,5,6). The laminae are defined by colour banding which typica'l'ly

alternates with some combination of dark brown, tan, or white laminae.

Areas of predominant'ly ìight coloured or dark coloured bands also exist.

l.lhere surface rel ief ís discernab'le, Índividual laminae may thicken in

depressions and thin over highs (Plate 11-1). Thick, indistinct laminae
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Figure 5-1. Core sampl e M0-6 subaerÍa'l exposure surface zone
( cal iche) .

Laminated Crust: Transitiona'l to case-hardened crust.
Iaminae on sub-millimetre scale. Colour varies from
brown to grey.

Micrite Cement Zone: Characterized by abundant coated
ffid filaments. High interparticìe
and oomol díc porosÍty. Light brown interparticl e
matrix. Spar cement postdates micrÍte.

Porous Micríte Area: Coated ca]ci fied fil aments form
@imary textures ìarge'ly obl íterated
aìthough some grain ghosts occur. Colouration varies
from red-brown to tan. Yellow iron (?) compound
abundant.

Unaltered Rock: l,lell sorted ooid grainstone is spar
cemenfaa. ffgn interparticle porosity.
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up to L cm wide occur and may lateralìy pass into several smal'ler, more

distinct 'laminae wíthin a few centimetres dístance. Total crust thick-

ness varÍes from less than I mm (superficial crust) to greater than g cm.

The boundary between a'lternating laminae and between crust and un-

derlyÍng rock is commonly sharp a'lthough gradationa'l boundaries are pre-

sent. Black peloids general'ly less than 1 nsn in sÍze may be present

wíthin the crust. Typically, no re'lict sedimentary textures are discern-

abl e.

Tubular pores ranging from 0.1-0.3 nnn occur within the crust, some

of which may contain the remains of the roots (?) which once occupied

tnem (Plate 11-3). Rarely, pores up to 3 nrn in size occur. These pores

are not confined to any particuìar horizon, although it is evident that

some lamÍnae are considerably more porous than others. Moldic porosity

after mollusc shell fragments and peloids is common.

In thin sectíon, the dÍstinction between laminae is not as apparent

as in hand specÍmen (Plate L2-31. The lamÍnae are extremely diffuse and

consÍst of irregu'lar and convolute discontinuous horizons approximate'ly

30-150 pm wíde. These laminae consist of medium grey-brown to red-brown

micrÍte (l-2 Fffi, equant crystal s) to sl ight]y c'loudy mÍcrospar (10 pm

crystals). Microspar also commonly occurs wÍth micrite as randomìy

distributed, irregularly shaped aggregrates within the micritic portions

of the crust. These aggregates vary Í n si ze from 0. l5-0 .30 rm.

Occasionally, these are so abundant as to loosely define a microspar

lamina. No relÍct textures are present.

Microspar and more rarely calcite cement form 10-20 Fm isopachous

fringes which common'ly l ine vugs. Rarely, cì ear spar (20-s0 ¡rm) rep'laces
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bioclasts or fills in irregu'lar secondary voíds. Microspar may fill,
to various degrees, fractures which occur in the crust. A clotted

pe'loidal texture commoniy is present. In some cases, laminae of peìoids

occur in a red-brown micrite matrix and the'laminae may grade into

featurel ess micri te.

Porosity ín the lamínated crusts typically comprises irregular'ly

shaped vugs of various dimensions (typically 30-100 Fm) and irregular,

elongate voids (approximateìy I mm by 0.1-0.2 mm) which may be oriented

approximately paralìe'l to the laminae. These are possfbly related to

root paths, of, in terms of the lichen stromatolite hypothesis, may be

shrinkage cracks (K'lappa, 1979b, p. 398). Smaller, 10-15 Ffr, circular

pores are abundant in certain laminae (plate 12-3). These pores suggest

micrite cement precipitation on calcified filaments to the extent that

most of the voíds between the filaments are occluded.

Further evidence of calcified filaments occurs as the previously

described 'wisps' which cornmon'ly subdivide pore spaces. Whereas evidence

of calcified filaments is abundant in the subaerial surface zones of the

Q5, Q4, and Q3 units, fungal microborÍngs are observed onìy in the Q5

subaerial surface zone.

Subsurface micritic stringers commonly origÍnate from the lowerrnost

lamina of the crust and Ínvade the underlying rock for several centi-

metres (Plate 11-4). Hhere a network of stringers exists, a breccia-l'ike

fabric may be imparted to the rock.

The boundary between stringer and host rock may be sharp or diffuse

and occurs as a dark micritic zone that slowìy passes into a clotted

texture which eventual ly dissipates in the rock. Micritic coatings,
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'wisp' networks, and irregu'lar mÍcrovuggy porosity may

the stringers.

Subsurface micrÍtic strÍngers commonly fonn the

areas of differing diagenetÍc íntensity (Plate l4-4)"

that they may have acted as local permeability seals.

be assocíated with

boundary between

The inference is

D i scussÍ on

Introduction: Laminated crusts on Pleistocene and older carbonates have

been descríbed fn detail Ín the literature (e.g. Multer and Hoffrneister,

1968; James, I972; l.Ialkden, L9741' Read, 1974; Harrison, 1977; Klappa,

1979b; Walls et al., 1975; Kahle,1977; Krumbein, 1968). Such crusts may

occur within the soíl profiìe (e.g. the caìcrete profile of Read, 1974)

or they may occur on exposed bedrock surfaces ( e.g. Mul ter and

Hoffmeister,1968). The crusts vary in degree of induration and there is

some correl ati on among I ami na di sti ncti veness , I ami na thi ckness , and

porosity. Crusts up to 16 cm thíck have been observed in the lower

FlorÍda Keys (Kahle, L977, p. 416) although the usual thickness is a few

centÍmetres. When found in a soil profile the upper contact with the

soi'f is usually abrupt (HarrÍson, 1977, p. 130; Read, t974, p. 258). The

lower contact may or may not be abrupt, depending somewhat on the nature

of the original sediment and degree of diagenesis which occurred prior to

crust formation" Harrison (1977" p" 141) and Read (1974, p. 263) both

allude to a gradual porosity reduction of the original sediment, creating

an essentia'l'ly impermeable surface upon which the laminar crust may then

devel op.

Crusts may fonn:
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1. At some shallow depth beneath the surface but within the sedf-

ment or rock (cannibalization of host),

2" At the surface upon the sediment or rock.

Where crusts appear to be forming at the expense of the host, Harrison

and Steinen (1978, p.391) pointed out that the laminated fabric is at

best only poorly developed. Regard'less of where the crust forms, the

mechanism of crust formation and buiìd-up necessitates an aggradational

origin.

Origin and Types of Crusts: Multer and Hoffmeister (1968, p.185) found

that there were two types of laminated crusts in the F'lorida Keys: a

dense laminated crust, and a porous laminated crust. The dense crust was

thought to have originated under a thin soil or on exposed bedrock recei-

ving periodic drainage from nearby soiì, whereas the porous laminated

crust was thought to have originated under a thick tropical forest cover

where p'lant roots, etc., would give structuraì support to the substrate

and pnevent infilìing. or compaction. In the former case a more rapid

solution-precipÍtation process could take p'lace ufrile in the latter, the

dampening effect of the soil cover on the embryonic crust wou'ld prevent

the same rapid fluctuations. Walkden (1974, p. IZ4O-IZ4Z) used a similar

type of crust dífferentiation on Carboniferous limestones in Eng'land.

The laminated crusts of Big Pine Key do show the characteristics of

the laminated crusts described by HofftneÍster and Multer (196S). How-

ever, the intÍmacy of those laminae which can be considered'dense'as

opposed to the'porous' ones renders the clear sepanation of the Big Pine

Key laminated crusts impractica'l and at best artificial (Plate 11-3).
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The transitiona'ì nature of the mostly'dense' crusts to mostly'porous'

with depth on the order of a few millÍmetres suggests that the laminated

crusts of Big Pine Key be dealt with as a spectrum.

Besides repeated, rapid precipitation from supersaturated solutions,

other phenomena have been invoked to help expìain the origíns of lamin-

ated surface crusts. Recentìy, a direct biologica'l origin for these

crusts was proposed by K'lappa (1979b) who suggested that the crusts may

in fact be 'lichen stromatolites' produced by saxicolous (endolithic and

epil ithic) lichens.

0rigin of Colour Banding: Although it is generalìy agreed upon that the

crusts are in fact an aggrading phenomenon (references previous'ly cited),

the origin of the color and textural varíation is not straíghtforward.

Mu'lter and Hoffmeister (1968, p.188) suggested that the colour varia-

tions are due to the ríse and fall of bacterial populations with wet and

dry perÍods. During wet perÍods, bacteriaì activity increases and the

products of microbial decomposition are washed together forming the dark

organic-rich layers, whereas the drier perÍods see a decline of bacterial

activÍty and the accumulatíon of predominantly fine grained non-organic

detri tus.

The colour banding may be due to a combination of differential

stainíng due to local organíc material concentrations or various iron

compounds (K'lappa, 1979b, p. 398; Multer and Hoffmeister, 1968, p. 188;

James " L972, p" 831; Harrison, L977, p. 141), but Harrison further

suggested that differences in crystal size and/or morphology between

successive'ly precipi tated l ayers may al so be part'ly responsibl e.
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MICRITE CEMENT ZONE

Petrography: The micrite cement zone is macroscopica'lly recognized as

irregularly shaped grey to red-brown patches which vary from millimetre-

sÍze to several centimetres or more (Figure 5-1; Plates 11-5,6). Where

preservation of the original depositional texture is high, the anomalous

colouration is límited to the interparticle matrix. In such cases, the

grains commonly appear white and stand out sharpìy from the matrix. The

boundary between unaltered rock and the micrite cement zone or between

cliffering intensities of micrite cement zone development may be sharp and

outlined by a dense micritic stringer (Plate 14-4), or the boundary may

gradational.

The micrite cement zone is typically characterized by the presence

of two components, coated grains and coated calcified filaments, and the

diagenetic effects related to the presence of the filaments. The degree

of grain and filament coatìng and related diagenesis ìargeìy governs

whether the micrite cement zone 'is visible macroscopically.

Micrite cement grain coatings are usuaìly approximate'ly isopachous,

and vary in thickness from micrometre size up to 0.15 rrm (Plates l?-6;

14-1 to 6). Most commonìy they are in the 15-60 Fm range. The range is

less than this in any given sample. Coatings are rarely larninated, but

when they are, the laminae are approxinately 10-20 pm, the laminae be'ing

defined by differences in colour (Plate 14-1). Where laminae are too

diffuse to be identified, colour may gradually change across the coating

from I ight brown on the perÍphery to medium grey-brown towards the

i nteri or.

There is no preferential gravitational thickening of the grain
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coatings and there is a marked tendency

Commonìy, the coatings encompass more than

into a short, diffuse, unlaminated, 9Fêy,

boundary of the coating agaÍnst the grain

outer boundary may have a diffuse contact

if any is present. In cases where only

occurs, cement may show meniscus 'bridges'

coated on alì sides.

towards an even distribution.

one graín and more rarely pass

micritic stringer. The inner

Í s usual'ly sharp whereas the

with overlying sparry cement,

incípient micrite cementation

between grains which are not

Unlaminated, micrite-coated calcified filaments of root hair or

a'l ga'l origin ( prevÍously discussed) are of variabl e thickness (Pl ate

13-8). In some cases where there is a high density of filaments, grain

boring, and cannibalÍzation, micrÍte filament coatings may occlude much

of the pore space between the filaments (Plate 13-7). The pores which

remain define molds of the origÍna'l filaments. The remaining porous

massive mícritic area has no relict sedímentological textures. As with

the coated grains, the nature of the outer boundary with overlying sparry

cement is variable.

l^lhere spar cementation of the rock i s uneven, micri te cement and

calcified fílaments occur in those areas whÍch are poor'ly spar-cemented.

Thís suggests that spar cementation predates the precipítatÍon of micrÍte

cement and growth of the filaments. However, evidence of micrite cement

and calcified filaments actualìy over'lying spar is rare.

In other cases, spar can be seen to occlude pore spaces between

coated grains and coated calcified filaments, thus postdating micrite

cementation and filament growth. Evidence of micrite cementation and

fÍlament growth before and after spar cementation indicates the impor-
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tance of local factors in determÍning the diagenetic history of sediments

in the subaerial surface zone. Random needle fibres vary greatly in

abundance in this zone and common'ly are intimately associated with coated

cal ci fi ed fi I aments ( 'wí sps' ) .

Porosity varÍes according to the amount of micrÍte cement which

fills interparticle space as coatings on grains and calcified filaments.

Porosity also varies according to the amount of leaching of the grains

themselves which results in moldic porosÍty which, in places, ffiâY be

quite pronounced. In such cases, on'ly the mícríte cement rÍms and

intraskeleta'l pore lÍnings may be left behind (Plate 14-5). The pores

clefined by the various networks of calcifjed filaments ('wisps') as they

span interpartíc1e space are hÍghly irregular (Plate 14-3).

WÍthin the surface zone of the Q4 unit, centimetre-size vugs com-

monly show a much higher degree of micritization in an annulus around the

vug. This may reflect either preferentÍa'l access of solutions to this

zone, oF, based on the presence of some vugs containing abundant cal ci-

fied filaments in 'soil' patches, may reflect alteration accompanying

root hajr growth. In thÍs case, the vugs may outline originaì root path-

ways "

Discussion: Micrite-coated grains appear to be a common constituent of

Pleistocene and older caliche (e.g. Harrison, 1977, p. 133; James, L972,

p. 822; Walkden, 1974, p" 12431. Grains have also been observed to be

partly repìaced by the mícrite which envelopes them (see James, L972, p.

822).

In a study based on Quarternary caliche from Australia, Read (1974,
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p" 263) suggested that the absence of gravitational thickening of the

micrite gra'in coatings was due to a combination of low rainfall and high

evaporation" Apparentìy, thís prevented the localization of water films

on the underside of grains. Read (,L974, p.2631 further suggested that

on steep sìopes gradua'l rotatÍon of grains clue to creep prevents local-

ized micrite accumulations on the grains.

The network of'wísps'whÍch span interpartic'le and secondary pore

spaces were interpreted by Harrison (1977, pl. 9-2) as being due to pre-

cÍpitatíon of micrite cement around roots which have been subsequentìy

leached out. The'wisps'of Big Pine Key caliche further suggest that

they may originate by micrite precipitation on calcified filaments (Plate

13,8).

EVOLUTION OF THE CALICHE PROFILES AT BIG PINE KEY

I NTRODUCTION

Although both the laminated crust and the micrite cement zone of the

caliche profile may be very distinct from one another, they are the end

members of a spectrum of al teration that accompanies subaerial exposure

of carbonate sediments" The evolution hypothesis of Big Pine Key sub-

aerial surfaces is based maìnly on the information furnished by the Holo-

cene (Q5 unit) surface. The rather moderate core recovery, in some

instances, of the older calíche profiles plus possible erosion of the

surface zone prior to Q5 deposition'leads to a rather limited suite of

observabl e features.

SEDIMENT ALTERATION

The evoìution, in a simplified manner, is depicted in Figure 5-2"
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Figure 5-2. Caliche profile evolution. Diagrammatic sequence A to
E illustrates sedíment a'lteration resulting from in-
vasion by organic filaments and micrite precipitation
during subaerial exposure. See text for detaÍls.
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Unlithified sediments or rock are subaerial'ly exposed. Colonization by

algae and/or plants occurs under favourable climatic conditions. The

uppermost portion of the exposed unit is penetrated by numerous filaments

from these sources, ât first mainìy in interparticle spaces (A).

Previously cemented areas do not allow any'large scale invasion by the

filaments, except perhaps with some sparmícritization occuring near the

surface. Calcification of the filarnents may occur while living or after

death (K'lappa, 1979a, p. 963). Incipient micrite grain coatings begin to

form. More filament growth (and calcification) occurs in select areas

(B). Grain alteration (boring, cannibalization) occurs in those areas of

more profuse filament growth until on'ly grain ghosts or no traces of pre-

cursor graíns exist (C). A network of calcified filaments remain. Pore

space is continuously reduced as micrÍte cementation continues. At the

surface and perhaps at select horÍzons Ín the subsurface in areas where

pore space has been largeìy occluded, subsequent micrite precipitation

occurs above or around these areas (D). Thus, at the surface,'laminated

crusts form and in the subsurface micritic stringers deve'lop. Elsewhere,

where porosity between fílaments has been occluded, remaining pores are

mol ds of the origina'l fil aments (E) .

Neither laminated crust nor micrite cement zone is always present in

the subaerial surface zone and they may occur independently of one

another. When they do occur together, however, the micrite cement zone

invariably underlies the laminated crust.

TIME RELATIONSHIPS

Harrison (L577, p.145) pointed out that there is no correlation
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between caliche profile thickness and age. In addition, sediments of

equivalent age do not necessariiy show profiles of comparab'le thickness.

This cìearìy illustrates the importance of the microenvÍronment in the

development of caliche. Whether the environmental differences are due to

the presence or absence of a soil, small scale local relief, or even

microclimato'logical differences, to name a few factors, the profile may

be extremely variable both in time and space.

Caìiche may be significant'ly younger than the substrate upon which

it ís deveìoped (Harrison, 1977, p. 145). For example, Multer and

Hoffmeister (1S64, p.189) reported bulk radiocarbon ages of the present

day crust in the Keys to be in the range of 900 to 4400 years.

More recent work by Robbin and Stipp (1979, p. 179) c'learly illus-

trates the importance of the relationship between caliche and substrate.

They showed that laminated crust from Key Largo (Key Largo Limestone)

began to form approximately 6000 years ago and accumulated at a rate of L

cm/2000 years, whereas laminated crust from Big Píne Key (Miami Lime-

stone) began to form approximately 8000 years ago and accumulated at a

rate of 1 cm/4000 years. These dates provide the maximum age due to the

incorporation of older material in the lowermost laminae of the crusts

that were anaìysed. Robbin and Stípp (lg7g, p. 180) suggested that the

'large difference in age between the onset of crust formation and sediment

age reflects a long period of emergence prÍor to initÍation of plant

growth and crust development, these occurring when sufficient moisture

became avail abl e.
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SOURCE OF CALCIUM CARBONATE

The source of calcium carbonate which is precipitated in the caliche
profi'le may be from several sources. These include the soil cover where

meteoric waters percolating downward may acquire Ca++ by dÍssolution
o f cal ci te or aragoni te , or by cati on exchange wi th I ocal cl ays

(Harrison, L977; p.144; James , lg7Z, p.g29). Dissol ution of the sub_

strate proper may províde a source of cac03 (Kahre, rg77, p. 426;

Harrison, 1977, p. I44; James, !972, p. gZ9). The rate at which the

s0urce can provide CaC03 may be quíte high if the substrate retaÍns
original unstable mineralogy (e.g. Barbados ìimestones, Miami and Key

Largo Limestones). Other caC03 sources of probabìe lesser importance

i ncl ude atmospheric dust, sal t spray, ancl storms (see James , 1972, p.

82e\.

PHYSiCAL CONTROLS OF NEAR.SURFACE DIAGENESiS

According to Harríson (I977, p. 143) the formation of caliche is
dependent on the existence of a favorable moisture balance. The moisture

balance is governed by evapotranspiration, precipitation, and soi'l drain-
age properties. The requirement is that a moisture deficit exists, the

effect beíng that any available meteoric water is held close to the rock-
soil or rock-air interface and any precipitation is confined to there.
Too lÍttle meteoric water leads to superficial case-hardened surfaces

whereas an excess may result in net solution and may induce a karst-like
terraí n .

Al though cal iche does not characteríze

(James, 197?, p. g2g), previous workers

any particul ar cl imatic zone

have generaì ìy agreed that
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caliche development Ís most pronounced in areas that are dominated by a

semiarÍd to aríd cl ímate (Reeves, 1970; Krumbein l96g; Read, L974;

Harrison,1977). The single most important aspect of climate is that it
must be characterÍzed by moderately short perÍods of rainfall fo1ìowed by

extensÍve periods of evaporation.

A characteri stic which i s superposed upon the above mentioned

feature in many of the areas in which caliche deve'lopment has been des-

cribed is the marked seasonality of the climate. Generally a wet (storm-

prone) season is followed by a dry season, as is the case throughout

south Florida (discussed in Chapter 7). For a more detailed discussion

of the physicaì controls whích infìuence near-surface diagenesis, consult

works by Harríson (1977 ) and James (t97?l.
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CHAPTER 6 - SUBSURFACE DIAGENESIS: PRODUCTS AND PROCTSSES

I NTRODUCT I ON

The major components of Holocene carbonate sediments are døninantìy

aragoni te and Mg-cal ci te wÍ th subordi nate cal ci te. Aragoni te and

Mg-calcite are metastable in sea water, but they become unstable in the

realm of meteoric water. 0nìy calcite is stable at near-surface

temperature and pressure conditions (Chave et al., L962, p. 33). As a

disequil ibrium assembl age, the system approaches equil ibrium in the

subaerial environment in a series of chemical, isotopic, mineralogicaì,

and fabric changes which constÍtute freshwater diagenesis-

Aìong wÍth mineralogícal equilibratÍon of the sediment, the precipi-

tation of calcite cement causes lithification and obliteration of primary

porosity. Cement is taken "to include all passiveìy precipitated, space-

fi ì 1 i ng carbonate crystal s wh i ch grow attached to a free surface"

(Bathurst, 1976, p. 416). Pray and Choquette (1970, p. 209) indicated

that modern carbonate sediments typica'l1y have initial porosities which

vary from 40-70%. Cementation results in a porosity reduction to typica'l

ancient car"bonate rock porosity va'lues of a few percent. The s¡nall num-

ber of compaction features withÍn ancient carbonate rocks indicates that

reduction of porosity via compaction is a minor factor (Bathurst, L976,

p" 415).

NeomorphiSm, as defined by Fo'lk (1965, p.21), refers to "all trans-

formations between one mÍneral and itself or a polymorph"" The term in-
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cludes mineralogica'l inversion and recrysta'llization. Thus, phenomena

such as carbonate mud (aragonite or Mg-ca'lcite mineralogy) altering to

micrite (see Fo'Ik,1965, p.36), aragonite altering to calcite (calciti-

zation), and aggrading or degrading recrystaìlization (with a constant

mineralogy) are included. The term excludes cementation, as is exp'licit

in the above definition.

The processes of neomorphism and cementation appear superficialìy

quite distinct from one another. However, as Bathurst (1976, p. 4i6)

pointed out, the separation is artifÍcial. In fact, there is a spectrum

with large pores on one end and the íntercrysta'|1íne boundary'pore'on

the other.

GRAIN ALTERATION

B IOCLASTS

Introduction: BjoclastÍc grains of the Big Pine Key units vary great'ly

in the degree and nature of alteration, from relatÍvely unaltered to com-

pleteìy recrystallized or even totally dissolved grains. The degree of

alteration is common'ly organism-dependent to Some degree. For example,

some species of foraminifera show a marked tendency to remain crypto-

crystalline, whereas mol'luscs and Halimeda grains are typica'lìy altered.

This may reflect originaì skeletal mÍneralogy. The degree of microstruc-

ture preservation of an Mg-ca'lcite test is high because of incongruent

dissolution, whereas the nature of the aragonite to calcite transition is

less'like'ly to provide the same textural fideìity (Land, 1967, p. 9?7\.

t4ithin a sampìe, a single species may show the spectrum of variation. It

is extremely common to find mollusc shell fragments and HalÍmeda p'lates
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which have been total 1y recrystal I ized adjacent to those which are

absol uteiy pri stÍne (pl ate l7-2 ).

Mol I uscs: Mol I usc she'l'l fragments or compl ete val ves may have only some

of the skeletal microstructure preserved, Ínferring a neomorphic replace-

ment (wet calcitization; see Bathurst, !976, p. 347-3s0; pìates 16-3,4;

l7-Ll. Other samples consist entirely of a sparry mosaÍc, with an extre-

mely wide crystal size range from 10-200 Fü, that contains no relict
mÍcrostructure. The Ínference is that the bioclast is a skelmoldic pore

cement. In grainstones, the moldic pore may be preserved by the micrite

enveìope (usually 1-5 ¡rm thick; see Chapter 4), and in packstones the mud

matrix may preserve the mold, with or without the micrite enveìope.

Some mollusc fragments show alteratÍon suggestive of partiaì neomor-

phism (calcitization) and partial dissolution with either partial or com-

p'lete subsequent pore fil'ling. The neomorphism is indicated by the pre-

servatÍon (to various degrees) of ske'letal microstructure. The dissolu-

tion-pore fiìling process is suggested by a featureless sparry mosaic

whÍch may a'l so line incomplete'ly-filled molds with termÍnated crysta'ls.

Common'ly, some of the larger mollusc shells show preferentiaì neomorphism

or dissolution of selected laminae (Plate 16-3). A coarser prismatic

spar may rep'lace the prismatic layer in some shells whÍle the laminated

layers remain largely unaltered. This may reflect minera'logica'l differ-
ences as pointed out by Miìliman (1974, p" 108), who stated: "... in

those shells with mixed minera'logies, the outer layers (genera'lìy prÍs-

matic or foliated) are calcítÍc; the inner layers, generally nacreous or

laminated, are aragonitic." Syntaxial cement overgrowths on the calcite
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of the outer layers are relatÍvely common, and terminated crysta1s lÍne
pores in some pìaces.

Halimeda: Halimeda plates are common'ly replaced by a 60-100 Fm neomor-

phic spar mosaÍc which possesses a marked brown pleochroism under plane

poìarized light (Plate 17-Z). The strongest p]eochroism corresponds to

extÍnction under crossed nicol s. Hudson (1962" p. 49g) observed a

simil ar feature in recrystal I ized I amel I ibranch shel'l s from Middl e

Jurassic strata of western Scotland. He used the tenn 'psuedo-pleo-

chroic'to describe thÍs marked pleochroism and attrÍbuted the feature to
the presence of conchiolin ínclusions less than 1 pm Ín size, which were

frequently a'ligned according to microstructure of the shells. The cause

of the pseudo-pl eochroi sm i n recrystal I i zed Hal imeda i s unknown. By

analogy with Middle Jurassic she'lls, oriented organic ÍnclusÍons may be

responsi b'l e.

Halimeda utricles may be infilìed by fÍbrous submarine cement (des-

cribed in Chapter 4) and/or 10-20 pm blocky spar cement crystals. The

blocky calcite cement invariab]y overlies the submarÍne cement (pìate

9-71. In the mud-rich sediments, moldic porosity after HalÍmeda commonly

exists. In this case, only the arrangement of the Ínfilled utricìes may

remain. HalÍmeda may also show partíal neomorphism with p'late centres

preferentially altered ufrile the plate peripheries remain cryptocrystal-

I ine.

EchÍnodenns: EchÍnoderm grains are commonìy overgrown with a syntaxiaì

In some cases it is uncertaín whether the rimrim cement (Plate 17-3).
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is a cement or neomorphic overgrowth generated by the aggradational re-

crystal I i zati on of surroundi ng micri te.

Corals: Coral alteration is variable. In most cases, corals of the Q5

unit retain aragonitic mineraìogy and microstructure. In one surface

sample of Díploria sp., the internal portion consists of a coarse (0.1

0.3 nrm) spar with minor ghost textures abutting apparently unaltered

skeletal materiaì towards the periphery (Plate 17-5). The boundary in

some places Ís not demarcated, but elsewhere, a 10-20 pm wÍde, indis-

tinct, dark line separates the spar from the una'ltered aragonite. The

process of coral calcitization was described by James n974, p.792), who

ínterpreted the contact between the spar and the apparently unaltered

coral aragonite as being the zone of 'chalky aragonite'. The zone is

characterized by preferentÍaì dissolution para'lìel to the long axes of

the aragonite need'les, which separates and etches them, and thus renders

the zone more porous.

In the Q4 and Q3 units, cora'l s are typical ly repl aced by a c'loudy

calcite mosaic with obvious curved intercrystal'line boundaries. Crystals

range from 30-300 pm in size, although variation within individual coral

fragments is less than the above range" l{ithin the larger crystal

mosaics, irregular intercrystalline pores ranging from 60-300 pm across

may occur.

Foraminifera: Light microscopy does not reveal evidence of recrysta'l-

I ization of peneropl íd, mÍ1 iol id, and encrusting (Homotrema rubrum)

foraminifera. However, the original Mg-ca'lcite mineralogy is inferred to
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have inverted to calcite by incongruent dissolution with attendant micro-

structure preservation (see Land, 1967, p" 927)"

OOIDS

Introduction: Ooids occur abundantly in the Q5 unit, but are found below

this only ín the Q4 unit in boreho'le BP-7. Taken together for this dis-

cussion, the ooids of Big Pine Key represent a complete spectrum of

variation involving the degree of alteration. Some ooids appear to be

absoluteìy pristine except for microborings whÍch may have been produced

during ooid growth (discussed in Chapter 4). 0thers are completeìy dis-

solved and the oomo'ldÍc nature of the void is inferred from surrounding

ooids or from the few remaining outermost lamÍnae. Still other ooids,

inc'luding the microborings, are compl ete'ly recrystal l ízed and may be

difficu'lt to identify in plane polarized light.

The ooids of the Q5 unit are usua'lly less altered than those of the

Q4 unít. Generally, alteratíon of the Q5 unit ooids has left the nuclei

( usual 1y pel lets) apparently unaffected (Pl ates 15-1, 6). Partia'l ly or

completely recrystallized nuclei or dissolved nuclei surrounded by sparry

cortex are more common in the Q4 unit ooids. Commonly, withín both

uníts, cortex alteration Ís more pronounced toward the grain periphery.

Examínation of the Q5 unít suggests that cortex alteratÍon increases

towards the Q4 unit surface. l'lithin a sÍng1e thin section, several

degrees of al teration may be present.

Laminae AlteratÍon: l.Iithin both the Q5 and Q4 units, although much more

cortex I ami nae may be sel ecti ve'ly di ssol ved ,common in the fonner, ooid
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producing a grain in which there are moldic pore'shells' (Plates 15-1,

3o 4,6,7). These 'she'l'ls' vary from approximately the thickness of an

individual cortex ìayer (3-7 pm) up to several tens of micrometres, and

al ternate with aragonitic material . In other cases, 'she1'l s' of spar

al ternate with cortex aragonite. Occasíona1 1y, both types of 'shel I s'

occur in the same grain (Plate 15-1). Friedman (1964, p.801) described

similar.features in PleÍstocene ooids from Bahamas.

Altered cortex laminae are typicalìy extremely irregu'lar and discon-

tinuous concentrÍcal'ly and, in the case of sparry laminae, a single

crystaì usually spans the wídth of a lamina. These crystal s are usua'l'ly

equant, al though elongate crystal s faithful ly fo1 lowing the concentrìcíty

of the cortex laninations occur. Spar crystals common'ly traverse the

remaining cortex materÍal into the next altered lamina. Continuation of

the spar crystal from the outermost altered lamina to interparticle space

is rare, perhaps because of the outermost micrite enve'lope. In the more

high'ly a'ltered ooids of the Q4 unit, spar continuing from the cortex into

the completely or partially replaced nuclei is cornmon. The above

features suggest that the spar may be recrystal I Ízed cement and is there-

fore neomorphic.

Alteration of Aragonitic Microboring Molds: Commonly, aragonitic micro-

boring molds remain with or without minor cortex material when the ooid

cortex has been leached or infilled by spar (discussed in Chapter 4). In

more extreme cases, the concentricity of the cortex laminae may be delin-

eated on the basis of these remainíng microborings together with traces

of origÍna'l cortex or other (organic?) material (Plate 15-2). In some of
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the most extreme cases ín the Q4 unit, the ooid form is barely recogniz-

able, and evidence of microborings is no 'longer present.

Harris et al. (1979, p. 220) outlined the steps involved in preser-

vation of these mÍcroborings. The first three steps are outlined in

Bathurst (1976), and were previously listed in Chapter 4. These occur

within the marine environment. The subsequent steps are related to

freshwater diagenesis. These are:

1. InterpartÍcle cementation of ooids and selective dissolution of

ooíd aragonite'leaving the more resistant microboring molds

behÍnd. This step is taking place in Holocene ooids of the

meteoric water environment of Joulters Cays and the Pleistocene

ooids of Big Pine Key.

2. Qcclusion of intra-ooid secondary porosity from step L by cal-

cite cement. This is a'lso seen ín the Pleistocene ooids of Big

Pine Key.

3 . Di sso'l uti on of aragoni ti c microbori ng moì ds and repl acement by

ca'lcite. This step is inferred to have occurred in the Q5 unit

where near'ly complete replacement of the ooid cortex shows a

I esser abundance of microborings than in 'less a'ltered ooids

(compare Plate 10-1 with Plate 15-2). This may also have

occurred in the Q4 unit where the ooid has little internal tex-

tural preservation suggesting repìacement of the microboring

molds with a calcite indistinguishabìe from calcite of step 2,

although it may be arguecl that the outline of the borÍng would

1 ikely be preserved'
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Alteration of Aragonite Rods: SEM examínatíon of ooids shows the nature

of cortex alteration. Cortex aragonite rods or needles are variable in

size, from O.?-2 Um long by 0.1-0"3 pm in díameter (Plates 15-5, 8).

Some equidimensional crystals were also observed. The rods have blunt,

rounded terminations, and their diameters increase and decrease s'lightly

aìong their length. The cause of this may be the result of differential

solutíon along the length of the rods or related enhancement of primary

irregularities. Consequently, the'una'ltered' ooid'laminae are not as

unaltered as they appear to be via 'light microscopy.

l^linland (1971, p.80), on the basis of Holocene Bahamian ooids, sug-

gested that such irreguìar crystaìs may have recrystallized from much

more uniform'ly sized, tangentially oriented, L pm long, aragonite rods.

The recrystallization apparently occurs while in the marine environment

and is driven by the greater surface area-to-volume ratio of the unalter-

ed aragonite. Furthermore, the preferred orientation of the cortex

ultrastructure is destroyed. If the above is true for the Big Pine Key

ooids, i.ê. the irregular rods are the resu'lt of recrystallization rather

than dj ssol uti on , the amount of cortex ul trastructure obl i terati on

thought to occur by t¡linl and (197i, p. 80) is not substantiated'

The loose mesh of aragonite rods is periodically interrupted by L-7

pm euhedral rhombs, interpreted aS a cement growing in void spaces

between rods or small díssolution pores of the cortex (Plate 15-8). The

possible dissolution of the aragonite rods may account for the diffuse

nature of the pseudo-uniaxial isogyre of the ooids. Where the effects of

boring are not readi'ly seen, thís is thought due to the increased air

space traversed by light rays" This exp'lanatíon h,as used by Loreau and
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Purser (1973, p" 324) to partialTy account for the low birefringence of

Holocene ooids as compared to standard aragonite.

COMPARISON OF GRAIN ALTERATION IN THE Q UNITS

In general, the bioclasts and ooids in the Q5 unit are less altered

than those in the Q4 and Q3 uníts. There is a ¡narked tendency to have

more skelmoldic porosity in the Q4 and Q3 units and there are also more

molds filled by calcite cement (reduced skelmo]dÍc porosity) with no

relict textural preservation. The reason for the contrast between Q5 and

the Q4 and Q3 units is that diagenesÍs has been active longer in the

o'l der uni ts.

NEOMORPHISM OF ÌqICRITE

Close examination of mud-rich areas demonstrates that the micrite is

íntimate'ly assocíated with a microcrysta'lìine, relatively clear spar

whích typicaìly varies from 5-10 ¡rm in size (Plate 17-4).

A cl otted texture ( ' structure grume'l euse' ) resul ts where micri te

appears as'islands', usua'l1y rounded, with the fine spar as a matrix.

Where grains are surrounded by micrite, the spar may constitute a 10-20

pm fringe which separates the grain from the micrite (Plate L7-4). The

fringe is varfab'ly developed and usualìy non-isopachous. Related to the

above, gradational contacts may exist between areas of spar and areas of

micrite or between spar and peloids.

Microfabrics in mud-rich areas suggest very strong'ly that micrite

has been altered by aggrading neomorphÍsm to microspar. Folk (1965, p.
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40) referred to the resultant frÍnges of microspar as'an aureole of

neomorphism'" As mentÍoned in Chapter 3, the irregular dístrÍbution of

the micrite and spar (e"9. the graínstone to packstone tithologies) is

possíbìy explaÍned as being part'ly due to aggrading neomorphism of

micrÍte. The amount of micrite that Ís presently observed may in fact be

considerably less than that present at the tÍme of deposition.

CEMENTATION

CALCITE SPAR

Cement fabrÍcs of the Q5, Q4, and Q3 units of Big Pine Key appear to

be similar. The crystal size of interparticle spar is. variable and there

is a strong Ínverse relationship between sÍze and mud content. Thus,

cement crysta'l size in the wel I sorted ooid graínstone facies is usual'ly

in the 20-60 Fm range, wíth a progressive decrease Ín crystaì size to

5-20 pm as mud content increases.

Spar to particle contacts are generaììy sharp with the exception of

those adiacent to pe'loids and micrite. Occasiona'l'ly, spar crystaì s as

large as 150 Fm occur as pore linings or fi11ings. l.líthin mud-rich sedi-

ments, such as those of the Q5 unit at the southeast point of Big Pine

Key, crystals lining pores are usualìy less than 10 Fm in size, if
devel oped at a1 1 .

Intraparticle (intraskeletal ) spar is usua'l'ly significantly coarser

(60-120 pm) than adjacent interparticle cement (Plate 9-?). The intra-

partÍcle spar occludes, to various degrees, Íntraparticle pore space.

Planar intercrystalline boundaries and tenninated crystals are co{nmon,

both suggestÍve of cement rather than neomorphic spar (see Bathurst,
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L976, p" 4t7, cement criterÍa n0.12).

The spar crystaìs are generaìly equant ín shape. However, in grain-

stones, bladed spar (20-50 ¡rm long by 10-20 ¡.rm wide) with square or acute

termínations is oriented perpendicu1ar to mollusc and forarninifera debris

and more rarely pel oids (Pl ate 16-1 ) . Thi s suggests a pore-fil'l ing

cement. Primary and secondary pores may be lined by these elongate

cement crystals, but equant scalenohedral and rhombohedral crystals are

al so common.

tlJithín the Q5 unit and especia'lly in mud-rich 'litho'logies' spar

ranging from 5-20 ¡rm Ís Íntimately associated with random needle fibres.

In some cases, evídence for post-needle fibre cement precipitatíon occurs

where spar fills much of the void space between the random needle fibres.

The typical pore-filling mosaic with its crystal size íncreasing

away from the substrate of the sparry mosa'ic is rare (Plate 16-2), and

when it occurs it is usual'ly only crudely developed (Bathurst, 1976, p.

4L9, cement criteria no. 13).

MICRiTE CEI4ENT

Micrite cement occurs as a medium brown micrite which ì ines pores

and smooths over microtopography generated by termÍnated crystal s.

Meniscus textures are common and pore'lining is often írregular (Plate

L6-?). This cement is extremely rare and was observed in on'ly two thin

sections (5 m below Q5 surface in boreho'le BP-7 and L'3 m below the Q4

surface in borehole BP-Z).
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CEMENTATION TRENDS

In general , there are no obvious trends in cementation as a function

of depth. An exception is borehole BP-7 where cementation increases

slightìy with depth" There is a significant increase of crystal size in

sma'l'l areas (up to a few millimetres across) of Q5 sediments within 0.5 m

of the Q4 surface. The occurrence of the'large crystaìs is erratic, even

on a thin section scale. The increase in crystal size Ís most pronounced

in bioclast-rich areas where interpartic'le spaces are large. Cement

crystal s may reach up to 3-4 mm and some crysta'l s poiki'lotopicaì ìy ( see

Friedman,1965, p.651) enclose severa'l grains (Plate 17-3). I.lithin

these coarse crystal'line areas, planar grain boundaries and terminated

crystals línÍng pores are more prominent than elsewhere. These localized

areas are present in some of the boreholes'located within the present-day

phreatic lenses (see Chapter 7).

The lowermost 10-20 cm of Q5 core from boreholes wÍthin the present

day meteoric phreatic lenses also tend to be more highìy cemented than

overlyíng rock.

COMPARISoN 0F CEMENTATIoN IN THE Q UNITS

Hithin the Q4 unit and to a'lesser extent within the Q3 unit, the

occurrence of re'lative'ly coarse spar exhÍbÍting planar intercrystalline

boundarÍes and a pore filling fabric, both suggestive of cement, is

slightly more common than in the Q5 unit. These features are best devel-

oped ín the primary interparticle pores of those sediments which contain

large bioclasts (Halimeda and moìluscs) and in skelmoldic cavities and

other secondary pores.
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Genera'lly, the core of the Q4 and Q3 units is more dense and not as

friable as that of the Q5 unit, reflecting the overall higher degree of

cementation in these ol der, more diagenetica'l'ly 'mature' uníts. However,

porosity study shows that in thÍs respect, the units are comparable (dis-

cussed in Chapter B).

CEMENTATION HETEROGENEITIES AND ASSOCIATED POROSITY DEVELOPMENT: IMPLI-

CATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENT OF DIAGENESIS

I NTROD UCT IO N

Vadose and phreatic zone diagenesis is marked by distinct character-

istics which enable petrograph'ic distinction. Dunham (1971) modelled the

vadose and phreatic zones and compared the resu'lts with various Pleisto-

cene grainstones. Land (1970) documented vadose and phreatic diagenesis

in the middle Pleístocene Belmont Formation of Bermuda and interpreted

such fabrics in light of an inferred sea level which was thought to be 1

to 2 m above present day sea level. Halley and HarrÍs (1979) documented

the meteoric (vadose and phreatic) cementation of the Holocene oolite of

Joulters Cays, Bahamas. Thorstenson et a'|. (L97?) simulated vadose and

phreatic cementation in the laboratory and found that the cement textures

produced were very similar to those of Bermuda. Numerous other papers

which deal with meteoric water cementation can be found in Bricker (1971,

Part III).

OBSERVAT IONS

Grainstones: Both cemented areas and relatively uncemented areas within

few grains to more than several centi-graínstones vary in size from a
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metres (Plate 16-5). The geometry of the areas is usually irregu'lar,

although Ín some cases there is physicaì control such as cross-bedding.

Cemented areas may or may not have all of the original prímary interpar-

tfcl e space occl uded. The uncemented or poorly cemented areas are

extremely porous (primary interpartÍc1e porosity).

Smaller scale (microscopÍc) cementation heterogeneities also exist.

A prominent graín contact cement - the 'meniscus' cement of Dunham (1971)

- occurs in some grainstones of the study area (Plates L6-2,6,7\. The

preferential precipitation of calcite cement at grain contacts common'ly

deve'lops'rounded'crystals. One or two crystals span the meniscus

'bridge'. Some grainstones show a fair'ly uníform fringe over most of

their peripheries, but thickening usua'l'ly occurs where the fringes of two

graíns intersect. Pores with meniscus textures may also contain cements

with crystal termÍnations.

Pore rounding disappears at depth in the sediments in which it is

best developed (ooid grainstones of borehole BP-7) and is not observed in

the Q4 and Q3 uníts. Thís reflects the slightly higher degree of cemen-

tation wÍth depth in borehol e BP-7 and overal ì hÍgher degree of

cementatÍon of the older uníts. Consequently, terminated crystals are

more common.

Closely'linked to the'large scale cementation heterogeneities of the

graínstones of Big Pine Key Ís the development of vug and channel poro-

sÍty. This is the most prominent macroscopic diagenetic feature of these

rocks (see Plates 1,2.). These pores are similar in size and geometry to

the macroscopÍc cementation heterogeneities.

Porosity is developed to various degrees Ín the rocks and no trends
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are apparent. When highly porous, the core may be extremely crumbly,

especialìy ín the Q5 unit wÍth its lower degree of cementation relative

to the Q4 and Q3 units. The borehole recovery diagram (Figure 3-3), to a

first approximation, can be correlated wÍth intense development of vug

and channel porosity (crumbìy = core loss). The degree of macroscopic-

a'l1y visible ínterconnection of the pores varies from nil to a complex

network.

In most cases, the development of cemented, uncemented, and porous

areas appears to be random. However, in the Q5 unít there are several

instances where the development is related to a primary sedimentary

fabric. The degree of cementation or porosÍty development is a function

of grain síze variation associated with cross-bedding and burrowing

(Plates 1-1, 2; 2-5). The coarser grained laminae of the cross-bedding

and coarser grained burrow infills tend to be less well cemented and/or

have I arge vug or channel pores devel oped in them, rel ative to

surrounding sed'iments. Commonly, the vug or channel pore is enclosed by

an area of poorly cemented sediment. However, mud-l ined burrows

occasionally define a channel pore.

Mud-rich Sediments: The devel opment of secondary vug and channel

porosity in mud-rich sediments equaìs or exceeds that in grainstones

(Plates 4,6" 7). Because of the muddy nature of the sediment, grain

contact (meniscus) cements are not obvious.

In thin section, the cementation heterogeneities observed in the

graínstones have a mícrospar-micríte heterogeneity counterpart in the

mud-rich rocks" Instead of we]l cemented areas, there are areas whích
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have most interpartic'le space filled with mícrospar-micrite and equiva-

lent areas where the larger grains remain with only a small amount of

microspar cement (?) fringing at grain contact positíons. The orígina1

muddy matrix of these sediments has been I eached a!.Jay, produci ng the

appearance of an uncemented grainstone. As with the grainstones, the

mud-rich sediments develop the same very poorly cemented, highly porous

zones adjacent to vug and channel pores. Prímary control s such as

burrowing may influence their development to some extent, but little

evídence is found to substantiate this.

In the Q5 unit, the nature of the mud-rich sediments within the

present-day freshwater lenses and those outside the lenses are not

different in terms of cementation or any other diagenetic effects.

Unfortunateìy, the límited number of boreholes and the extremely variabìe

lithology both laterally and vertically do not a'llow quantitative compar-

i son.

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

The grain contact or meniscus cement of Dunham (1971) is character-

istic of pore space in the vadose zone that contains air and water. This

cement texture is caused by capillarity forces which concentrate the

water at the graín contacts and result ín calcite precipitation occurring

near grain contacts. This phenomenon leads to pore rounding and the

development of blunted crystals which are the result of 'starvation'

against the air-water interface (Dunham , L97L, p' 298) '

A'lthough the terms 'vadose' and 'phreatic' are used in a 'macro'

sense, these terms can also be applied on a microsca'le. The cementation
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heterogeneities of the vadose zone are the result of microvadose and

microphreatic systems, which, because of very ìocalízed microclimatic and

primary sediment inhomogeneity, may be ephemeral. This possibly expìains

the close coexistence of the blunted pore rounded crystals and terminated

crystals with growth not limited by the air-water interface.

The same capillaríty forces encourage the retention of water more

efficiently by smaller grains. Thus, iñ a sediment with areas of

differíng grain size, finer grained material is expected to be better

cemented (Dunham, L97L, p.298;1and,1970, p. 181). This síze influence

exp'lains the differentiaììy cemented burrows and burrow infilìs, and the

difference in cementatÍon of the various laminae of the cross-bedded ooid

grai nstone.

The differential cementation ín turn 'leads to preferentiaì pathways

for fluids percolating through the sediments. Hence, ôry dissolution

which occurs will do so preferentially in the more penneab'le, coarser

grained'layers. The development of channeì pores and vugs in the cross-

bedded grainstone and burrow infillÍngs testifies to this. Dunham (1971,

p. 298) suggested that the much enhanced transmissabi'lity of rocks in

which finer grained areas are better cemented than the coarser grained

areas, wí th resu'l tant di ssol uti on of the 'l atter, i s due to vadose zone

di agnesi s .

Whereas grain size may be used as an explanation for dissolution or

relative lack of cementation where burrows and cross-bedding exist, the

majorÍty of these 'large vug and channel pores and areas of little
cementation show no evidence of being related to either burrowing or

cross-bedding. The development of vug and channel porosity appears to be
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random.

In contrast to the vadose zone, the meteorÍc phreatic zone contains

only one fluid - water" Consequentìy, cementation tends to be even,

without the grain contact cement or patchiness that is associated with

vadose cementatíon. Terminated crystals may be randomly dístributed

about the grain surfaces, although they are not necessarÍìy isopachous

(Haììey and Harris, L979, p. 976). As a result of the more random

nature of meteoric phreatic cementation, the Joulters Cays oolite in the

meteorÍc phreatÍc zone is more friable than that in the vadose zone where

grain bindÍng meníscus cements occur (Halley and Harris, 1979, p. 975).

The terminated crystal s which tend to become more abundant and

'larger with depth in the ooid grainstone may reflect several phenomena.

First, they may record the rising water table during the last several

thousand years (discussed in Chapter 7). Consequentìy,possible diagene-

sis in the phreatíc zone has been active longer in the lowermost sedi-

ments of the Q5 unit. Secondly, because of the highly permeable nature

of the grainstone, rainfal I which occurred throughout most of the

diagenetic history, when the water table was much lower than at present,

may have quick'ly filtered through the rock and accumulated in the lower-

most sediments.

The development of vug and channel porosity and the various cemen-

tation heterogeneitÍes suggests that the vadose environment has been the

main environment of diagenesis in the Q5 unit sediments. Effects attri-

butable to freshwater phreatic diagenesis (e.g. large cement crystals)

are mínor and occur loca'lly in sediments direct'ly overlying the

relative'ly impermeable Q4 unit surface. This may reflect a perched water
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tab'le"

The sÍmilarity of t,he diagenetic fabrics (vug and channel pores,

differentia'l cementation) in the Q4 and Q3 sediments with those of the Q5

unit, suggests, by anaìogy, that theÍr principle diagenetíc environment

was the vadose zone. One coral samp'le in the Q4 unit shows the 'cross

cuttÍng mosaic' texture of Pi ngi tore (1976, p" 992) where si ng'le crysta'l s

of the ca]cite mosaíc include both the coral skeleton and the intra-

skeletal pore spaces (Plate 17-6). The occurrence of this texture in the

Q4 unít suggests that, at least, l oca'l'ly, phreatic zone diagenesi s may

have also been sÍgnificant. This feature was inferred by Pingitore

(1976, p. 992) as beÍng Índicative of coral diagenesis under phreatic

conditions. Theoreticaììy, the phreatic zone permits development of a

void stage between dÍssolution and reprecipitation and ultimateìy results

in a lesser degree of textural preservation than had the process taken

place in the vadose zone.
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CHAPTER 7 - PRTSENT-DAY FRESHWATER PHREATIC LENSES OF BIG PINE KEY AND
POST-DEPOSITIONAL SEA LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS

PRESENT-DAY FRESHWATER PHREATiC LENSES OF BTG PINE KEY

The c'limate of the FlorÍda Keys is subtropícal. It is characterized

by a marked wet season from May to October, and a marked dry season from

November to Apriì. Approximately 751" of the Keys' precipÍtation falls
between June and 0ctober (Multer and Hofftneister, 1968, p. 184). The

seasonality of precípÍtation on Big Pine Key is manifested in the size

and geometry of the present-day freshwater phreatic ìenses.

Using water chemistry data from Hanson (1980, tabls 6), the geomet-

ries of the freshwater phreatic'lenses of Big Pine Key were reconstructed

for representative months of the wet and dry seasons (Figures 7-l, z).

The methodoìogy of construction is outlined in Appendix G. Based on

available data, two lenses with a minimum wet season separation of on'ly

0.5 km (data for September L4,1976) are recognized. The lenses are

separated by a'low-lying area of less than L m elevation (Hanson,1980,

p. le).

The volume and geometry of the lenses are inf'luenced by the inter-

play of a number of factors" Volume is dependent of the recharge-dis-

charge balance. The island's only source of recharge is raÍnfall, while

evapotranspiration, lateral and vertical losses to sea water, and arti-
ficial effects such as well pumpage are the main routes for discharge.

Maximum and minimum lens water vo'lume may be expected at the peak of the

wet and dry seasons, respective'ly. During the wet season the northern
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Figure 7-1. Contours on base of freshwater phreatic 'lenses of Big- PÍne Key for representative months of the wet and dry
seasons. Data from Hanson (1980).
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Figure 7-?. Cr'oss-sections of lenses shown in Figure 7-1.
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lens is sÍgnificantly ìarger than the southern lens, but the difference

during the dry season is not great.

Besides the obvious seasonal fluctuations, dai'ly fluctuations act on

a somewhat reduced scale to a'lter lens geometry. According to Hanson

(1980, p. tZ) the water table fluctuations of Big Pine Key are primari'ly

infìuenced by rainfal'l during the wet season and tides during the dry

season. Fluctuations due to evapotranspiratíon are minimal relative to

these.

PLEISTOCENE SEA LEVIL FLUCTUATIONS

In a coastal situation where fresh water meets salt water, an inter-

face develops between the two fluids as a result of their contrasting

densi ties. Under ideal simpl i fied ( arti ficia'l ) conditions, sal t water

wíll occur at a depth of 40 tímes the height of the water table (Ghyben-

Herzberg relatíon; Todd, 1959, p. 278). AccordinglV, the water table

lies above sea level and slopes down toward the ocean. It fo'llows that a

considerable thickness of freshwater wou'ld be necessary to raise the

water table as little as 1 m in a coastal situation (requires 41 m lens

thickness). Therefore, as a simp'lification for the fol'lowing discussion,

the water tabte height wilì be regarded as being the same as sea level at

any given time, an assumption also made by Steinen (1973, p. 87) in

working wÍth the paìeohydro'logy of Barbados.

Rel atÍve sea level changes are the resul t of interaction of a

eustatÍc component and a tectonic component (Redfield, t967" p. 688).

The Florida platform has been stable during Pleistocene (Perkins, 1977,

p.137) and Holocene time (Scholl et al., 1968, p. 564). Therefore, the
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sea I evel changes need no tectonic correction and any changes are

eustati c .

Based large'ly on data from coral terraces and time-equivalent buried

pa]eoexposure surfaces from Barbados, Steinen et al " (1973) constructed a

curve of sea level fl uctuations from 125,000 years BP (time of Q5

deposi tion) to present ( Figure 7-3 ) . Figure 7 -3 shows four short-

duration (20,000 years) climatic cycles post-datÍng Q5 deposition. The

transgression leading into Holocene time is Ínterpreted as a deglacial

hemicycl e (Steinen et al ., 1.973, p. 69).

From Figure 3-6, the elevation of the Q4 unit surface can be approx-

imated at -5 m relative to present-day sea 'leve'l . The sea level curves

in Figure 7-3 show that the highest post-depositional sea level stand at

105,000 years BP had a maximum elevation of -10 m relative to present-day

sea level. If sea level was equa'l to the water table height, the Q5 unit

sediments remained wíthin the vadose zone. Assuming the conditions

necessary for the Ghyben-Herzberg re'lation, this high stand of sea level

was still insufficient to develop a freshwater lens in the lowermost Q5

unít sediments of Big Pine Key. To develop a lens standing 5 m above

maximum sea level 105,000 years BP, it would require a freshwater lens

extending 200 m below sea level at that time. There is no evidence that

climatic or drainage conditions were conducive to a lens of such enormous

proporti ons.

14atts' (1975, p. 344) poì I en studies from south-centra'l Florida

showed that a dry climate existed in the region between 37,000 and 13,000

years BP. The dry, unforested environment of the Pleistocene and ear'ly

Holocene (boundary taken as 13,000 years BP) gradually changed to a
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Figure 7-3. Late Pl ei stocene eustatic sea 'l evel hi story-
l;;i tg0,0oo years. Bars indicate- ra.ngg of
åãiðulãte¿ from Barbados data (modified from

ãi al., 1973 and Steinen, 1973)'

of the
val ues

Stei nen
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humid, warm climate at approximately 5000 years BP and the modern flora

and climate were established at this time' Robbin and Stipp (1979" p'

180)impìiedthatthíschangetoamorehumidc]imateinitiatedthe

development of the subaerial laminated crusts of the Keys (discussed in

Chapter 5). Watts' (1975) pollen study extended the dry climate back to

only 37,000 years (sampling limit), but the Holocene development of the

crusts suggests that an extremely dry climate existed since 125'000 years

BP. The above inference is cautiously made because of the possibility of

the crusts having formed and disappeared as a result of climatic change'

Furthennore, it is uncertain whether the degree of diagenesis attained by

the Q5 sediments could result from such an arid climate'

INCURSI0N0FTHEHOL0CENEFRESHI,IATERPHREATICLENSES

Thepresent.dayfreshwaterphreatic]ensesareinterpretedasthe

first]ensestooccupyQ5unitsediments.Thetimeoftheinitial
incursion of the lenses into the Q5 unit can be estimated using sea level

curves from a number of sources. shepard (1963, in PerkinS' t977' fig'

20-b)constructedagenera.lizedcurvefromstableareasofthewor]d
(curve L, Figure 7-4). Neumann (1971) using peat from boreholes in

Bennuda, established a sea level curve (curve 2, Figure 7-4) which shows

a rapid rise from 9200 to 4000 years BP at a rate of approximately 36'6

cm/l00years.From4000yearsBPtopresenttherateslowedto
approximatelyg.Scm/l00years.Thecurveisverysimi]artothatof

Shepard (1963) 
"

Redfield (1967) using peat radiocarbon

Florida, North Carolina, and Louisiana found

ages from Bermuda, south

that between 12,000 and
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Figure 7-4. Holocene sea level ríse and flooding of the Florída
carbonate platform. Elevation of Big pine Key Q4 unit
surface is estimated at -5 m. ueight of thã Êlorida
carbonate p'latform edge is estÍmated at -g to -rg m
( Enos , t977 ) . See text for detaÍl s.
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4000 years BP sea level rose at a rate of approximate'ly 33.5 cm/100

years. From 4000 years BP to present, the rate was 7"6 cm/100 years,

rates which are sÍmilar to those for Bermuda (Neumann, 1971).

In contrast to the above, Schoì1 et al. (1968), usÍng radiocarbon

dated sediment samples from various Florida Keys, Rodriquez Bank, coastal

nangrove sr,Jamps, and the Everglades of southwestern Florida, deve'loped a

curve for eustatic sea'level during the last 6500-7000 years which is

significantly different from those previousìy discussed (curve 3, Figure

7-4). From approximately 7000 to 3500 years BP, the sea level rise was

approximately 8.3 cm/100 years. After 3500 years BP, the rate slowed to

3.5 cm/100 years. Scholl et al. (1968, p. 564) were confident in their

curve after 5000 years BP, but from 5000 to 7000 years BP there is an

estimated error of 11 m of former eustatic levels'

Using -8 to -18 m as the approximate elevation of the Florida plat-

form edge as determined by the depth of the shallow shelf break from

Enos ( Ig77, p. 9) and usíng curves 1 and 2 in Figure 7-4, sea 'level would

have reached the p'latform edge as long ago as 9000 or as recently as 5000

years Bp. Since then, the Florida p'latform has been below sea 'level .

Because of the similar climatíc regime sínce 5000 years BP (Watts,

Lg7S, p. 344), it can be assumed that the sizes of the freshwater

phreatic lenses were simÍlar to those whjch exist today. If sea level

approximates the water table, then the freshwater phreatic lenses migra-

ted into the ìowermost Q5 unit sediments at Big Pine Key approximately

4000-5000 years ago. Extrapo'lating scholl et al.'s (1968) curve, the

time is estimated at s'lightìy earlier - 7000-8000 years BP. Since then,

rising sea level has moved the water table upward in the Q5 unit sedi-
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ments to its present-day e'levation'

The initial contact of the sediments wíth the freshwater lenses

becomes younger upward in the unit. From the above, the Q5 unit sedi-

ments of Big Pine Key have been ín the vadose zone for 115,000-120'000

years. As the sediments have been in the freshwater phreatic zone for

onl y 9000 years or ì ess , thi s exp'l ai ns the 'l arge vadose zone di ageneti c

imprintandthere.lativepaucityofeffectsattributabletofreshwater

phreatic diagenesÍ s.

unfortunate'ly, the inferred perched lens effects ( discussed in

Chapter 6) visible in some of the lowermost Q5 sediments are not amenable

to a time interpretation as these sediments may have ponded water over

the relatively impermeable Q4 unit surface since sea level first dropped

be]ow the Q4 unit surface'
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CHAPTERS-EVOLUTI0N0FMINERALoGYANDP0R0SITY

MINERALOGIC EVOLUTION

I NTRODUCTION

This section places the observations made from the Big Pine Key car-

bonates into the framework generated by such workers as Land et al'

(1967) and Gavish and Friedman (1969). The detailed chemistry of dja-

genesis and related ísotopic changes are not discussed, but some informa-

tion is drawn from studies based on the above. Bathurst (1976) discussed

the various facets of diagenesís and reviewed maior contributions to this

field and the interested reader is directed to this work'

The study Of P'leistocene carbonates from Big Pine Key has demon-

strated that grain and matrix dissolution and neomorphism occur' cemen-

tation of primary and secondary void space is common and overall' the Q4

and Q3 sediments are more diagenetically advanced than the Q5 sediments'

Detajled observations revea] that, besides heterogeneities in the primary

sediments of a unit, single grain types may show a spectrum of alteration

on a microscoPic scale.

PROGRESSIVE DIAGENESIS

Land et al. (1967) and Gavísh and Friedman (1969)' working with

Pleistocene calcarenites from Bermuda and Israel, respectively' described

the process of freshwater diagenesis as occurring in several grades or

stages. For simplicity the breakdown of the process as per Land et al'

l,Lg67 ) will be used as the main framework'

Five diagenetic grades !{ere recognized in the Bermudan calcarenites'
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Each sequential grade represents a higher degree of diagenesis. The

grades are:

i . Unconsol ídated cal careni te: The mi neral ogy i s dependent on

those inorganic and biologic constituents of whÍch it is com-

posed. The sedíment is una'ltered.

II. Allochthonous meniscus cement: This grade is characterized by

a grain contact (meníscus) calcíte cement between graíns with

no detectable mineralogical alteration.

III. Mg-caìcite ÍnversÍon: The primary sed'iment mineralogy is com-

posed of aragonite and calcite. Any Mg-ca'lcíte has complete'ly

inverted to calcite without detectable fabric change.

IV. Aragonite alteration: Dissolution of aragonite grains provides

the first autochthonous cement. The moldic porosity thus

fonned approximate'ly bal ances the continual occl usion of

primary porosÍty by calcite cement. Not al'l aragonite is

leached. In situ calcitization (neomorphism) al so occurs.

V. Stabí1ízation: A monomineralic limestone remains comprising

sole'ly calcite with approximatel y 201" porosity.

The absence of Mg-calcite, a'lteration of aragonite, and cementation

of the Q5 unít sediments suggests that, in general, the sediments have

attained grade IV of Land et al.'s Í967) diagenetic evolution scheme.

The sediments of the Q4 and Q3 units are essentiaìly mÍnera'logÍcally

stabilized (Figures 8-1, 2) to calcite, therefore, these sediments have

attained grade V. The remaining porosity in the Bermudan calcarenites

agrees wel'l with the figures for Big Pine Key carbonates of similar gracle

or stage {Tabl e 8-1 ) "
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Figure 8-1. X-ray diffraction analyses of core from boreholes M0-6

and BP-3. The unconnected dot at the top of the
borehole M0-6 analysis represents sediment which is
ca]cite-rích due to micrÍte coatings around gra'ins. A

small (20-30 cm) bioclast-rich interval above the Q4

surface is thought to account for the anomalously high
aragonite conteit at -5.5 m in borehole BP-3' See

text for detail s.
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Figure 8-2. Mineralogy of Big Pine Key sediments s|owing the
likely path of diagenetíc evolutíon for all carbonate
sed'iments. Large dots represent average val ues for
the units indicated. Range of values (stippled bar)
detennined by one standard deviation of the mean"

Stippled area at bottom Ís an approximate outline of
the fiel d for Hol ocene Bahama Bank skel etal sands
(Friedman, 1964). Letters wíthin stippled area repre-
sent south Florida Holocene sediments (Enos, 1977): A,
Inner shelf (Florida Buy) wackestones and mudstones;
B, Inner shelf margin packstones and wackestones; C,

0uter shelf margin grainstones and packstones.
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Tabl e 8-1 " PorosÍty data; I ísted such
overl ies primary and secondary
Letter or number codes which
refer to thin section number.
in order of increasing depth.
exists between boreholes.

that total porosi ty
porosi ty, respectively.
precede porosi ty data
Al I val ues are I i sted
No depth correlation
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Assuming approximately comparable primary sediment minera'logy, it is

significant to note that mud-rich sediments (borehole BP-3' Figure 8-1)

of the Q5 unit show a higher degree of mineralogica'l stabilization than

do those sediments which are largely grainstones (borehole M0-6' Figure

8-1). This is based on the higher overa'lì calcite content of the mud-

rich sediments compared to the grainstones. Further evidence of pre-

ferred stabilization of mud-rich sediments ís observed within borehole

M0-6 (Figure 8-1). The interval of reìatively low aragonite content

between 0 and -2.5 m ís largely packstone' Related to the low aragonite

content within this interval, intense deve'lopment of vug and channel

porosi ty has presumabl y resu'l ted from di ssol uti on of much of the

aragonitic mud.

S0URCE0FCEMENTANDTIMEREQUiREDFoRDIAGENESIS

In Bermuda the first cements were allochthonous and were possib'ly

derived from dissolution of overlying carbonate accompanying the evolu-

tionofthepa.leosols.Autochthonouscementswerederivedfromthedis-

solution of aragonite in the same sediments in whjch they were precipi-

tated and became important in a later stage of diagenesis' It can be

reasonably inferred that the initial cements were related to leaching at

the subaerial surface during the earìy stages of subaerial expgsure'

simultaneousìy or possibly later, autochthonous cements derived from

dissoìutìon of bioclasts, ooids, and mud must have been significant'

The attempt to put a time scale on the varÍous grades of diagenesis

previousìy outlined is an oversimplification because of the numerous

cornplexÍties involved. These include availability of water' chemistry'
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influence of biologic material, etc'

,,One must not assume that freshwater alteration of any given

fonnation p.0..ã¿.à uniformly with time. Formations are not

diageneti, ñii;;-even thougñ 1'.i. is a gross positive corl6
I ati on U.t*ãän 

-ãä.- 
un¿ ul teiati on. Appaientì y , vadose. fresh-

water percot-ãlind-tniough rocks like those of Bermuda does not

move on a tarée "sca'le ai an aávancing front but tends to flow

in restricted channelways, the controi of which may be obvious'

such as bedding, or *uy ta.*.random. The rocks in the channel-

ways uecome-üäiäÏighl' altered than those whích surround the

channel 
,, . 

"' J"'J -' - 
( Land et al . , 1.967 , p. 1002 )

work by Gavish and Fríedman (1969) on Pleistocene sediments from

Israel suggested that the inversion of Mg-calcite to calcite is rapid

relative to the alteration of aragonite. Mg-calcite inversion took pìace

in less than 7000-10,000 years whereas aragonite disappeared in less than

80,000-100,000 Years.

POROSITY EVOLUTION

I NTRODUCTION

A quanti tative porosi ty study l,ras conducted in order to provide

answers to the following questions:

1. Is there a contrast in porosity type between the relativeìy

young Q5 unit and the older, more diagenetically'mature'Q4 and

Q3 uni ts?

2. How do apparently less permeabìe mud-rich sediments alter rela-

tive to graÍnstones during early diagenesis?

Two genera'l categories of porosity v{ere recognized: (1) primary

porosity in which interparticle porosity was dominant, and Q\ secondary

porosity comprising mostty small vugs wíth minor moldic porosity (com-

monly after ooids). The porosíty dealt with in this section is a
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'matrix'type exclusive of the large, less eas'iìy quantifiable vug and

channel pores.

POROSITY ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The variable lithologies of the Q5 and older units do not permit a

straightforward time-porosity evolutíon stucly like those in which sedi-

ment type is relatívely constant. Previously, such studies were involved

mainly with graínstones (e.g. Harrison,1975). Despite the complexities

of the Big Pine Key samples, some interesting points emerge.

Comparison of the Q unÍts (Table 8-1) demonstrates that total poro-

sity values in all units are extreme'ly variable. A simple't' test com-

paring the total porosities of the Q5 and the Q4 and Q3 units suggests

that no sígnificant difference at the 90% confidence level exists between

the two populations from which the samples were drawn. In addition,

variations in tota'l porosity are apparentìy without trend either verti-

cally (within a borehole Q unit) or laterally (within a Q unit).

Examination of prÍmary and secondary porosity in the units (Figure

8-3) demonstrates that primary porosity is almost non-existant in the

older Q4 and Q3 unÍts (also see Table 8-1). The absence of primary poro-

sity in the older units corresponds closely to the trend clescribed by

severa'l workers (e.g. Harrison, 1975) where the stabilization of sed'i-

ment minera'logy from aragonite to calcite is accompanied by a distinct

change in the porosity fabríc (from primary to secondary), thus retaining

porosi ty.

1{ithin the Q5 unit, a striking difference exists if porosities are

considered in terms of primary and secondary porosity. The highest
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Figure 8-3. Total porosÍty as a function of primary and secondary
porosity in the Q units of Big Pine Key. Total
analyses for the Q5, Q4, and Q3 units are 28, L4, and
5 , respecti ve'lY.
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primary porosi ti es occur' i n the wel I sor'ted ooi d gr'ai nstone ( bor'ehol e

BP-7" Q5 unit). Most of the other sampìes of the Q5 unit have secondary

porosity dominant" The most mud-rich ìithology also has the highest

secondar'y and total por'osity of the unit (bor'ehole BP-3).

The two sediment types, gr'ainstone and packstone, have pr'esumabìy

spent appr'oximate'ly the same amount of time in the vadose zone. Dur'ing

the 100,000 years p'l us of subaeri a'l exposur'e, gr'ai nstones wer'e cemented

and their pr'imary por'osÍty was par'tíally occ'luded. Dur'Íng the same time

span, mud-r'ich sediments devel oped a pr'onounced secondary 'matr'ix' por'o-

sity, possibly the r'esul t of dissol ution of largely ar'agonitíc mud

(modern shallow water' lime muds compr'ise 60-95% aragonite, 5-407" Mg-

calcíte, and 0-10% calcite; Steinen, 1978, p. 1140).

Fr'om the above, the mud-rich sediments of the Q5 unit of Big Pine

Key apparent'ly attained secondar'y por'e fabrics (taUl e 8-1) ear'l ier' than

did gr'aínstones under'equi.valent conditions. The reasons for this ar'e

uncer'tain. Intuitively, par'tic'le size may have been an Ímpor'tant factor'.

Ar'agoni tíc mud appear's to be mor'e easi 1y di ssol ved than aragoni tic
grai ns.
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CHAPTER 9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

FACIES AND STRATIGRAPHY

Nine boreholes in Big Pine Key, aligned approximately perpendicular

to depositional strike, permit the recognítion of three facies and three

stratÍgraphíc units. The stratigraphic units consist of various marÍne

carbonate sedfments and are separated by dÍstinct subaerial exposure

zones. The stratigraphíc units correspond to Perkins' ft977) Q5, Q4, and

Q3 units. These units record sea leve'l high stands at 134,000, 180,000

and 236,000 years BP, respectively (Mitterer, 1975).

The Q5 unit comprises three intergradational facies which are

defÍned on the basís of their principìe components. In a soulheastern

direction, an ooid graÍnstone grades into an ooid grainstone to pack-

stone. These two facies constitute the MíamÍ LÍmestone of Hoffmeister et

al. (1967). The southeast point of Big Pine Key Ís composed of a peloid-

biocl ast packstone to grainstone facies, and is the southernmost

expressíon of exposed Key Largo Limestone. The southeasterly trend of

decreasing sorting and ooid content and increasing micrÍte and biocìast

content (especfally corals) suggests that there are two possible paìeo-

environmental settings. In both cases the ooid grainstone represents

deposition in a high energy environment, accounting for the cross-bedding

and scarcity of burrows. The ooíd grainstone to packstone and peloid-

bioclast packstone to grainstone facies suggest deposition in a low

energy environment either below wave base, or in an environment in which
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a reef framework existed seaward of the site of depositíon and provided

shel ter.

The Q4 and Q3 units are composed of a peloid-bioclast packstone to

grainstone facies which is coral-rich and highly varíable. The presence

of ooids in the northwestern part of the Q4 unit of Big Píne Key suggests

that previousìy undocumented (incipient?) ooid shoals were forming at

that time.

SUBMARINE DIAGENESIS

Submarine cement is present in the sediments of Big Pine Key,

although it is only common in the sediments of the Q5 unit. cement

occurs both as interpartic'le and, much more frequentìy, as intraparticle

pore fillings. Fibrous interparticle submarine cement is rare and local

in development. In contrast, intraparticìe aragonite submarine cementa-

tion is common and is best developed in the intraparticle pores of corals

withín the Q5 unit, although it Ís also found in foraminifera, mol'luscs,

Halimeda, and m.icroborings. The presence of intraparticle cement and the

relative absence of interparticle submarine cement suggests that the pro-

tected microenvironment of intraparticle pore Space in which precipita-

tion occurs can exist within an apparentìy largely uncemented carbonate

sand shoal .

Grain micritization due to boring marine endolÍths is common in all

units and is most cìearìy observed in oojds. Their marine origin is

deduced from their concentrations in various layers of the ooid cortex

and their aragonitic míneralogy. Dissolution of the ooid cortex leaves
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aragonitic microboring molds relatively unalter'ed. Four' categor'ies of

mol ds ar'e recogni zed i n the ooi ds , of whi ch onl y two ar'e common .

Spher.ical to irr.egu'lar'10-65 ¡rm diameter'molds and 7-10 pm diameter'fi'la-

mentous mol ds up to 40 Fm l ong suggest an al gaì or'i gi n for' the gr'eat

maiority of grain micr'obor'ings.

SUBAERIAL EXPOSURE SURFACE ZONE

The subaer'ial exposur'e sur'face zones or' caliche profiles of the Q5,

Q4, and Q3 units can be separ'ated into two types of featur'es: a lamin-

ated crust and a mi cr'i te cement zone . I n r'eal i ty these ar'e par't of a

spectr.um of al ter'ati on fabri cs whi ch r'esul t f r'om the subaeri al exposur'e

of car.bonate sediments. Important components of caliche include micr'ite

cement, calcified filaments, r'andom needle fibr'es, peloids and clotted

f abr'i cs , and funga'l mí crobor'i ngs . 0f I esser' impor'tance ar'e fi brous cal -

cite cement and authigenic ir'on oxídes and/or' hydr'oxides. The ca'ìcified

f i I aments ar'e thought to or'i gi nate fr'om root haí r's, a1 though an aì gal

or'i gí n i s possi bl e.

The evolution of the caliche pr'ofí1e begins with the obliter'ation of

primary sediment por.osi ty by micri te pr'eci pi tati on ar'ound grai ns and by

invading filaments which later'become ca'lcified. In extr'eme cases'

al terati on accompanyi ng a pr'ofuse devel opment of r'oot hai rs or' al gal

f ilaments pr'oduces a por'ous micr'ite-r'ich ar'ea with no r'el ict textur'e"

Continued occ'lusion of por'osity r'esults in a r'elatively impermeab'le

foundation upon which the laminated cr'ust can then develop.
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SUBSURFACE DIAGENESIS

Bioclast and ooid alteration is variable. In genera'l, grains in the

Q5 unit are'less altered than those of the Q4 and Q3 units. This con-

trast Ís due to the longer diagenetic history of these older units.

Typical'ly, the degree of cementation is higher in the older units, resu'l-

ti ng i n a 1 ess fri ab'l e rock .

Micrite may be altered neomorphically to microspar or leached from

the sediments. The close interrelationship of grainstone to packstone in

the Big pine Key sediments is thought to be at least partialìy due to the

alteration of this micrite, which leaves areas resembling graìnstones'

Ooid alteration occurs on several scales. The irregular shape of

cortex aragonite rods suggests differential dissolution' Commonly'

entire cortex layers are completely leached and the moldic pore thus pro-

duced may be partially or completely calcite infilled. The aragonitic

microboring mo]ds typically are relatively unaìtered.

Cementation is heterogeneous on both a macroscopic and on a micro-

scopic scale. Areas within grainstones which are cemented may be found

immediately adiacent to those which are uncemented. The development of

vug and channe'l porosity is closely related to these areas of poor cemen-

tation. Qccasiona1ly, the cementation heterogeneities may be due to

grai n si ze di fferences rel ated to cross-beddi ng or burrowi ng '

Mi croscopi ca1 1 y, a promi nent meni scus cement wi th pore roundi ng i s

sometimes Present.

In mud-rich sediments, macroscopic vug and channel porosity is also

associated wíth areas where mÍcrite was leached. The development of
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features such as vug and channel porosity, the various cementation heter-

ogeneities (patchy distribution, meniscus cements), and pore rounding

strong'ly suggests that the vadose zone has been the principle influence

in the diagenesis of the Q5 unit sediments. The simílarity of diagenetíc

fabrics in the Q4 and Q3 units suggests that the vadose environment has

also been a maior influence in the diagenesis of these sediments.

Assuming that the water table heíght in a coastal sÍtuation approxi-

mates sea level, and using previously estab'lished sea level curves for

the last 130,000 years BP, the sediments of the Q5 unit have been in the

vadose zone for 115,000 - 120,000 years. The incursion of the present-

day freshwater phreatic lenses may have occurred as recently as several

thousand years ago. The paucity of effects attributable to freshwater

phreatic diagenesis and the diagenetic similarity of boreholes within and

outsÍde the present-day freshwater phreatic lenses may be expìained by

this comparatively short period available for freshwater phreatic díagen-

esis. Effects suggestive of perched'lenses are minor and local in occur-

rence.

EV0LUTI0N 0F MINERALOGY AND l-0!9lIII

The presence of significant quantities of aragonÍte, the absence of

Mg-calcite, and the degree of cementation suggest that díagenetic grade

IV of Land et al. (1967) has been attained in the Q5 unit sediments' The

minera'logically stabilized sediments of the Q4 and Q3 units suggest dia-

genetic grade v. The units of Big Pine Key clearly demonstrate the path

of progressive diagenesis via mineralogica'l stabil ization'
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In terms of total matrix porosity, the Q units are not significantly

different. However, secondary porosity is much more extensive in the

older units than in the Q5 unjt. This is in accordance with the observa-

tion of other workers (e.g. Harrison,1975) that during early, subaerial

diagenesis, the amount of porosity remains constant but the porosity

fabric is changed sígnificantly from a primary pore fabric to a secondary

pore fabric.

The Q5 unit of Big Pine Key also demonstrates that the nature of the

sediment itself also has significant control on porosity evolution' Mud-

rich sediments are as porous as grainstones, but porosity is almost

entirely secondary. In the same time span that graínstones undergo

primary interparticle porosity occlusion during ear'ly diagenesis' mud-

rich sediments apparent'ly develop secondary pore fabrics, presumably the

result of dissolution of aragonite mud. Accompanying thís early secon-

dary pore fabric is a sl ightìy higher degree of mineral ogjca] stabil iza-

tion of the mud-rich sediments'
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PLATE 1

00iD GRAINSTONT FACTES - Q5 UNiT

1-1. Cross-bedding in ooid grainstone. A'lternating laminae of
varyÍng grain size at angles of 20-25" and related vug and
channe'l porosity. Scale as shown. (Core, BP-7).

I-2. Cross-bedded ooid grainstone shows preferentia'l development
of vug and channeì porosity in coarser grained laminae.
Scale bar 1 cm. (Core, BP-7-71).

1-3. Typical medium sand size ooid grainstone. Scale bar 2 mm.
(Thin sectÍon, negative print, BP-7-F).

1-4. Moderate'ly sorted bioclast-rich horizon in well sorted ooid
grainstone. Note scarcity of oo'litic coatings on bioclasts.
Scale bar 1 mm. (Thin section, microphotograph, BP-7-D).

1-5. Coarse sand size ooid grainstone showing departure from
spherÍcity in larger grains. Sca'le bar 2 mm. (Thin section,
negative prínt, M0-6-C).
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PLATE 2

00ID GRAINSTONE T0 PACKSToNE FACIES - Q5 UNIT
(Core, scaìe bar 2 cm)

2-1" Abundant Halimeda (arrows) in ooid grainstone. (M0-6-48).

2-2. Typicaì ooid grainstone to packstone with large echinoderms
( E) and burrow ( B) . (M0-2-53).

2-3 " Large pel ecypod fragments ( arrows) in ooid grainstone to
packstone. (M0-6-14).

2-4" Sma'll bioclast-rich (dominantly Halimeda) intervals (arrows)
from I ower facies. Note slñãÏT-encrusti ng bryozoan,
Schizoporella floridana (S). (BP-7-76, 75).

2-5. Highìy burrowed (B) ooid grainstone to packstone. (BP-s-39).
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PLATE 3

OOID GRAINSTONE TO PACKSTONE FACIES - Q5 UNIT

3-1. Ha'l imeda-rich ooid grainstone. Scal e bar 2 mm. (Thin
section, negative print, M0-6-L).

3-2, Increase Ín bioc'last content (especially Halimeda) occurs
with depth ín northwest Big Pine Key. Notd-gaslropod frag-
ment (G). Bimodal grain size dÍstribution ranges from very
coarse sand size to granule size bioclasts and fine to medium
sand síze ooids, pellets, and pe'loids. Scale bar 3 mm.
(Thin section, negative print, M0-6-M).

3-3. Packstone interval in borehole M0-6. Micrite appears as
massive grey areas. Plate 3-4 is detail of outlined area.
Scale bar 3 mm. (Tfrtn section, negative print, M0-6-H).

3-4. Detail of Plate 3-3. Scale bar 1 mm. (f¡rin section, micro-
photograph, M0-6-H ) .

3-5. Burrow ín ooid-biocl ast-peì oid packstone to grainstone.
Infilìing is a moderate'ìy sorted ooid-pellet graínstone. Mud

I ining suggests burrower may have been the shrimp
Callianassa. Scale bar 3 mm. (Thin section, negative print,
Bp-j7:tT.
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PLATE 4

PELOID-BIoCLAST PACKSTONE T0 GRATNSTONE FACIES - Q5 UNIT
(Coreu scale bar 2 cm)

4-1" Typicaì poor'ly sorted peloid-bioclast packstone to graín-
stone. Note large pelecypod (P), gastropod (G) fragments.
( BP-4-12 ) .

4-2. Large bored pe'l ecypod ( arrow) in typical poorly sorted
pel oid-biocl ast (telj!g!q-rich) packstone to grai nstone.
( BP-3-37 ) .

4-3. Moderately sorted pe'l oid-ooíd-bÍocl ast grainstone. Thi s
lithology becomes more poorìy sorted higher in facies (com-
pare wi th Pl ate 4-1 ) . ( BP-4-60 ) .

4-4, Large encrusting bryozoan, Schizoporella florídana and, wonn(?) tubes (arrows) in pelõäSiocTasï-pacR-lEone to grain-
stone. ( BP-4-23) .

4-5. Large Porites sp. (P) and Montastrea annularis (M) fragments
í n pe'lõiõSi-oc1 ast packstone to- graiñsTone. TeP-3-13 ) .
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PLATE 5

pELoID,BIoCLAST PACKSToNE T0 GRAINSTONE FACIES - Q5 UNir

5-1. Typica'l peloid-bioclast packstone to graÍnstone. Note abun-
dant Halimeda. Scale bar 3 ûm. (fnin sectiono negative
print, EP:Tã)

5-2. Detail of Plate 5-1. Scale bar 0.5 rrrn. (Thín section,
mícrophotograph, BP-l-G ) .

5-3. Abundant Halímeda in poorly
to grai niñne.- Scal e bar
print, BP-3-F).

5-4. Detail of Plate 5-3. Peloids appear to merge and form an

indistínct, micritic matrix. scale bar 1 mm. (Thin section,
microphotograph, BP-3-F) .

5-5. Bioclast-rich packstone to grainstone. Note fragments of
Millepora sp. (M), Homotrema rubrum (H), peneroplid foramíní-
ñra TFT; coral I i ne-ãI gaeTd)l ,ãñilpe'l ecypods (P ) . Scal e bar
2 rmn. (Thin section, negatíve print, BP-3-B).

sorted peloid-bioclast packstone
3 nrm. (fnin section, negative
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PLATE 6

PELOID-BIOCLAST PACKSTONE TO GRAINSTONE FACIIS - Q4 UNIT

6-1. Typical peì oid-biocl ast packstone to .grainst_one. _ Note
numerous mollusc shell fragments (arrows). Scale bar 5 ncn.
( Core, BP-3-57 ).

6-2" Montastrea annularis from peloid-bioc1ast packstone to grain-
ffi bar 1 cm. (Core, BP-3-78).

6-3. Peneropìid foraminifera (F) ín typicaì poorly sorted pe'loÍd-
bioc1ast packstone to grainstone. Scale bar 0.5 nnn. (Thin
section, microphotograph, BP-6-L).

6-4. Large bioclasts in peloid-bioclast packstone to grainstone.
Porous network in lower right of photo is a section through a

Spondyl us sp. . shel I ( S ) . Upper _l_eft of photo shows Montastrea
ãiìnulariT ÏNl with mud-i'nfilled corallites (lîgrt[ grev
areasT. Scale bar 5 nrn. (tntn section, negative print,
BP-3-K ) .

6-5. Peloid-ooid grainstone to packstone" Scale bar 0.5 rrm.
(Thín section, microphotograph, BP-7-J )"

6-6. Moderately sorted peloid-bioclast grainstone. Most grains
are fragmented and intact peneroplid and miliolÍd foramini-
fera. -Scale bar 0.5 mm. (Tnin section, microphotograph,
BP-1-J ).
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PLATE 7

pEL0ID-BI0CLAST PACKSToNE T0 GRAINSTONE FACIES - Q3 UNrT
(Core, scale bar 2 cm).

7-L. Porites sp. (P) and abundant Halimeda (arrows) in well
õerneñE¿ packstone. ( see Pl ate 8:4-I. TE-0-6-86 ) .

7-2" Porites sp. (P) in well cemented packstone. (M0-6-81).

7 -3. Abundant mol I usc fragments ( arrows) in wel I cemented pack-
stone. (M0-2-78).
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PLATE 8

PELoID-BIoCLAST PACKSTONE T0 GRAINSToNE FACiES - Q3 UNiT

8-1. Typical peloid-bioclast packstone to grainstone. Note large
amount of secondary (mo'ldic) porosity (black). Scale bar 2

mm. (Thin section, negative print, M0-2-P).

8-2 " Detail of Pl ate 8-1 . Scal e bar 0.5 mm. (Thi n secti on,
microphotograph, M0-2-P ) .

8-3. Halimeda (H) and foramÍnifera-rich (F) pe'loid-bioclast grain-
î[one. -Scal e bar 2 nrm. (Thin section, negative prÍnt, M0-
6-R).

8-4. lllell cemented packstone matrÍx of coralline packstone (see
Pl ate 7 -LJ . Precursor grains are not identi fiabl e. Sca'l e

bar 0.2 mm. (Thin section, microphotograph, crossed nicols,
M0-6-S ) .
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PLATE 9

SUBMARINE DIAGENESIS: CEMENTATION
(Q5 unit)

f-i. Isopachous fringe of interparticle submarine cement in ooid
grai nstone to packstone. Sca'l e bar 0 .2 nrm. (Thi n secti on,
microphotograph, M0-2-G) .

9-2. Intrapartíc'le submarine cement in pelecypod (or ostracode?).
Paralle'l arrangement of cement fibres suggests substrate con-
trol. Cement occurs Ín ooid grainstone. Note coarseness of
intraparticle spar relative to interpartícìe spar. Sca'le bar
0.2 mm. (fnin sectíon, microphotograph, BP-7-D).

9-3. Optically continuous submarine cement overgrowing aragonitic
coral (DiplorÍa sp.). Arrow points to coral-cement contact.
Sca'le bFTIT-nnn. (Thín sectÍon, microphotograph, H-2).

9-4" Submarine cement of Plate 9-3. Compare with Plate 9-5.
Arrangement of the tabular crystals suggests substrate con-
tro'l . Scale bar 20 ¡rm. (SEM photograph, H-2).

9-5. Composite needle submarine cement of Plate 9-3. Compare with
Pl ate 9-4. Scal e bar 50 ¡rm. ( SeN photograph, H-2 ) .

9-6. Detail of Plate 9-5. Note individual crysta'ls (1 ,?.,3,4\
which comprise composi te needl e. Al so note rhombohedral
cement overgrowing submarine cement. Sca'le bar 10 pm. (StM
photograph, H-2).

9-7 " Submarine cement infilìíng Halimeda utricle. Note rhombohe-
dral spar further occl udinglõrosì!. Scal e bar 10 pm. (SEN

photograph, M0-6-L).
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PLATE 10

SUBMARINE DIAGENESIS: OOID MICRITIZATION
(Q5 unit)

10-1. Distribution of a1gal microborings Ín ooid cortex (arrows)
whích i s enti re'ly repl aced by cal ci te spa!^ ( except for
microborÍng/mo'lds). 

'Scale bar 0.2 mlì. (tfrtn section,
microphotograph, BP-7-K ) .

10-2. Surface texture resu'lting from dissolution of ooid cortex.
Arrow points to microboring partia'lìy filled with submarine
cement. Scale bar 50 ¡rm. (SEM photograph, M0-6-D).

10-3. The most common aìga'l microboring mold (A) is typícal1y
irregu'larly shaped. Rare filamentous molds (B) of uncertaín
origin. Sêale bar 10 ¡rm. (SEf't photograph, M0-6-A,B).

10-4. Detail of rare filamentous microboríng mold consisting of
randomly orÍented aragonite rods. Scale bar 2 pm. (SeN

photograph, M0-2-A).

10-5. Common spherical to subspherical algal microboring molds.
Scale bar 0.L mm. (seu photograph, M0-6-L).

10-6. Detai'l of molds from Plate 10-5. The microboring molds are
partially replaced by calcite as demonstrated by rhombohe-
âral crystals (arrow). Scale bar 20 ¡rm. (Sem photograph,
M0-6-L ) .
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PLATE 11

CALICHI FABRICS
(Core and outcrop samples, Q5 unit surface, except where noted;

scales as shown).

11-1. Fine'ly I aminated non-porous crust. Laminae thicken in
depressi ons and thi n over hi ghs. Q4 uni t surface.
(M0-6-H,I).

ll-2" Irregular, diffusely ìaminated crust. (H-8).

11-3" Finely lamínated crust. Numerous tubular pores were pro-
duced by roots or worms. Note truncation of lower laminae
by horÍiontal upper laminae. (BP-6-A).

11-4" Subsurface micríte stringers (arrows) deveìoped in peloid-
bioclast packstone to grainstone. Thin surface crust is
non-porous and non-'lamÍnated. (H-3 ) .

11-5. Distinct laminated crust (C) and irregular'ly shaped mÍcrite
cement zone (M). (H-9).

11-6. Minor subaerial surface (arrow) developed on peloid-bioclast
packstone to grainstone (1) .acts as a permeability barrier
to later depoðited peìoid-ooid packstone to grainstone (2).
Micrite coatings on grains in (2\ are more pronounced than
in (1). (BP-2-B,C).
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PLATE T2

COMPONENTS 0F CALICHE: CEMENTS, PELOiDS, AND MICR0B0RINGS
(Q5 unit surface)

L?-L. Fibrous calcite cement botryoids occlude Írregular vuggy
porosity in laminated crust. Scale bar 0.2 Ísn. (T¡r'in

section, microphotograph, crossed nicol s, H-l5).

t2-2. Random needle fibres in pe'loidal grainstone to packstone.
Scale bar 0.2 mm. (Thin section, microphotograph, crossed
nicol s, BP-2-G).

l2-3. A'lternating ìÍght and dark micritÍc laminae of laminated
crust. Nole numerous pín-point vugs (white). Scale bar 1

mm. (Ttrin section, microphotograph, H-21a).

I2-4" Peloíds and clotted texture of mícrite cement zone. Scale
bar 0.2 mm. (fnin section, microphotograph, crossed nicols,
M0-6-A).

l2-5" Fungal microborings in lamÍnated crust (arrows). Unidenti-
fied hopper crystaìs in centre of photo. Scale bar 50 Fm.
( SEM photograph, H-9 ) .

12-6. Fungal microborings on grain surface ín micrite cement zone.
Note prominent micrite cement coat (M) on grain. Scale bar
0.1 mm. (SEM photograph, M0-2-A).
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PLATE 13

COMPONENTS OF CALICHE: CALCiFIED FILAMENTS
(Q5 unit surface, except where noted).

13-1. Small filaments branching radia'l1y outward from large fila-
ment suggest root haÍr origin. Filaments occur within a
soil infil'ling secondary porosity. Q4 unit surface. Scale
bar 0.2 mm. (Thin sectiono microphotograph, BP-2-M).

l3-2" Chasmoliths branchÍng from 'large filament in ínterparticìe
pore of ooid grainstone to packstone. Scale bar 0.2 mm.
(Thin sectÍon, microphotograph, BP-l-B).

13-3. Calcífied fil aments and opaque and transl ucent material
(right ha'lf of photo) is a soÍl which infills secondary
porosity in highly altered rock (left half of photo). Q4
unit surface. Scale bar 0.2 mm. (fnin section, microphoto-
graph, BP-z-M).

13-4. Chasmoliths ancl endoliths (arrow) in micrite cement zone.
Note variable diameter of calcified fílaments. Scale bar
0.2 mm. (SEm photograph, M0-6-A,B).

13-5. Detail of chasmol iths ín Pl ate 13-4. Sca'le bar 50 pm.
photograph, M0-6-A,B) .

( SEM

13-6. Equant micrite crysta'ls which comprise calcified filament.
Scale bar 5 ¡rm. (SEM photograph, M0-6-A,B).

13-7. Porous 'wisp' network caused by mícrite cement precipitation
on calcified fil aments. Scal e bar 0.2 mm. (fnln section,
microphotograph, BP-l-A) .

13-8. 'Ì,lisps' produced by micrite cement precipitatíon on calci-
fied filaments. Scale bar 20 ¡rm. (SfM photograph, M0-2-A).
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PLATE 14

MICRITE CEMENT ZONE FABRICS
(Q5 unit surface, except where noted).

14-1. Varyíng col ours of mÍcrÍte cement which coat a highly
altered ooid. Scale bar 0.2 mm. (fnin section, microphoto-
graph, M0-2-A).

L4-2" Pores in micrite coating suggest mícrite precipitation over
chasmol i ths. Compare wi th Pl ate 13-4. Scal e bar 0 .2 rr¡m.

(Thín sectíon, mÍcrophotograph, M0-6-B) "

14-3. Typical mícrite cement zone fabrÍc with coated grains and
côated calcified filaments ('wisps'). Scale bar 0.5 mm.
(Thin section, mÍcrophotograph, M0-2-A).

t4-4. Micrite cement zone wíth abundant coated grains sharply
abutting relativeìy una'ltered sediment. A small micritÍc
stringer (arrow) is the permeability barrier which caused
this iuxtaposition. Scal e bar 2 rrsn. (Thin section, nega-
tive print, M0-2-A).

14-5. Graín coatings preserve outlines of graÍns which have been
leached. The pores were subsequently infilled by sparry
cement. In this sample, the micritic cement grain coats
have a hígh proportion of tangentially oriented micrometre -
size needles. Q4 unit surface. Sca'le bar 0.2 mm. (Tnin
section, microphotograph, BP'7-H).

14-6 . Mi cri te coated grai n . Sca'l e bar 0 .2 mm. (Se¡,l photograph ,
M0-2-A).
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PLATE 15

SUBSURFACE DIAGENESIS: OOID ALTERATION
(Q5 unit, except *fiere noted).

15-1. Partiaì'ly'leached ooid v¡ith inner cortex larninae well pre-
served (note psuedo-unÍaxÍal Ísogyre). Secondary porosity
( P ) devel oped i n outer I ami nae parti al 'ly occl uded by cal ci te
cement (C). Scale bar 0.2 nsn. (ffiin section, microphoto-
graph , crossed nicol s, BP-7-D ) .

t5-2" Ooid cortex and nucìei replaced by coarse'ly crystalline cal-
cite. Originaì concentricity of cortex 'laminae preserved by
al ga1 microboring mol ds. Low density of microborings
suggests possibìe replacement by calcite. Q4 unit. Scale
bar 0.2 nrn. (fntn section, mÍcrophotograph, BP-7-I).

15-3. Incipient cortex al teration. Selected cortex laminae are
preferentially leached (arrows). Compare with Plate 15-4.
Scale bar 50 pm. (ThÍn sectÍon, microphotograph, M0-2-A).

15-4" SEM detail of cortex alteration shown in Plate 15'3. Scale
bar 20 ¡rm. (StM photograph, H-5 ) .

15-5. Cortex aragonite rods. Note approximate tangentia'l orienta-
tion and 'large amount of inter-rod porosity. The irreguìar
shape of the rods may result from Íncipíent disso'lution.
Scale bar 1 ¡rm. (SEM photograph, BP-7-C).

15-6. Development of oomolidíc porosity with minor calcite cemen-
tation. See Plate 15-7 for detail. Scale bar 0.2 rnm. (SEM

photograph, BP-7-C) .

1,5-7, Detail of outer ooid cortex from Plate 15-6. Calcite cement
(C) has partialìy occìuded secondary porosÍty. Microboring
molds (arrow) are apparently unaltered. Scale bar 50 pm.
(SEM photograph, BP-7-C).

15-8" Rhombohedral calcite cement crystaì s (C) growÍng Ín pore
spaces of the ooid cortex. Scale bar 5 Fm. (StM photo-
graph, BP-7-F) .
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PLATE 16

SUBSURFACE DIAGENESIS: CEMENTATION AND NEOMORPHISM
(Q5 unit, except where noted).

16-1. Bladed spar (arrow) on peloíd in ooid grainstone facies.
Equant spar which fills most of interpartÍcle pore space is
typical. Scale bar 0.2 nsn. (fntn section, microphotograph,
BP-7-G).

16-2" Pore fiìling fabric and meniscus texture in ooid-bíoclast
grainstone. Micríte cement (M) postdates calcite spar
cement and is included in meniscus texture. Scale bar 0.5
rrrl. (Thin section, microphotograph, crossed nicol s,
BP-7-K ) .

16-3. Bl aded cal ci te í s both neomorphic rep'lacement of mo'll usc
shel 1 pri smati c 'l ayer and scal enohedral ly termi nated ca'l ci te
cement. Arrows point to relict organic textures in shell
fragment. Unal tered mol I usc aragoni te ( A) . Scal e bar 0.2
rnm. (fnt n section, ffiicrophotograph, crossed nicol s,
BP-7-K ) .

16-4. LeachÍng of internal micrite sediment (M) producing secon-
dary pore (P) in neomorphosed gastropod. Porosity partíally
occluded by calcite cement (C). Q3 unit. Scale bar 0.5 nrn.
(Thin section, microphotograph, crossed nicols, M0-6-U).

16-5. Typical vadose zone cementation heterogeneity in grainstone.
Scale bar 1 mm. (Thin section, mÍcrophotograph, crossed
nícol s, M0-6-E).

16-6. Typicaì vadose zone mensicus cement texture in ooid grain-
stone. Scale bar 0.5 rnn. (Thin section, microphotograph,
crossed nicols, BP-7-C).

t6-7. Pore-rounded menÍscus cement (arrows). Note randsn needle
fibres (N) in pore. Sca'le bar 50 Fm. (SEM photograph,
BP-7-C).
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PLATE 17

SUBSURFACE DIAGENESIS: CEMENTATION AND NEOMORPHISM
(Q5 unít, except wher'e noted).

17-L. Par'tial pr'eser'vation of or'igf nal textur'e in neomor'phical ìy
al ter'ed mol 1 usc shel I f r'agment. Mi nor' devel opment of secon-
dary por'osity (P). Scale bar' 0.5 mm. (Thin section, micr'o-
photogr'aph, M0-2-G).

L7 -2 . Compl etel y neomor'phosed Hal imeda p'l ate (A ) adj acent to
'l ar'geìy unal ter'ed Hal imedãlTãte ( B) . Scal e bar' L nrn.
( Thi n secti on , mi cr'o Ïõ-graph , M0-6-N ) .

17-3. Poikilotopic spar' (white) ís optically continuous wíth
echinodenn fr'agments (A,B). Scale bar' 0.5 mm. (fnin sec-
tÍon, micr'ophotogr'aph, cr'ossed nícol s, BP-l-B).

17-4" Micr'ite neomor'phÍcally alter'ed to micr'ospar'. Ar'r'ows point
to neomor'phi c ' ha'l os' ar'ound gr'ai ns whi ch have been I eached.
Scale bar' 0.2 nrm. (Thin section, micr'ophotogr'aph, BP-7-L).

t7 -5 . Zone of cha'l ky ar'agonÍ te ( ar'r'ows ) separ'ates appar'ent'ly un-
alter'ed cor'al aragonite (A) from neomor'phÍc spar' (B). Cor'al
is Diplor'ía sp. Scale bar'0.5 rflm. (tfrin sectíon, micr'o-
phoE4raffi H-2 ) .

17 -6 . Montastr'ea annul ar'i s
coarse caTcíTe spaL
ti on , mi cr'ophotogr'aph ,

i 1 1 ustr'ati ng cr'oss cutti ng mosai c of
Q4 unit. Scale bar' I mm. (Thin sec-
BP-3-M) .
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APPENDIX A - THE KEY LARGO ENM'4ô

INTRODUCTION

TheoriginoftheFloridaKeyshasbeenatopicofgreat.interest

s.ince the mid 1g60,s. The problem centres around the pa]eoenvironmental

interpretation of the Key Largo LÍmestone' Based majn'ly on a líterature

survey,theprobìemisdiscussedhere.Thesimi]arityoftheQ5Key

Largo Limestone to the Q4 and Q3 reef 'l imestones suggests that comparabl e

arguments may be applicable to these older units'

DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS

Thepresent.dayF]oridaKeysformanarcuatechainofsma]lislands

with a maximum width of approximately 5 km (3 mi), which stretches from

Soldier Key (a few kilometres south of Miami) to Key west' a distance of

240km(150mi).Theis]andsaretheexpressionofthesealeve]high

standofl25,000yearsBPrepresentedbytheQ5unit.Accordingto

Hoffineister and Multer (1968, p' 1489)' the greater area of the Keys ìies

only about I m (3 ft) above hÍgh tide level, and mangrove swamps occupy

at least half of the total area. There is little surface relief' The

northernKeys,however,ÑôYbemoreelevatedalongtheircentral

elongated axis. Maximum elevation is 5.5 m (18 ft) on l¡lÍndley Key

( Stanl eY, 1966, P. 1929) '
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The Key Largo Limestone compri ses the bedrock of the upper and

middle Keys whereas the bedrock of the lower Keys is Miami Limestone'

The surface contact between the two formations occurs on Big Pine Key

(Hoffmeister and Multer,1964, p'60; this uork)'

Boreholes have demonstrated that Key Largo Limestone-type litholo-

gies underlie the lower Keys and extend as far as the Dry Tortugas, 1l'3

km (70 mí) west of Key west. Here, Key Largo Limestone was found to lie

approximate'ly 9 m (30 f t) bel ow sea 1 evel (Hof fmei ster and lvLll ter ' 1968 '

p. 14e0 ) .

The thickness of the Key Largo Limestone is variable' Hoffmeister

and Multer (1968, p. 1490) reported 44 m (145 ft) near the northern tip

of Key Largo, but 16 km (10 mi) further south along the Key the thickness

is 23 m (75 ft). A well at Tavernier (near Key Largo's southern tip)

passes through 30.5 m (100 ft) of Key Largo Limestone' 52 m (170 ft) was

reported from Grassy Key, whi]e at Big Pine Key and Key West, more than

55 and 52 m (180 and 170 ft, respectívely) were reported.

PerkinsÍg77,plate3)showsthethicknessoftheKeyLargo

Limestone to be 30 m ß7 ft) or more from boreholes on Big Pine Key'

lÉ|indleyKey,andLittlel'1o'lasseslsland.stratigraphÍcally"theKey

Largo Limestone spanned the Q3 through Q5 units at these loca'lities'

COMPOSITION AND ZONATIOìl

The modern

compared occur

analogues with uftich

in the Present-daY

the Key Largo Limestone is usuallY

Fl orida reef tract. The tract



contains appr'oximate'lY 96

the shal l ow she'l f edge,

r'eefs (Mar'szalek et al .,

form edge i s

273

km (60 mi ) of pl atform edge r'eef s located ai ong

and a 'lagoon' which contains over' 6000 patch

1977, p. 2?4\. The typicaì well developed plat-

"chaf.acter'Í zed by a r.eef-fì at formed of i n si tu dead encr'usted
Acr.ooor'a palmata skel etons and r'ubbl e. õ'-omi nãñl r'eef-fl at ben-

Tffi.iã6ñ-t. include small heads of Acr'opor'a, Por'ites,gnd
Sider.astrea, .n..uiting Millepor'a T-friÏge -õf rnassive

Affiioniás of Acr.opor.a-pa1rnata for'ms the seawar'd face of
inereeftoadeptnoffieepef'por.tionsofther.eef
ãiniUtt a diver'åe cor'a'l assemblage dominated bI lar'ge^ -heads of
Nonturt..a annular'is ..." (Mar'szalek et a1 ",1977, p.224).

Reefs wíth Acr.opor.a palmata can also occur's'lightly ìandwar'd (as far'

as 1.6 km If mi]) fr.om the outer' platform mar'gin, but such is the case

only when a 1ar.ge br'eak exí sts i n the outer' r'eef chai n (shi nn, 1963 , p'

93 ) . Patch r'eef s , on the other' hand, I ack the cor'al zonati on found on

the platform edge r'eefs, and sígnificant'ly, lack Acr'opor'a palmata'

However., the r.eef biota may other'wÍse be similar' to that of the platform

edge r.eefs (Mar'sza'lek et al ., 1977, p. 227). The chief cor'als af'e 'lar'ge,

r.ounded heads of Montastr'ea annul ar'i s , Di pl or'i a sPP. , and Si der'astr'ea '

por.i tes astreoi des i s an abundant encr'usti ng for'm and the br'anch i ng

cor.al s por.i tes and Acr.opor.a cer'vicor'nÍ s may aì so occur' (Stanl ey, L966 ' p'

1e37).

In a study based on the excellent exposur'es of Key Lar'go Limestone

at the I'lli ndì ey Key quar'ry and the Key Lar'go Water'way, Stanl ey ( 1966 )

descrÍbed the elements of the Key Lar'go Limestone and found that the r'ock

consisted of an or.ganic fr.amewor'k domínantly composed of hermatypic

cor.al s and an i ntersti ti al cal car'eni te. The domi nant head cor'al s ar'e
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Montastrea annularis, Diploria strigosa and Díploria labrynthiformis, and

encrustíng corals are Porites astreoídes and Diploria clivosa. The

framework was estimated at 30% of the rock vol ume wi th Montastrea

annul ari s maki ng up ha'l f of thi s (Stan'l ey, 1966 , p' 1929-30 ) '

Hoffmeister and Multer (1e68, p.1491)o based on core study, reported

that the coral framework is most prolific in the upper 30 m (100 ft) of

the formation and that with depth calcarenite becomes more imporant'

Furthermore, their cores indicated that the relative abundances of coral

species is maintained in the subsurface, suggesting that there was little

ecoìogic variation spatially or temporally'

No vertical or horizontal zonation of coral species was observed by

Stan'ley (1966, p.1932), and he concluded that the Key Largo Limestone

represents a homogeneous community of frame-buiìding organisms' A well

sorted calcarenite sub-facies of the interstitial material lllas inter-

preted as inter-reef channel deposits. Typicaì'ly a poorly sorted sub-

facies composed of 40% micrite and 60% coarse bioclasts surrounds the

coral heads. The generaì order of abundance is mollusc > coral > coral-

line algae > foraminifera, with 15% unidentifiable debris'

The relative abundance of bioclasts in the Key Largo Limestone com-

pares reasonably well wíth Ginsburg's (1956) data for sediments of the

present-day outer bank reef sub-environment. However the greater abun-

dance of micrite in the Pleistocene rocks led Stanley (1966, p. 1934-35)

to suggest that the Pleistocene sediments were representative of less

turbulent conditions. This, plus the lack of zonation and apparent homo-

geneity of the Key Largo reef, indicates that no significant energy



gradient existed.

The absence of Acropora Palmata

tremely selective species requiring

fore, inhabits the surf zone down to

(Marsza'lek et a] ., !977, P' 224)'

215

is significant because it is

hÍgh energy conditions, and

a depth of aPProximately 4 m

an ex-

there-

(13 fr)

oRIGIN 0F THE KEY LARGO LIIElIglE

The controversy concerning the origin of the Key Largo Limestone

centres around comparisons made between it and modern day analogues and

the inconsistencies therein'

t,{ith the above as a basis, Stanley (1966, p.1940) suggested that

the Key Largo reef formed in relative'ly deep water at depths of 6 to 12 m

(20-40 ft). The coral assemblage was ill-adapted to turbulent conditions

(Iarge hearls, smalI bases, and high centre of gravity)' The "Montastrea

Zone,,of the Key Largo reef was then ana'logous to the Montastrea- domin-

ated assembìages on the windward lower levels of p'latform edge reefs that

contain Acropora palmata. Faunal similarities revolved around the domin-

ance of lto¡lgrlrea annularis, the secondary importance of the three

Díploria spp. and Porites astreoides, and the presence of branching

species of porites and Acropora cervicornis (stanely, 1966, p. 1938)'

The lack of zonation, absence of Acropora palmata, presence of large

heads of Montastrea annularis, Diploria spP., and branching cora]s, and

nature of the associated sediments in the Key Largo Limestone also make

comparison of this formation to present-day patch reefs a viable alter-
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native. Hoffmeister and Multer (1s64, p. 1497\ suggested that the Key

Largo assemblage represents back-reef coalescent patch reef deposition in

shallow water. As with Stanley's (1966) deep water Montastrea zone hypo-

thesis, Hoffmeister and lfulter's (1968) shallow water Coalescent patch

reef hypothesis reflects an environment of low wave energy and explains

the absence of Acropora palmata in light of information from present-day

reefs.

I,¡ATER DEPTH AND PRESENCT OF ACROPORA PALI'IATA

The Atlantíc Coastal Ridge is a northeast-southwest trending cross-

bedded oolite and reaches a maximum elevation of 7'6 m (25 ft) above sea

level (Hoffmeister and Muìter, 1968, p. 1495). The oolite is contemp-

oraneous with the Key Largo reef (discussed in Chapter 2) and as such

this elevation is presumed to denote the approximate elevation of sea

I evel during maximum Q5 transgression (Hoffmei ster and Wl ter' 1968' p'

1495). The difference in eìevation between the ridge and the maximum

elevation of 5.5 m of the Key Largo reef from windley Key is approximate-

ly 2 m. This depth, or perhaps slightìy more' is suggested for the reef

at the peak of Q5 transgression. During at least the close of Q5 deposi-

tion, the reef was in water depth appropriate for the growth of Acropora

pal mata.

Further suggestion of a shallow water origin is provided by Perkins

(L977, P. 179):

,'Red soil pockets and laminated crust marking the upper ync9l-
formable surfacó-oi tn.-q4 unit are exposed ìn places in the

floor of the quo..y locatèd on Windley Key. The surface has an
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elevation of approximately 3 ft (1 m) above sea]evel. If we

assume that thä'maximum elevation of the oolite bars marks the
àpproximate position of sea level during maximum Q5 trans-
g;^ässion, waier depths over the Q4 er-osiona-l surface on \^lindley
(ey coulá never have exceeded 22 ft [6.7 m] assuming.there was

nõ"¿epõsitión during the Q5 transgressive phase. Such a figure
is unrealistic, foi much, if not most, of the coral growth

recorded at tlris locality like'ly occurred during thg trans-
gressive phase with corais keeping pace with a rÍsing sea.

Maxímum water depth over the frontal edge of this transgressive
coral-rích unit þrobably never exceeded 10 ft (3 m).''

The above implications for a shallow water reef argue strongly in

favour of a patch reef origin, as the absence of Acropora palmata would

be djfficult to explaÍn in a platform edge reef of such sha'llow depth

(Hoffmeister and Multer, 1968, p. 1495).

PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF PLATFORM EDGE REEF

If we accept the patch reef hypothesÍs, there are a number of points

to further consider. By analogy, if these patch reefs lie back from the

shallow platform edge, then it ís at the platform edge that Acropora

palmata should occur in reefs with the characteristic zonation'

Hoffmeister and Multer (1968, p" 1496) drilled several ho1es in the

Florida platform and platform edge, and although more or less typicaì Key

Largo sediments constituted the Q5 unit in most of the boreholes, core

number 4 dril'led slightly landward of the platform edge produced two

specimens of Acropora palmata, one at the 18 m (58 ft) level and another

at 20 m (65 ft). From this evidence it was concluded that there had been

an outer bank reef at roughìy this position'
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Although the existence of Acropora palmata in the previous'ly hypo-

thesized reefs at the shelf or platform edge position is established' the

logical question to ask is ufrether there was indeed an Acropora palmata

dominated surf-zone community analogous to present-day platform edge

reefs. Resolution of the above requires more extensive study of the sub-

surface of the reef tract'

EROSION OF Q5 SEDIMENTS

A difficul ty in accepting the coal escent patch reef origin

(Hoffmeister and Muìter, 1968) for the Key Largo Limestone is in estab-

líshing how the Q5 surface was eroded. Recall that the maximum Q5 Key

Largo elevation is 5.5 m (18 ft) at wÍndley Key, within the trend of the

hypothesized coalescent patch reef. Present-day platform edge reefs

stand on a rocky (Q5) surface approximately 7'6 m (25 ft) below sea level

(Stanley,1966, p. 1939). If the Q5 platform edge reef and Q5 patch

reefs were at approximate'ly the same elevation with respect to sea level

during growth, then a wedge of sediments several kilometres wide (from

Keys to pìatform edge) and approximately 13 m (44 ft) or more in thick-

ness woul d have had to be eroded to produce the present Q5 surface

(Figure A-1). How and when this bevelling took place is open to ques-

ti on.

"If such bevelling had been accomplished by wave

til ñ;t õiacial ðea level rise, lelo,sjon during
õnã 'n,ri ght expect the I i ne of bevel 1 i ng to run

pät.i i.i wi th the conti nental shel f' However '

action during
transgressi onl
approximatel Y
according to
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Figure A-1. Schematic dÍagram to illustrate magnitude of erosion
necessary to accept the coal escent patch reef
hypothesis. A wedge of sediment greater than 13 m

thíck and the width of the reef tract must have been
removed i f the proposed p'l atform edge reefs and
coal escent patch reefs were buil t up to simil ar
elevations. This wedge, however, had considerable
i nternal rel ief ( not shown) , and consequent'ly the
quanti ty of sediment removed woul d have been
significantly less than the cliagram implies.
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recent estímates the last 25 ft 17.6 ml of sea 'level rise along

tñe Atlantic coast has occurred only within the last 4000 - 6000

years ..., and it is impossible that the vast amount of beve'lfing
îãquired could have bäen accomplished during this brÍef tìme

i nterval " 
( stanl ey, 1966, p' 1939)

Such beveì1ing would also have to explain the arcuate relìct coales-

cent patch reef forming the Keys landward but parallel to the platform

edge. Stanley (1966, p. 1939) further stated that the broad central

ridge of the Keys is the dominant part of an ancient reef arc and the

orientation is precisely that to expect of such a reef.

Erosion of the pìatform is thought by Hoffmeister and Multer (1968'

p.1947) to be possibìe if it took place on unconsolidated Q5 sediments

during the regressive phase of Q5 time. Because the seaward platform was

in longer contact time with wave energy, the seaward dipping platform was

thus created. Furthermore they suggested that Q5 depositional topography

was similar to today's reef tract topography - that patch reefs and bank

reefs may rise to the surface of the water, but water depths away from

the reefs may be I to 12 m (25 to 40 ft) deep, thus considerably reducing

the volume of sediments to be eroded in the wedge'

The orÍentation of the Keys was thought by Hoffmeister and Multer

(1968) to be a product of growth rather than erosion and they cited that

patch reefs orient themseìves paralle'l to the platform edge, often

formÍng on summits of e'longate ridges of calcarenitic material. They

also suggested the possibility of other similar patch reefs existing jn

Q5 time.

" In a'll probabil ity, one and possib'ly two other simil ar

elongated series of paralleì reef.patches-occupied the .space
between th;; itht.áeis forming tire Keysl and the bank reef..."

( Hofimei sier and Mul ter , l'968, p' 1500 )
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Interestingly, the above inadvertentìy supports an erosional origin

for the present shape and slope of the Q5 shelf'

Stanley (1966, p. 1939) iustified his Montastrea zone's broad, 1ow,

homogeneous reef morphology by suggesting that it may have been related

to growth on a wide, flat platform several kilometres behind the platform

edge. A1so, the absence of Acropora palmata possibly prevented the

development of a surf-zone community and instead of growing upward, the

reef spread 1aterally (Stanley, 1966, p. 1940). The platform edge was

hypothesízed to have been too deep to permit effectíve colonization by

hermatypic corals. There is difficulty, however, Ín explaÍning Key Largo

Limestone flooring virtually all of the carbonate shelf, as work by

Hoffmeister and Multer (1S08, p. L4g6-t497 ) demonstrated. A possible

explanation from the deep water advocates' point of view is that definite

biohermal construction began at some time into the transgressive phase of

QS time. previous'ly, corals nay not have formed significant build-ups

but instead migrated back from the shelf margin'

Perkins(1977,p.181.183)suggestedatypeofpatchreeforiginfor

the Key Largo Limestone.

"The key to this mechanism lies in an examínation of a modern

sfrãit-márgin sand shoa'l , ¡¡hite Bank, whic-h lies behínd the 'line

of living outer reefs iñ ttre Florida reef tract. This skeletal
san¿-inôãl ãnd patcfr-reef complex parallel.s lhe arcuate shelf
nrãaf 

- 
and the' I ine of 'li'iing outer bank reefs; it is

ãsymmetrical in cross section, being sh31]owest on its leeward

;ãé;; lsuuity 10 ft (¡ m) oi less. Extensive coral patches

;;ili ng 
- 
ón ir,i s sand shoal and behi nd i ts shel tered I eeward

ñargin become enveloped in sand as this shoal mígrates' Such a

tãná-ifrãu1 -patch-reef cornpl ex migrating landward during a
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r.isingseawouldpr.oduce.a.seawar'dsloping,wedgelike$gnosit
of cor.al, .n..råd'in skeletal sand. The leading, shallowest

ã¿gã oi such u-rig.uiing sand shoal would be exposed as a

I i near' hi gh dur'i ng" iJutðqutn.t. I ower'i ng of sea I evel ' woul d

unde'go cementati;;, ã¡¡- wðul d be p'eseived as an a.cuate cor'al

päiãn'...f and sfålåtal sand compläx. Such a.sand-shoal-patch-
r.eef inter.pr.etatiõn-il fávored fbr' the depos-ition of the Q4 and

ö;-;räiìihe- raåìã; .f ir'. rlor'ida Keys. The misr'atins shoal

ì,,ãv-ñuu. been iniiiatã¿ ai a pa'teotopogr'aplic br'eak in slope on

the outer. shet i ñ'gi; -ãná ¿o.r nôt- r'equi r'e a seawar'd r'eef

uãr'r'i er' for' i ts i ncePti on ' "

PRTSENT-DAY ANALOGUES . SIGNIFICANCE OF ry

The compl exi ti es become gr'eater'. The type of r'eef descr'i bed by

Stanley (1966) has no moder'n analogue in the Flor'ida ar'ea' while the liv-

ing patch r.eefs ar'e nowher'e near'ly so extensive or'continuous as to be a

pr.opef. anal ogue of Hof fmei ster' and Mul ter'' s ( 1968 ) coa'l escent patCh r'eef

(Dodd et al.,1973, P.3995)' The mí gr'ati ng sand shoal -patch r'eef com-

plex pr.oposed by Per'kins (1977 ) al so has a sca'le dr'awback' If the Keys

do r.epr.esent a platform edge r'eef (shallow water') and as Acr'opor'a palmata

is known fr.om Pleistocene r'ocks of the car'ibbean, then per'haps it is the

higher. selectivity of this par'ticular' or'ganism which accounts for' its

absence her'e. For' examp'le, the species is absent fr'om the var'ious r'eefs

of the Ber.muda platforrn, while the other'pr'ominent Key Lar'go species af'e

ubi qui tous ther'e "

Per.haps some combi nati on of sal i ni ty, temper'atur'e , and tur'bi di ty may

have pr.ecì uded the speci es fr'om gr'owi ng her'e dur'i ng the P1 ei stocene '

Looki ng at moder'n r'eef s , Gi nsbur'g and shi nn ( 1964 ) suggested that the

wester.n mar.gins of the Flor'ida and Bahama platforms ar'e unfavour'able to
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the reef community because warmer and more saline waters are moved west-

ward across the pìatforms by easterly winds. Aìong the same lines of

reasoni ng, the reef communi ty favored devel opment I eeward of i sl ands

where they are shielded from the tídal runoff of p'latform waters' This

effect was also noted by Marszalek et al. (1977, p' 228) in their study

of reef distribution in the Florida reef tract. They noted an inverse

correlation between the existence of patch and platform edge reefs and

the existence of tídal passes between the ocean and Florida Bay' The

south Florida reefs are not uniformly distributed. Most reefs are loca-

ted in the upper Keys (seaward of Elliot Key and Key Largo) and to a

lesser extent between Big Pine Key and Dry Tortugas' The mÍddle Keys

with their numerous tidal channels separating them have only rare patch

reefs. Platforrn edge reefs are occasionalìy developed.

l,{arm waters and high salinity are not the on'ly factors which affect

modern reef distribution. Marszalek et al " ( !977, p. 228) cíted evidence

that demonstrates that reef growth is discouraged by mixing wÍth cold

waters. The ìarge shallov'r expanse of FlorÍda Bay allows cold fronts and

hígh wind ve]ocities to quickly lower its temperature to 15'C or less and

thus these colder waters míx with reef tract waters and the latter is

cooled. The average water temperature in the Ftorida reef tract is near

the minimum that wíll support reef growth, and a slight cooling may dríve

Acropora palmata further south al'lowing the hardier species to remain

behind (Stanley,1966, p.1937). According to Lighty et al' (1978' p'

60), pronounced temperature fluctuations and unusually cold bottom waters
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in the shallow waters off southeast Florida are preventing active reef

growth north of Miami.

Salinity reduction via mixing with lower than normal salinity cur-

rents is also a factor which may preclude reef development or the exis-

tence of highly sa]inity specific organisms' The Loop Current' which

connects the Yucutan and Florida currents in the eastern Gulf of Mexico,

may, at tímes of maximum development, extend as far north as the Missis-

sippÍ delta and may reach the west Florída shelf. In these areas, low

salinity coastal waters may be incorporated into the current as it flows

southward to eventually reach the Keys (Marszalek et al., L977, p' 228)'

Thi s may account for the absence of bank reefs al ong the p1 atform edge

near Dry Tortugas.

The death of an early Holocene barrier (Acropora palmata) reef lo-

cated along the shelf break off Miami coíncided with the beginning of

f1 ood.ing of the Fl ori da pl atform duri ng the Ho] ocene transgressi on ap-

proximate'ly 7000 years BP (Lighty et aì., 1978, p. 59)' They suggested

that cold waters (botton temperatures along the eastern Florida shelf may

reach 10oC during March, Apri'1, and May) and turbidity (originating from

the south where soil and ìagoonaì deposits of fine lime mud were wide-

spread) possibly led to the reef's demise'

Based on modern reefs i t can be seen that any number of factors may

have led to colonization of the Key Largo reef with Acropora palmata

being absent, if assuming a pìatform edge reef origin' Work by Shinn et

al. (,Lg77) on Holocene reefs of the Florida reef tract has disclosed a

number of platform edge reefs at Marker G and Dry Tortugas which host no
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Acropora palmata, and they concluded (regarding the Key Largo reef) that

,,it is no longer necessary to call on a patch reef origin' Reefs can

form and keep pace with sea level at the platform margin, for reasons not

understood, without the help of Acropora pa'lmata" (shinn et alc' L977 p'

6).

Dodd et al. (1973) have described the Newfound Reef which lies

between 0.8 km (0.5 mi) and 1'2 km (0'7 mi) off the southern shores of

Newfound Harbor Keys and Big Pine Key. The reef is approximately 60 m

(tgl ft) wide and is located on the seaward edge of a bedrock terrace

(Dodd et al., Lg73, p.3996). l{ater depths range from 4'5 m (15 ft) on

the landward sìde to 7 m Ql ft) on the oceanward side' The biota'

geometry and geography suggested to Dodd et al. (1s73, p' 4000) that the

reefmaybetheHo]oceneanaloguetotheKeyLargoreef.Biotais

similar with the possible exception of the presence of Siderastrea and

solenastrea hyades being common in the Newfound Reef' Sediment texture

in and around the reef aìso compares favourably' "As sea level continues

to rise, Newfound Reef wil'l probably expand vertically and laterally' and

gradually incorporate the present patch reef belt; such a composite reef

tract wou'ld compare even more favourably with the Key Largo Limestone in

scale and geometry" (Dodd et al ', 1973, p" 4000)'

Thee]evatedsea]evelsduríngtheQStransgressioninundatedlarge

areas of coastal Florida, especiaìly the southern tip of the peninsu]a

( Figure 2-9, text) . Effects associated wi th such a I arge pl atfonn

(several tímes the size of Florida Bay) are difficult to specu'late on but

HarrÍson(pers.comm.,1981)suggestedthattheGreatBahamaBankmaybe
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sal Íni ti es above normal

1976, p" 276-2921 "

sea saì inity de-

OOID SHOALS OF THE MIAMI LIMESTONE

The facts that the Q5 oolite and reef are contemporaneous (Osmond et

aì., L965; Broecker and Thurber, 1965) and that the oolite is crossbedded

(Hoffmeister et al., 1967, p. 178) suggest very strongly that a shal'low

water p'latform edge reef orÍgin for the Key Largo reef is reasonable' A

deep water Montastrea zone reef that stanley (1966) proposed does not

explaín the obvious cross-bedding in the oolite'

However, it is interesting to note that the proximity of oolitic and

reefal deposits in the PleÍstocene of south Florida ís anomalous based on

relationships observed on the present-day Bahama Bank where oolitic sands

and reefs are mutua'lly exclusive (Ginsburg and Shinn, 1964). Although

Stanley (1966, p.1939) admitted that the best developed oolite of the

Miami Limestone i s northeast and southwest of the main Key Largo

exposures, the presence of oolite platformward of the reef is used to

support his deepwater Montastrea zone hypothesis. This situation would

allow sufficient wave energy to by-pass the reef and form ooids'

The que sti on to ask i s , v,,hy i s the best- deve'l oped ool i te fl anki ng the

reef?

The patch reef hypotheses of Hoffmeister and Multer (1968) and

perkins (1977) also have difficutty in explaining the high energy ooìitic

deposi ts that are farther bankward. Perki ns' ß977 ) sand shoa'l -patch
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reef hypothesis neatly explains the Key Largo Limestone underlyÍng the

present reef tract but does not attempt to elucidate on the reef-oolite

relationshíp. The proposed migrating sand shoal-patch reef complex must

have terminated for some reason at the present Florida Keys. could a

pal eotopograph'ic s'l ope change at thi s poi nt have hal ted the mi grati ng

complex and caused a pìatform edge reef to subsequently keep pace with a

rising sea level by essentially building upwards in situ with the

accompanying development of the ooid shoal?

The lack of emergent Key Largo reef seaward of the lower Florida

Keys may reflect termination of reef growth in this area as a result of

the forrnation of incipient shoa'l s. Further shoal growth effectively

precluded any more reefal development in this area' These incipient

shoals may have been prompted by large passes in the early Key Largo reef

or a coral community, which for some reason, did not keep up with its

contemporaries to the east, thus allowing wave energy to continue largely

un.impeded over the reef and initiate ooíd development'

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, previous workers have proposed a number of possfble

orÍgins for the Key Largo reef. These include a deep water Montastrea

zone hypothesis (stanley, 1966); a shal'low water coalescent patch reef

hypothesis (Hoffmeister and Multer, 1968); and a migrating sand shoal-

patch reef hypothesis (Perkins, 1977). Recently it has been demonstrated

that reefs of the Florida reef tract are not necessarily dependant 0n
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Acropora pa'lmata to keep pace with rising sea level (Shinn et al., t977\"

and a platform edge reef origin is enhanced. studies on the distribution

of modern reefs in relation to physicaì and chemical factors in their

environments have shown that corals may be qu'ite selective as to where

colonizatÍon takes pìace (Ginsburg and shínn, 1964; Marszalek et â1"

lg77). The ooid shoals adjacent to the reef complex further suggest a

platform edge origin for the Key Largo reef. when we stop to consider

the host of possible effects related to the inundation of a large fea-

ture] ess I and mass produc i ng a I arge , shal 1 ow p'l atform, perhaps the ab-

sence of a highly selective species such as Acropora paìmata is not s0

surprising (Harrison' pers. comm', L981) '
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APPENDIX B . BIG PINE KEY CORE SUMI4ARY

The fo]l owing text describes brief]y tle prominent macrosco_pic qld
microscopic compõsitÍona'l and textural áttributes of the cores from Big

Þine Key', shown'in the visua'l core summary diagrams that follow. Depth

values ón tne diagrams are metres below 'land surface.

1. Rock Colour: ìllhite (10 YR 8/L,10 YR 8/2 - Munsell Colour)
(Excluding subaerial surface features - see text for
detail s) .

t,lel 1 sorted grainstone typÍcal ly from medium to
coarse sand. Às sorting decreases, grain size may

span silt to granule size.

2" Grain Size:

3. Borehol e Notes:
Bp-1 a. Vug and channel porosity wel'l developed throughout

uni t.
b. Strombus.
c. Tñ'iT-ß-wel 1 cemented wi th i ntense

porosity developed. Foraminifera
coralline algae &lp¡jrgq common.

d. Subaerial surface feãtures extend

BP.2

BP.3

BP.4

vug and channel
and articul ated

to thí s depth or
possÍble mÍnor subaerial exposure surface.

a. vug and channel porosity Ís moderately developed in
upÉer metre and becomes more intense with depth'

b. Lbðal areas of micrite cement zone extend to this
depth.

c. Unit is verY well
of vug and channel

a. Upper metre of unit has moderate development of vug

ahb channel porosíty. Below this, porosity is well
devel oped.

b . Spondyl us.
¿" :ffi;fUetween 3 m and the Q4 subaerÍal surface is

eitreme'ly crumbly due to intense development of vug

and channel PorositY.
d . Vrg and channel porosi ty i ntensely devel oped '

Cementation same as in Q5 unit.

a. vug and channel porosity is well developed through-
out unit.

b. Strombus

a. Throughout Q5 unit, vug and channel porosity is
moderately develoPed.

cemented with intense development
porosity. Foraminífera common.

BP-5



BP-6

BP.7

M0-2

M0-6

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

237

Below this point, core scrambled. Position of Q4

surface determíned by assuming equal recovery
throughout interval from 3.1 to 6.1 m.

Unit is welI cernented with development of vug and

channel porosity. Foramínifera and silt size bio-
cl astic debri s common.

Development of vug and channel porosity is 
^minoruntil '1.5 m depth. From 1.5 m to bottorn of uni t

deve'lopment is moderate to intense.
Local 

'domaíns of micrÍte cement zone extend to thÍs
depth.
Unit is well cemented with intense development of
vug and channel porosity. Foraminifera and silt
size bÍoclastic debrÍs common.

Upper 1 m of core has only minor development of vug

ahä channel porosÍty. Development is moderate else-
where. Cross-bedding exerts strong infl uence on

orientatÍon of these Pores.
b. High density of worm (?) tubes.

micrite cement.
c. Unit is well cemented with intense development

vug and channel PorositY.

l,lel I - devel oped vug and channel porosi ty exi sts
throughout entire Q5 unit.
Local areas of micrite cement zone extend to thís
depth.
eebOing defined by thin (few millimetres), rough'ly
horizoñtal, alternating medium and coarse grained
laminae. Íhese exert an tnfluence on orientation of
vug and channel Pores.
Uni t í s we1 'l cemented but crumbl y due to i ntense
development of vug and channel porosity. Silt size
biocl astic debris common.
Large (several centimetres) dark grey, dense, foram-
ini fera-rich, grainstone cì ast.
Unit ís r+elÍ ãemented with intense development of
vug and channel porosity. Foraminifera common in
upþer uni t. Encrusti ng coral I ine al gae occur
1 ocaì 'ly 

.

Upper i.S m of core has only minor development of
vug and channel Porosi tY.
pàðfstone intervä'l charãcterized by crumb'ly core due

to intense development of vug and channel porosity'
Below this depth, development of vug and channel
porosity is not Pronounced.
i,lel'l cánented interval (several centimetres) wi th
vug and channe'l pores stained medium grey'

Possibl e subaerial

of

a.

b.

c.

c.

d.

d.

e.

f"

a.

b"
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e.

f.

9"

h.

Unit is well cemented but with profuse development
of vug and channel porosi ty. Fragmented

foraminifera are abundant throughout unit'
Abundant silt size foraminiferal debris at bottom of
unit.
Rock i s very wel'l cemented, vug and channel. pores
wel I devel óped throughout uni t. Foramini fera
locally commón. Silt size bioclastic debris common.

Minor subaerial surface.
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CORE SUI'îI'IARY: LEGEND

GRAI NS

Q ooro

2 peutet

@ PÊL}ID

& INTRACLAST

F srElerRr- ((1 c¡,t) : DoMINANTLY HALIMEDA AND MoLLUSc

FRAGMENTS,OTHER FOSSILS SUBORDINATE

EXCEPT þlHERE NOTED '

FOSSILS)1 c¡r

d oRsrnopoo

(rrrrrrro,
@ anvozoR (scHlzoponrllR rlonlnnruR)

17 sn¡¡JcHtNG coRAL (ponlres sp. )
a

fuHenu coRAL AoNTASTB$ ANNULARIS EXcEPT wHERE noreo)

@ ecHtNoDERM

? ururoerurt FIED SKELETAL

STRUCTURTS SUBAERIAL SURFACE

&
$ aunnow # LAMINATED cRUST

/.2t.'/caoss BEDDING iF:if¡MIcRITE cEMENT zoNE

ã noarzoNTAL BEDDING liiiiffimnsslvE,FEATURELESs cRUST

I
ù\: OISTURBED BEDDING

ABBREVIATIONS ! GST - GRAINSToNE, PST - PAcKSToNE, l'lsr -

WACKESTONE, WS - WELL SORTED, MS - MODERATELY

SORTED, PS - POORLY SORTED
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APPENDIX C . POINT COUNTING

The locations of core thin sections examined in this study are

presented in Table A-1. Twenty-one thin sections (Table A-2) were point

counted usì ng a 0 .5 fTrn gri d and count,i ng 300 to 400 grai ns per thi n

section (methodology outlined in Hutchinson' 1974) in order to provide a

quantitative basis for subdivision of the Q5 unit into three facies' An

addit,ional 24 thin sections were point counted in order to quantitatively

compare primary and secondary'matrix'porosity within and among the a

units (Table 8-1, text). Thin sections counted were iudged to be repre-

sentative of the interval from which they were taken'

Superficial and multipìe ooids were counted as oo'ids' Pellets and

pe]oíds were differentiated on the basis of criteria outlined in the text

( chapter 3 ) . Skel etal materi al i ncl uded al I bi ocl asts ( unal tered and

recrystallized). Spar, micrite, and microspar were lumped together based

on genera'l intimacy of mjcrite and microspar and the complete gradation

of microspar to spar. Porosity types were differentiated as outlined in

the text (ChaPter 8).
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TABLE 4.1" THIN SECTION LOCATIONS

Borehol e

BP.1

BP-2

BP.3

Thin Section

A
B

7

c
D

E

F
G

H

J
K

L
M

A

B

c
D

E

F
G

H

I
J
K

L
M

N

73
0

A

B

c
D

E

F
G

H

T

J
K

L
M

A

B

Deoth from Land Surface (metres)

0
0.6
1.3
2
?.4
3.3
4.5
4.8
6.2
7.3
7.8
8.2
9.1

0
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.9
1.3
2.2
3.1
4.5
4.9
5.5
6.3
6.3
7.5
7.6
7"8

0
0.1
0.4
1.1
2.2
5.4
6.6
6.7
6.4
7.1
8.2
8.3
9.3

0
0"2

BP-4
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C

D

E

F
G

H

1

J
K

A

B

c
D

E

F
G

H

I
J
K

L
M

A
B

c
D

22
E

F
G

L
K

H

I
J

A

B

c
D

E

0.4
1.7
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.5
3.8
4.?
4.6

0
0.2
0.9
1.6
?"2
3.0

0
0
0.3
0.5
1.3
2.2
2.5
2.8
3.6
3.9
4.1
4.4
5.9

0
0.1
0.8
L.2
1.4
1.5
1.9
2.8
4.9
5.1
5.8
6.1
7.3

0
0.1
1.3
2"3
2"8

BP-5

BP.6

BP-7

M0-2

A

B

c
D

E

F
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M0-6

F

G

I
J
K

L
M

N

0
P

A
B

c
D

E

F
G

H

I
J
K

L
M

N

0
T
P

79

a
U

V

R

S

3.7
5.3
6.1
6.8
7.2
7.7
7.9
8.0

t0.2
10.6

0
0
0.3
0.6
1.1
1.9
2.7
3.0
3.2
4.1
4.6
7.L
7.4
7.4
7.6
7.6
7.9
8.3
8.4
9.0
9.1
9"2

10.9
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TAE.5 4.2" MIMT COUNT MTA

pËrcENTAE (F GRAINS, I'ATRIX, AÐ POR0SITí IN IHIN SEgrIm - Q5 th{IT

$ar,
Micrite, Primry Sæorüry Total

PortsiThin
Sætion

BP-3 Ð
-E
-F

AVER¡GE

BP-s +
-c

tr

tr

AVERACT

BP.6 .I

BP.7 {
.D

-E
.F
.G

AlERAGE

FÐ-2 Ð
-F
-G

AlERACE

r${ Ð
-E
.H

-K
-N

AVERAË

Points
Ccunt¡d Ooid Pellet Peloid Mi Skeletal Porosi Porosi

7.9
8.5
7.9
8.0
4.9
TÃ

343
n4
301

351

349
3i9
314

30i

370
304
331

365
341

n9
336
345

318
247

315
350
267

0
0
0
o

52.1
31.5
D.5
45.5
3qJ

n.3

45.4
41.4
46.8
52..9
50.7
TM

36.4
24.t
13.9m
26.4
26.3
18.4
46.0
t2"7
zffi

3.1
7.2
6.3

11.1
-6;q'

15.3

3.2
1.0
1.8
0.5
2.6
m.

4.9
L?.5
6.1

-TS

8.8
16.6
9"2
2.9
5.2

-8T.

56.9*
62.0*
54.5*
57.T'*

3.4
9.7

10.0
4.5-63-

8.3

3.8
1.6
2.4
3.6
0.9
m
3.8

t2.5
11.6_F

n.r
9.3
7.9
5.7
6.0

-E€'

?5.9
41.5
%.4
æ.0g2
37.9

?7.8
31.0
æ.3
30.1
%.7
flo-

n.?
39.0
37 .7
æ_0-

n.t
A.4
49.8
25.1
39.3g:T

18.1
t7.9
13.0
Tfi3'

2.0
2.6
8.8
5.7
T.E

6.0

1.1
6.9
1.5
0
0.3
ZT
3.5
8.9

21.2
ffi

2.8
0.8
5.7
8.6

31.1
T3

2.3
0
0
õ.3

9.4
3.4
?..5

?..2
TÃ

2.7

9.2
8.6

10.3
10.4
8.2-83

6.2
1.7-

3.2
T5

1.9
4.0
1.0
3.7
0.7
23

n.7
n.L
n.6
2rÍ

4.0
4.0
6.6
1.9
TT

9.6

9.5
9.5
7.9
2.5
0.6
6;0

5.2
1.8
6.4
45

25.0
20.1
32.6
2T.S

13.4
7.4
9.1
4.1

T5
12.3

18.7
18.1
18.1
12.9
8.8

E3
11.4
3.0
9.6

-8.-o-

9.7
rz.6
8.9

LL.7
5.6

TJ

* hòined valæ for r.ndifferetiatd pllets, ploids, micrite, microspar, ard spar'
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APPENDIX D - X-RAY ANALYSIS

Qualitative mineralogical evaluation using Fiegl's solution was sup-

plemented by quantitative analysis via x-ray diffraction' The metho-

dology is based largely on that outlined by Matthews (1965)' but with

some modifications. By comparing peak intensities of aragonite and cal-

cite, an estimate of their relative weight percent in a given sampìe may

be obtained. As the mass absorption coefficients of aragonite and

calcite (no Mg) are equa1, intensity is directly re]ated to weight

percent (Zussman, 1967, P' 229)'

The intensity of the diffractogram peaks may be obtained in a number

ofways(outlinedbyMilliman,!g74'P'23)'Themeasurementof
intensity was carried out by planimetric measurement of X-ray diffraction

peak area. Neuman (1965, p. 995) measured only the low 20 half of the

calcite curves then doubled the result to get the peak area and in doíng

so avoided possible incorporation of d'iffraction intensities from phases

other than calcite. As no traces of Mg-calcite were found in the rocks

ofBígPineKey,thepeaksweremeasuredaSshowninFigure^-2"4

cofnmon background line was drawn through the base of the peaks'

Powder slides were made similar to the method outlíned in Matthews

(1965): a small (1-2 g) sample representative of the lithology was

ground in acetone with a mortar and pestle until grain size was such that

it passed through a 230 mesh seive. The powder was placed on a glass

s.lideandsufficientacetonewasaddedtoformaworkablemíxturewhich
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Figure A-2. Parameters used to reduce X-ray diffraction clata.
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vcras spread over the centre area of the slide'

X-ray equipment consisted of a Philips (pW et13100) x-ray diffract-

omoter using Cu K* radiation, and Ni filter, operated at 50 kv and 20

ma. Each slide was scanned twice from 20 0f 25'to 31'. The slide was

reversed between runs. A scanning speed of !/2" 20/nin' was used'

The areas under the folìowing peaks were measured - aragonite 26'2"

(111), aragonite 27.2" (021), and calcite 29.4" (104). The aragonite

(111)/calcite and aragonite (021)/calcite ratios were calculated, the two

ratios being índependent estimates of the weight percent aragonite in the

sample. According to chave (1954), the use of these two values allows

the possible detection of preferred orientations in the mixture on the

sl ide.

The ratios were then converted to estimates of weight percent arago-

nite using curves published by chave (1954) and Lowenstam (1954)' The

two runs provided four estimates of aragonite content' If the estimates

were too dispersed, subsequent analyses were carried out' The estimates

were then averaged.

Because the planimeter measurements were extremely time consuming

( each cal ci te curve measured three times, the aragoni te curves each

measured 5-10,times), a best fit curve through a pìot of peak height

(Figure A-2) versus peak area was constructed once sufficient areas were

measured. The best fit curve }Jas based on 136 spread-out data pa'irs'

Thus, peak areaS were estimated via straightforward and quick measurement

of peak height and the data treated as previously outlined'

Although there are many factors which may give rise to errors (see
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Zussman, 1967, p. 300; Mí]liman " L974, p. 25-27; Matthews, 1965, p" 32-

33), the probable error is estimated at 5 to 10 percent for this method

(Lowenstam, 1954, p. 287; Neumann, 1965, p" 993)'



SAMPLE NO.
PEAK AREA

ARAG. 26 "2îiñ:T:4
þlT. % ARAG.
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TABLE A-3" X-RAY DATA, BOREHOLE MO-6

PEAK AREA

ARAG. 27.2
eÃf. --te'Á-

I,lT. % ARAG. AV. l,lT. % ARAG.

13
10

54
53

46

46
47

34

31

18
23

?9
22

25
29

5?
49

43

52
53

46
49

46
46

57

9

iQsl 2

3

9

13 (E)

32

37 (I)

43

0.410
0.460

0.235
0.257

0. 195

0.195
0. 180

0. 114

0. 102

0.055
0.095

0 .090
0.084

0.067
0.083

0.224
0.209

0.195

0.216
0.219

0.182
0.227

0.204
0. 168

0.293

0.022

10
L2

60
62

54

54
51

34

30

15
28

25
z4

19
24

59
57

54

57
57

5?
59

56
49

65

4

0 .020
0.017

0. 130
0.124

0.101

0.098
0.103

0.065

0.056

0.028
0.039

0 .052
0.037

0.042
0.051

0.120
0. 108

0.091

0. 121
0.124

0 .098
0.110

0. 102
0.100

0.145

0.015

15

t7

22

57

50

50

34

31

2L

25

24

54

46 (J)

51 (K)

49

55

52

49

56

61

7

59

62

70 (L)
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TABLE A-3 (Cont'd)

SAMPLE NO.

PEAK AREA

ARAG.26"2m;-E:4
l,¡T. % ARAG.

PEAK AREA

ARAG. 27.2
eA-L-Ze 3-

blT" % ARAG. AV. \,{T. % ARAG.

72 (M,N)

74 (0)

[Q4] 75(T)

tQ3l 80(Q)

0.072

0 .013
0.008

0.027
0 .036

0.000
0.000

0 .011
0 .014

0 .012
0.014

0.000
0.000

20

?
0

6
8

0
0

I
2

I
2

0
0

?3

1

0"043

0.005
0.000

0.013
0.020

0.000
0 .000

0.000
0 .011

0.006
0.008

0.000
0.000

25

0
0

7

13

0
0

0
5

0
0

0
0
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TABLE A-4. X.RAY DATA, BOREHOLE BP-3

SAMPLE NO.

PEAK AREA

ARAG. 26.2
eAfZqT'

I,IT. % ARAG.

PEAK AREA
ÂRAG. 27 .2
cAT;1qÃ'

vlT. % ARAG. AV. \,{T. % ARAG.

tQ5l 2( B)

e (c)

t2

17(D)

24

30(E)

40

42(F)

51

52

tgll 48(G)

59

68(L)

76(M)

0.349
0.402

0. 185

0.287

0.024
0.029
0.041

0.057

0.051
0.058

0.043
0.054

0.049
0.053

0.054
0.031

0.207

0.021
0 .015

0.015
0 .019

0.021
0.023

0.008
0.007

6B
7L

52

64

5
6

10

15

13
16

11

14

13
14

L4
7

56

4
2

2
3

4
5

0
0

0. 191
0.20?

0 .097

0.156

0 .0i7
0.020
0.016

0.024

0.025
0.033

0.022
0.026

0.028
0.030

0 .029
0 .017

0. 107

0 .009
0.007

0.012
0.000

0 .018
0.017

0.008
0.000

64
66

45

59

10
13

9

15

16
20

14
16

18
19

18
10

48

0
0

6
0

11
10

0
0

49

62

9

15

16

5?

?

14

16

t2
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APPENDIX E . SAI'PLE PREPARATION

The nine slabbed cores v{ere examined on a 'reconnaissance' level

in order to record facies changes vi sibì e on a macroscopic scal e'

Approximately 140 oriented thin section chips were cut, the choice of

location of the thin sections was based on the intention to sampìe

typical lithology and any variations. The relatively friable nature of

mostofthesamplesnecessitatedepoxyimpregnationunderVacuum.A

mixture of 1:1 Petropoxy (Palouse Petro Products) and toluene was pre-

pared. The chips were immersed in the solution in an a'lumjnum tray and

then put under 584 mm (23 inches) Hg for 5 to 10 mÍnutes' The vacuum was

released and reformed several times. The chips uúere removed from the

solution and pìaced on a hot plate at approximately 125'C to initiate

curing of the epoxy mixture. The epoxy impregnated chips were then baked

ìn the Vacuum oven (normal atmospheric pressure) for five to six hours to

complete the curing process. The above method of preparation is similar

to that in Hutchison (1974)'

ForSEMstudy,brokenspecimensweremountedonstubswith

double-sided tape and gold-coated. The unit used was a cambridge

Stereoscan SEM.
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APPENDIX F . STAINING PROCEDURE

Fiegl's solution: This solution is used to djfferentiate aragonite from

ca.lcite.lgAg2S04ismixedwith1l.8gMnS04.7H20in100m]
distilled water and the solution is boiled. After cooling the suspension

is fiìtered off and one or two drops of dilute Na0H solution is added'

After 1 or 2 hours the precipitate is filtered off. The so]ution long-

evity is significantìy increased if kept in a dark bottle away from

light. (Katz and Friedman,1965)

To use the solution, po]ished sampìes are etched in dilute HCI'The

surface to be stained is ímmersed in the solution for several minutes

( dependi ng on sol uti on freshness) . Aragoni te i s stai ned bl ack whi I e

calcite remains cìear. The stain was used to provide quaìitative insight

i nto mi neral ogY.

Alizarin Red S and Potassium Ferricyanide Stain: The solution is used to

d.ifferentiate dolomite from calcite and ferroan calcite from non-ferroan

calcite. Dolomite remains colour'less, calcite stains red (non-ferroan),

and ferroan calcite blue-PurPle'

The solution is made as follows: 1 g Alizarin Red S Stain,5 g

potassium ferrÍcyanide, and 2 m] of concentrated hydrochloric acid are

brought to 1 L of solution wÍth distilled water. (Katz and Friedman'

1e65 ) .

Claylqq_ldlow Stain: This stain is used to differentiate Mg-calcite

varies from Pa'le Pink in crYstals

red in those wi th high MgC03

from calcite. The

with little MgC03

colour of Mg-calcite

(5-8%), to deeP
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content. The stain is made by cornbining L g Clayton Yellow powder' 8 g

NaOH,4gEDTA,andlLdistilledwater.Thesearemixedatroom
temperatureandstoredinanamberglassbottle.Aproceduretorender

the stain pennanent is also available (choquette and Trussell' 1978)'

For both the Alizarin Red s - Potassium Ferricyanide and clayton

Ye]lowstains,theprocedureforsamplepreparationissimilartothat

outl ined for Fiegl's sol ution'
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APPINDIX G - METHODOLOGY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF MAPS OF FRESHWATER PHREATiC

LENSES ON BTG PI

The data used for the delineation of the freshwater phreatic lenses

of Big Pine Key are from Hanson (1980, table 6)' The chloride concen-

tration (mg/L) - depth relationship in 22 uncased wells (Figure 7-l'

text) drÍlled by the USGS Water Resources Divjsion was monitored during a

study period between June, 1976 and April , Lg77 at approximately 1 month

intervals. chloride concentrations were usually measured in L'52 m (s

ft) intervals. The deepest measurement was made at the hole bottom and

consequently this last interval may be slightìy larger or srnaller than

1.5? m. Data from wells 2A and 6A were not recorded for the period

between June, L976 to February, L977 '

Based on wel1s ?A and 64, Specific conductance profiles indicate

that water salinity is relatively constant to a depth of approximately

5.5 m (18 ft) below the water table (Hanson' 1980' figs' 6'7)' Below

this depth, salinity increases at a faster rate' 0bviously' with wells

located on the outer edges of the 1ens, the depth at whjch saìinity

begi ns to i ncrease rapi d'ly woul d be shal 'l ower '

A tcl-l va] ue of 500 mg/l i s used as the I ower boundary of the

meteoric lens. Plotting of the [cll data with depth n'5? m interva]s)

did not always show a smooth increase. consequent'ly, the depth of the

500 mg/L tcl-l was established by simple linear extrapolation between the

two recorded values less than and greater than 500 mg/L (Table A-5)' For

reference, according to Deiu (1971), water for drinking purposes should
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TAE-E 4.5. MTA LSÐ TO CCH\STR,CT FRESfrEATER BIRFATT tIh$ES 0r BIG PINE ÌGY

uss
WATER RESEACES

rüLL hÐ.

SEPT., 1975 EFTH

T0 m mdL [cl-]*
(m rel . to sea 1. )

4.5
<-5.9

tÐ
Wt¡l

-2.3
-5.3

<-7.3
hÐ

<-7.1
NFl,l

ww
<-6.8
<-6.0
<-6.4
-2.8
4.6

<-6.1
lfl,{
0

-3.9
-1.9
4.6

tcrl (rrVL)
AT WATER

TABLE*

m
48
l\Ð

s0
1æ

56

180

hÐ

110
5m
14æ
s
51

m
130

140

87

530
500

55

150

20

I'AffiI, 1977 IEPTH

T0 5m rrg/L [ct-]*
(m rel. to sea I ")

m¡l
<-7 "l{.8

hFll
t.FI.l

4.2
hFl-|

l,FþJ

I.FÌ^l

HTl^l

tçl,l
4.9

<-7.0
NFI^I

tFt.l
I'Fl*l

I.Fl,l

lFl,l
NFl^l

-2.8
Ì.Fl,l

lçt¡l

tcrl (rrVL)
AT ìtA'tER

TABLE**

860
350
N
s0
560
320
610
680
780

1ru
14m

370
340
600
5?0
650
7m

æ00
1600

450

7N
850

L

2
2A
3
4
5
6
6A
7
I
9

10
t1
t2
13
14
t5
16
l7
18
19
20

*
trk

lfl^l:
ND:

calculatd finm Hanson, (1980, table 6)

fi¡on lhnæn (1980, t¡b]e 6)
m fi¡ednater as èfined
rn data
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not have over 225 mg/L tcl-]. waters having in exess of 500mg/L [C]-l

have an unpleasant taste. Although the lens boundary has been defined

based on the 500 mg/L tcl-l value, the transition from freshwater to

normal marine water is a gradua'l one. The dispersion zone is estimated

to be approximately 3 metres (10 ft) thick (Hanson,1980, p' 16)' The

change of the rate of increase of [Cl-] with depth at approximately 5'5 m

be]owthewatertableindicatesthetopofthedispersionzone.

An approximation of the height above sea leve'l of the water table is

based on data from we]]s 2 and 6 in Hanson (1980, table 5). For his

study period, the monthly average water leve'l was 0'35 m (1'14 ft) and

0.37m(1.20ft)forwe]]s2and6,respectively(valuesabovemeanSea

level). The average value is 0'36 m' and it is this value that is used

as the average water table height. Serious deviations from this are not

expected as the nature of the island topography is fairly constant with

an average height above sea level of approximateìy 1 m (see Hanson' 1980'

table 3). Furthermore, the figures quoted for wells 2 and 6 are averages

of the dai'ly maxima and daiìy minima. In actual il ty' the water table

fluctuates 0.26 m (0.85 ft) dai1y, on average (calculated from Hanson'

1980, table 5). Using L m as the average e'levation of land above sea

level, the average vadose zone thickness (height of land surface minus

water table height) is approximate'ìy 0'6 m'


